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This dissertation examines writing as a therapoetic practice in late nineteenth-century 
American literature. Writing literature is one mode of therapoetics, a practice that I define 
broadly as healing through creative work. While nineteenth-century literature and medicine 
studies have focused on doctors writing literature for the purpose of expanding medical 
knowledge, this dissertation highlights the under-studied view of the patient’s individual 
experience of suffering and their turn to writing literature as self-therapy. Combining 
biographical, historical, and literary analytic approaches, I show how writers Thomas Wentworth 
Higginson, Herman Melville, and Sidney Lanier, each suffering from some kind of physical, 
mental, or spiritual pain, took their health into their own hands, experimented with writing as 
therapy and, importantly, wrote with optimism: their integrated narratives and poetry work 
towards ideal, even happy, outcomes. Because invalidity negatively affected perceptions of 
masculinity in the late nineteenth century, these writers did not write directly about their 
suffering; instead, their working through of their illnesses or traumatic experiences appear as 
overtones to their main subjects or purposes of their writings, whether it be Civil War essays, 
rose poems, or travel writing. These writings are inspired by the water cure, horticultural, and 
“change of air” movements—reform movements involving self-improvement principles and 
somatically-focused therapies—but showcase a turn to writing as a mental means of addressing 
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their suffering. Their writings, thus, reflect the fluctuating medical landscape of the period that 
saw doctors and patients fighting for control over the patient’s health, the waning popularity of 
somatically-focused therapies, and a rising interest in the mind and psychology. This dissertation 
enriches our current understanding of illness, medicine, and literature in this period and 
foregrounds the significance of writing as a popular therapeutic enterprise in our contemporary 
moment. This project also joins in recent efforts to broaden the history of psychotherapeutics, 
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In 1887, an ill and exhausted Charlotte Perkins Gilman (1860-1935) left her home to 
undergo the rest cure—a physiologically-focused treatment involving seclusion, plenty of rest, 
rich foods, the application of massage or electricity to the parts of the body presenting 
symptoms, and as little mental stimulation as possible—at neurologist Dr. S. Weir Mitchell’s 
clinic in Philadelphia. A few days before she left, she wrote of her suffering in her diary: “I am 
very sick with nervous prostration, and I think with some brain disease as well. No one can ever 
know what I have suffered in these last five years. Pain, pain pain, till my mind has given way” 
(Diaries 385). 
“Nervous prostration” was one of the many nervous disorders in the nineteenth century. 
“Neurasthenia,” a term coined by George M. Beard in 1868 as a catch-all for all forms of 
nervous disorders, was generally characterized as a “lack of nerve strength” (Practical Treatise 
8). Neurasthenia encompassed a long list of psychological and physiological symptoms including 
“Pain, Pressure, and Heaviness in the Head,” “Frequent Blushing,” “Insomnia,” “morbid fears,” 
and a range of phobias (Beard, Practical Treatise xxvi). No matter what symptoms a 
neurasthenic patient had, however, Mitchell’s treatment focused on healing the body because he 
believed that if “you cure the body,” you would “somehow find that the mind is also cured” 
(“Rest in the Treatment of” 109; “The Treatment by Rest” 2037). According to Gilman, Mitchell 
even told her to “‘live as domestic a life as far as possible,’ and to “‘never to touch pen, brush, or 
pencil again’ as long as [she] lived” (“Why I Wrote” 58). Gilman obeyed Mitchell’s directions 
for “some three months,” lived domestically, and did not write for the next two and a half years 
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(“Why I Wrote” 57).1 When she returned to writing, she produced her semi-autobiographical 
short story “The Yellow Wallpaper” (1892) which depicts her harrowing experience under Dr. 
Mitchell’s care. In her 1913 essay “Why I Wrote ‘The Yellow Paper,’” Gilman tells readers that 
Dr. Mitchell’s orders brought her “so near the borderline of utter mental ruin that [she] could see 
over” and that she wrote the story “not…to drive people crazy, but to save people from being 
driven crazy, and it worked” (“Why I Wrote” 57). 
Critics have differing views on the ultimate ends of Gilman’s short story. On the one 
hand, Jane Thrailkill has highlighted the “therapeutic potential” of Gilman’s story, via the 
mechanism of readerly interpretation (“Doctoring” 552). Nineteenth-century readers of Gilman’s 
story were affected physiologically by it, as her argument goes, and the story served as “verbal 
‘shock therapy’ for proponents of the rest cure in order to bring about an amendment to the 
treatment” (529). Other critics like Diane Herndl, Sandra Gilbert and Susan Gubar, as well as 
Paula A. Treichler have focused on the question of whether or not Gilman “manage[d] to cure 
herself” (Herndl 74). These critics saw the narrator’s triumph over patriarchy as Gilman’s own 
“flight from dis-ease into health” (Gilbert & Gubar 91). 
I view Gilman’s “The Yellow Wallpaper” differently, in light of work in recent decades 
on illness narratives and in the field of narrative medicine: the short story’s “therapeutic 
potential” is available for Gilman too, though it is not because her story’s narrator triumphs over 
patriarchy, but primarily in her act of storytelling as an ill person. I argue that, in writing “The 
Yellow Wallpaper,” Gilman recovers her voice, an act prompted by her desire to help others—
“to save people from being driven crazy” (“Why I Wrote” 58). The act of storytelling via writing 
                                                        
1 Tom Lutz points out that it was more Gilman’s exhaustion and not because of her husband’s 




also enables Gilman to acknowledge and cope with her harrowing experience under Mitchell’s 
care and her persistent nervous exhaustion (“Why I Wrote” 58). As Arthur Frank theorizes, when 
an ill person becomes a “storyteller,” they reclaim the voice that “illness and its treatment often 
take away” (xii). They tell their stories because they “care for others” and, in the act of telling, 
the ill person also becomes a “healer” (xii). Gilman was chronically ill throughout her entire life: 
as she wrote in her 1935 autobiography, “the effects of nerve bankruptcy remained to this day” 
(97). Gilman also wrote prolifically throughout her life, and “The Yellow Wallpaper” launched 
her career as a writer, lecturer, and champion of women’s rights and social reform. She became a 
healer for others and for herself through the productive work of writing. “Work” was the missing 
element in Mitchell’s rest cure for neurasthenics but Gilman embraced it, professing “work” as 
“the normal life of every human being; work, in which is joy and growth and service” (“Why I 
Wrote” 57). Gilman saw “women’s work as it existed” in her time as “wasteful” and wrote and 
lectured for the rest of her life to improve women’s lives, including her own (Lutz 230).  
This dissertation focuses on nineteenth-century authors who, like Gilman, turned to 
writing not as a cure (complete and lasting restoration of health), but as a way of coping. These 
authors wrote to acknowledge and live with some kind of dis-ease, obtain therapeutic relief or 
respite, and help others along the way. I use the term “dis-ease” broadly, as defined in the 1844 
Webster’s dictionary as “pain, uneasiness, distress” or what Rita Charon, the founder of narrative 
medicine, more recently described as “the sense of something just not being right” (Webster’s 
256; LitSite Alaska 1). This project is also informed by contemporary writing therapy studies 
that have found that there are health benefits to writing, regardless of what the writer may be 
suffering from and even, to some extent, what they are writing about. I refrain from diagnosing 
persons or arguing over medical terminology—though complete avoidance of these acts is 
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unavoidable—and, instead, focus on why and how these authors turned to writing as a way of 
coping with what was not “right” in their lives.  
In architectural terms, “to cope” has elements of protection and making adjustments. “To 
cope” means “to cover,” which is the function of “the uppermost course of masonry or brickwork 
in a wall, usually made of a sloping form to throw off rain”(“coping, n.5” OED). “Coping” as a 
verb also refers to the fine, painstaking work of fitting two mouldings together by cutting small 
curves into each end of the mouldings using a coping saw (“coping, n. 5,” see compound “coping 
saw” OED). Coping in both definitions is conceptualized structurally and spatially. The writings 
featured in this study by dis-eased authors also demonstrate coping in formal terms. As Arthur 
Frank observes, illness or dis-ease is envisioned, by one of his patients, cartographically as “a 
loss of the ‘destination and map’ that had previously guided the ill person’s life” (1). The authors 
in this study write to cope by imaginarily making their way through natural environments: their 
writings display painstaking work with elements of nature—water, roses, and air—to navigate 
the integration of their dis-ease into their lives while helping others by allowing them “to witness 
the experience of reconstructing one’s own map” (17).  
In Therapoetics in Late Nineteenth-Century American Literature, I use the term 
“therapoetics” to mean healing through creative work.2 “Thera” comes from the Greek θεραπεία, 
which means “healing,” and “poetics” is taken from “poiesis” which means “creative production, 
esp. of a work of art” (OED “therapy,” “poiesis”). In three case studies, I show how Thomas 
                                                        
2 Two other scholars have used the term “therapoetics” to mean healing through creative work: 
Classics scholar Julia Nelson Hawkins had a book manuscript entitled Therapoetics After 
Actium: Narrative, Medicine, and Authority in Augustan Epic and game design and 
development scholar Sandra Danilovic’s 2018 dissertation is entitled Game Design 
Therapoetics: Autopathographical Game Authorship as Self-Care, Self-Understanding, 
and Therapy.  
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Wentworth Higginson (1823-1911), Herman Melville (1819-1891), and Sidney Lanier (1842-
1881), each of whom suffered from some kind of mental, physical, and/or spiritual dis-ease, 
engaged in what medical humanist Sari Altschuler calls “imaginative experimentation” in their 
writings. “Imaginative experimentation” is Altschuler’s term for the turn by nineteenth-century 
doctors and writers to writing literature in order “to craft, test, and implement their theories of 
health” (8).3 In addition to this work by Altschuler, Jane Thrailkill, Rita Charon, Justine 
Murison, Shari Goldberg and others to develop the mutually beneficial relationship between 
literature and medicine, I focus in this dissertation on what engaging in imaginative experiments 
might do for the writer himself, and delineate what these experiments look like and why.  
This project features the writings of three male, white writers. The act of writing, in the 
nineteenth century, was primarily only available to white men and, to a lesser extent, white 
women. Nineteenth-century anti-literacy laws ensured that most slaves, freedmen, and non-
whites were prevented from learning how to read and write. Nineteenth-century women who 
were ill were especially discouraged from writing while ill men were encouraged to write. As 
Barbara Will observes, S. Weir Mitchell’s cure for neurasthenics, for instance, was very much 
gendered. While Charlotte Perkins Gilman and Mitchell’s other female patients were subjected 
to the “rest cure,” confined to their beds and force-fed rich foods, male neurasthenics underwent 
                                                        
3 I use the terms “creativity” and “imagination” interchangeably in this project but it is worth 
noting that, as Sari Altschuler outlines, the notion of “creativity” was not in common use 
until the 1970s and was carved out of the term “imagination” (202). After the 1970s, 
“imagination” became more fanciful and referred to the ability “to create things that were 
not necessarily real” while “creativity” became the ability to “reassemble knowledge, 
experience, and observation…toward new discovery” (202). 
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the “West cure” in which they were told to head West, engage in “sturdy contest with Nature,” 
and write about their experiences (Will 294; Mitchell Wear and Tear 6).4  
These men (with the exception of Lanier) who were not formally diagnosed with a 
particular illness, chose not to pursue “manly” cures such as the “West cure,” but found, in 
writing, a way of coping with their dis-ease. These authors rarely wrote about their dis-ease in 
their private journals or letters to family and friends. Instead, they wrote about their dis-ease 
publicly, albeit implicitly: their published writings (or writings intended for publication, in the 
case of Melville)—Civil War essays, novella, flower poems, a travel guide to Florida—exhibit a 
working through of their dis-ease in covert, protective, ways. Thus, I posit that these authors did 
not consciously seek, in writing, a way of working through their dis-ease, but that the act of 
writing for their livelihoods—and, in particular, writing for others—prompted these authors to 
acknowledge their own pain and suffering and carry on. One reason why these authors may not 
have wanted to write about their dis-ease openly is that because doing so may impact their ability 
to earn a living, or lead to what Katherine Byrne calls the “pathologising of [their] economic 
status,” and, therefore, their “manliness” (6). In one of his least popular works, The Monarch of 
Dreams (1887), Thomas Wentworth Higginson questioned the manliness of his protagonist, 
Ayrault, who would rather sit idle in a farmhouse manufacturing dreams than to take action and 
join the war. Herman Melville similarly questioned the role assigned to men in domestic 
relationships in his late, unpublished manuscript Weeds and Wildings. These men had the 
freedom to write for a living, but not the freedom to write directly about their dis-ease in their 
publications. 
                                                        
4 Will’s article discusses at length, the case of Owen Wister (1860-1938), one of Dr. Mitchell’s 
patients and originator of the American Western. Wister went West, to Wyoming, 
engaged in fishing, hunting, and camping outdoors, and wrote about his experiences in 
The Virginian (1902). 
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Finally, these authors’ writings reveal what has already been established by literary 
critics: that the nineteenth-century American concept of the body is an integrated one, of “an 
embodied mind and a thoughtful body” (Murison 2). Like Gilman, the authors in this chapter 
take inspiration from physiologically-focused health reform movements such as the water cure, 
horticultural, and “Change of Air” movements; they turn to a mental means (writing) but use 
ideas about the body and healing from physiologically-focused treatments. In doing so, these 
writings demonstrate an approach to their dis-ease that shows what Shari Goldberg calls “the 
complex tangle of mind and body” in the nineteenth century (723). This dissertation builds on 
recent scholarship by some of the aforementioned scholars to look beyond the dominance of 
Freud in the history of American psychotherapeutics in order to shed more light on the complex 
relations between mind, body, and health—and the important role that patients themselves take 
in their journey towards health—in nineteenth-century literature, medicine, and culture. 
Historical Contexts 
In grasping for alternatives to cope with their pain and suffering, these authors turned to 
what surrounded them. Reform movements were an indelible part of nineteenth-century 
American culture. In particular, the improvement of health—conceived broadly in this project as 
“the physical, mental, social, or spiritual concerns that affect the well-being of an individual or 
society”—was a common thread across movements (Engs “Progressive Era” xiii). The Second 
Great Awakening in the early part of the nineteenth century saw Americans embrace religion and 
the concept of perfectionism, which called for individuals to reform themselves and society as 
well (Ness xxv). The embrace of self and societal reform led to movements including abolition, 
temperance, and women’s rights. The mid-century women’s rights movement included calls for 
dress reform and physical exercise to improve women’s health. The “clean living” movement, 
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which emphasized temperance and anti-pornography also looked to improve physical and moral 
wellbeing in Americans (Engs “Resurgence” 155). These social movements all worked to 
improve the health of the individual and society as a whole. 
Higginson, Melville, and Lanier each participated in certain reform movements and its 
prescribed treatments. Higginson and his family visited water cures. The water-cure movement 
took inspiration from Grahamism, a dietetic health movement that prescribed a regimen of diet, 
dress, and exercise towards the improvement of physical, mental, and moral wellbeing for its 
followers. Higginson’s passion for societal reform led to his championing of abolitionism and 
women’s rights. Melville participated in the horticultural movement, a movement that, as 
Tamara Plakins Thornton observes, was as much about growing flowers and fruits as it was 
about cultivating “the moral state of the horticulturist” (8). Sidney Lanier participated in the 
“change of air” movement, the traveling to, and living in, milder climates in pursuit of good 
health.5 He even helped to propel the movement in the United States by writing a travel guide to 
Florida, a state that was aiming, in the latter decades of the nineteenth century, to become a 
health resort destination for invalids. The writings of these authors reflect the aspirations, values, 
and activities of the reform movements; however, perhaps because despite taking part in these 
movements and treatments, these authors continued to suffer from their respective dis-eases, they 
experimented instead with a different method of therapy: their work of writing. 
Two important ideas from these reform movements that particularly infuse the writings of 
Higginson, Melville, and Lanier are self-agency and a turn to nature. Despite their inception in 
religious revivals, the health reform movements became, as Justine Murison notes, “explicit 
                                                        
5 As Richard E. Morris outlines, the “Change of Air” movement began in Europe in the 
eighteenth century. The term came from Irish surgeon James Johnson’s very successful 
1831book entitled Change of Air, or the Diary of a Philosopher in Pursuit of Health and 
Recreation (1).  
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responses to the potentially deadly hand of the physician” (4). In allopathic or traditional 
medicine, a patient’s body and will is surrendered to the doctor who, in turn, perform “heroic” 
treatments such as bloodletting and purging, and substituting their patient’s will for their own. 
Americans turned away in droves from physicians and towards alternative medicine practitioners 
and therapies. The “change of air,” water cure, and horticultural movements all promoted self-
agency to its followers, and looked to nature for inspiration on how to improve one’s health. In 
this project, I show how these writers also, as inspired by the reform movements’ push for self-
improvement, take their health into their own hands and turn to writing and imaginative 
experimentation in order to find therapeutic relief and respite.  
The three chapters in this dissertation center around nature or, more specifically, the 
natural elements of air, water, and place. This natural turn in these authors’ writings gestures 
back to the idea espoused in the Hippocratic text Airs, Waters, Places that one’s environment can 
significantly impact one’s health and development. As Alison Bashford and Sarah W. Tracy 
argue, the “airs waters places tradition” has held a steady influence since its inception in classical 
Greece and, in our time, has influenced geopolitical priorities and research agendas. As recently 
as the middle decades of the twentieth century, “inquiries abounded into human physiological 
and psychological capacity and limits influenced by temperature, humidity, rainfall, prevailing 
winds, soils, latitude, and altitude, as well as pathology affected by different environmental 
elements” (Bashford & Tracy 498). While we may not always be able to ascertain if these 
nineteenth-century authors’ turn to nature in their lives and writings resulted in improvements in 
their health and wellbeing, twenty-first century studies suggest that they did. These studies 
demonstrate that not only is being in nature beneficial to one’s health, but also that writing about 
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nature—as the authors in this project do—saw “significant differences in physiological 
symptomatology and spiritual meaning” (Stephenson 43).6  
Writing as Therapy 
In the nineteenth century, writing was not an activity typically prescribed by allopathic or 
alternative doctors. Two doctors who did prescribe writing did not consider the contents of their 
patients’ writings as relevant to the doctor’s work of diagnosis and treatment. Mitchell prescribed 
writing for his neurasthenic male patients though he continued to trust “his own expertise and 
powers of observation” rather than “a patient’s assessment of [their] condition” (Thrailkill 
“Doctoring” 532). Another example is Benjamin Rush, a prominent physician who lived through 
the early part of the nineteenth century. Rush frequently asked his patients to write down an 
account of their symptoms and thought that “they felt better for the writing and often he learned 
much that was enlightening about them” (Fay 72). These two nineteenth-century doctors did not 
empower their patients to take their health into their own hands and dismissed what the patients 
wrote though they thought that the act of writing itself was beneficial in some way. It is not 
always easy for us to tell, even through the authors’ letters, diaries, and chronology of events, if 
these authors experienced health benefits from writing. Contemporary studies on writing therapy 
offer us some insight as to what health benefits these authors experienced and how these benefits 
were produced. These studies have found that when people attempt to put their pain and 
suffering into words, regardless of their dis-ease, their physical and mental health improve 
markedly. In his review of studies investigating the link between writing and illness, James W. 
                                                        
6 For studies about the benefits of being in nature: Berman, M. G. et al. “The cognitive benefits 
of interacting with nature.” Psychological Science 19 (2008): 1207-1212; Walsh, R. 
“Lifestyle and Mental Health.” American Psychologist 66 (2011): 579-592; Wells, N. M. 
“At home with nature: effects of ‘greenness’ on children’s cognitive functioning. 
Environment and Behavior 32 (2000): 775-795. 
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Pennebaker concluded that writing produces positive effects on immune function, lower pain and 
medication use among arthritis sufferers, improved lung function in asthmatics, along with other 
beneficial health effects (“Telling Stories” 5).7 Interestingly, writing produces the same health 
benefits as talking into a recorder or to a psychotherapist.8 And, more recently, Arnold van 
Emmerick et al has found that writing about one’s own traumatic experience is also just as 
effective as participating in trauma-focused cognitive behavioral therapy.9  
Contemporary writing therapy studies have found that dis-ease is not resolved in one 
sitting and we can find this same pattern of story-telling attempts in the writings of Higginson, 
Melville, and Lanier. As Jurate Sakalys notes in her study of patient narratives, “illness 
narratives may be told a bit at a time and more than once” (237). This project similarly finds that 
Higginson, Melville, and Lanier told their stories of dis-ease in multiple writings over time. The 
chapters on Higginson and Melville trace the trajectory of their therapeutic writing throughout 
their long and productive writing careers. The chapter on Lanier, however, focuses only on one 
text but connects it to scholarly findings of his experiences of illness in his retelling of medieval 
tales for boys and his poetry written in the year before his death. Because of his battle with 
                                                        
7 For a study on improved immune function, see Esterling, Brian et al. “Emotional Disclosure 
through Writing or Speaking Modulates Latent Epstein-Barr Virus Reactivation.” Journal 
of Consulting and Clinical Psychology 62 (1994): 130-140. For studies on writing and 
asthma and arthritis sufferers, see Joshua M. Smyth et al. “Effects of Writing About 
Stressful Experiences on Symptom Reduction in Patients with Asthma or Rheumatoid 
Arthritis: A Randomized Trial.” Journal of the American Medical Association 281 
(1999): 1304-1309. 
 
8 See Donnelly, Daniel A. & Edward J. Murray. “Cognitive and Emotional Changes in Written 
Essays and Therapy Interviews.” Journal of Social and Clinical Psychology 10 (1991): 
334-50. Murray, Edward J., Alisa D. Lamnin & Charles S. Carver. “Emotional 
Expression in Written Essays and Psychotherapy.” Journal of Social and Clinical 
Psychology 8 (1989): 414-29. 
 
9 Arnold van Emmerik et al. “Writing Therapy for Posttraumatic Stress: A Meta-Analysis.” 
Psychotherapy and Psychosomatics 82 (2013): 82-88. 
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consumption that led to his early death at the age of 39, Lanier’s literary output is thin in 
comparison to Higginson’s and Melville’s. 
Higginson, Melville, and Lanier all wrote in a range of genres, including non-fiction 
journal articles, novellas, short stories, poetry, and even a book-length travel guide. As 
Altschuler observes, “genres were strategies”: nineteenth-century doctors and writers found that 
writing in different genres allowed them to gain different perspectives, test medical theories, and 
produce medical knowledge (2). Altschuler concludes that this “formal flexibility” actually 
defines the writings of nineteenth-century American doctors and writers who “were able to speak 
in multiple registers and occupy multiple roles that their original thoughts about human life and 
health circulated freely and effectively” (7). My analysis takes into account the genres that 
Higginson, Melville, and Lanier chose to write in, and how each genre allowed them to explore 
as well as come to terms with their dis-ease in different ways.  
 Contemporary writing therapy studies have been more focused on the benefits of 
storytelling in narrative form and there is still much work to be done still in terms of 
understanding the role of genre in telling a story of illness or trauma. Recently, however, 
researchers explored the benefits of writing poetry and calling for the use of poetry in palliative 
care and end of life care.10 R. Keith Floyd has shown that while writing either narrative or poetry 
results in similar rates of decline in depression, “composing narrative seems more likely to 
generate meaning, while writing poetry is associated with more focus on the task” (11). Poetry in 
                                                        
10 Studies on illness or trauma and writing poetry include Kittredge Stephenson & David Rosen’s 
“Haiku and Healing” in Empirical Studies of the Arts 33.1 (December 2015): 36-60; Patrick 
Clary’s “Poetry and Healing at the End of Life.” Journal of Pain and Symptom Management 
40.5 (2010): 796-800; Jack Coulehan’s “Compassionate Solidarity: Suffering, Poetry, and 
Medicine.” Perspectives in Biology and Medicine 52.4 (Autumn 2009): 585-603;and Elizabeth 
Davis’s “Why We Need More Poetry in Palliative Care.” BMI Supportive & Palliative Care 8 
(2018): 266-270. 
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particular, was more conducive to instigating “flow,” a term coined by Csikszentmihalyi (1990) 
to describe “a pleasurable state in which a person is so completely involved in the moment that 
self-consciousness is minimized and the task at hand is approached with clarity, a sense of 
control and intense concentration (Floyd 36). The findings by Floyd and others suggests that, for 
the authors in this study, writing poetry can provide therapeutic respite through mindfulness or 
the enjoyment of the present moment. Focusing on the present moment allows ill persons to 
momentarily put aside their pain and suffering by cutting off ties to the past and future: the past, 
healthful lives that they long to return to, and the prospect of death or, at best, living with their 
dis-ease in the years to come. 
One more important feature to note in these authors’ writings is their inherent optimism. 
As Shari Goldberg notes, nineteenth-century narratives about trauma, at least, do not necessarily 
reflect “mental fragmentation,” but can also emphasize “restoration” and “work toward 
conclusion, even arriving at happy endings” (722). I come to a similar conclusion in this study of 
late nineteenth-century writings, that these authors write towards a restoration of mental, bodily, 
and/or spiritual health and well-being. Higginson, for instance, suffering from nervous 
exhaustion, writes about a night-swim in his Civil War-era, autobiographical essay “A Night in 
the Water” (1864). After a night-swim and a good night’s sleep, he wakes up “in excellent 
condition” (126). Why do these authors prefer to write positively? And is it effective to do so? 
As Anne Harrington outlines in The Cure Within: A History of Mind-Body Medicine (2008), the 
second half of the nineteenth century saw both doctors and patients harnessing the belief in “the 
extraordinary power of the human mind to heal itself through faith, hope, and positive thinking” 
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(105).11 The writings featured in this study demonstrate engagement in “positive thinking” 
which, today, has been accepted in mainstream medicine as a placebo effect with real, 
discernible effects; the idea of positive thinking has also helped to fuel today’s flourishing self-
help industry (Harrington 133). Writing therapy researchers have found that writing about 
positive experiences or their “best possible self” can have positive effects such as “a broadened 
attentional focus and fewer physical health complaints” and also did not result in the temporary 
increase in negative affect that occurs when writing about a traumatic experience instead (Burton 
& King 874; Stephenson & Rosen 39). The writings featured in this dissertation are nineteenth-
century examples of positivity-oriented writings towards attaining better health and wellbeing. 
Methodology 
I take a biographical and historical approach in this literary project that compares and 
analyzes the authors’ lives, lived in a particular point in time and place in history, alongside their 
writings. How these authors view their bodies, conceptualize their dis-ease, and turn to their 
work of writing as therapy can only be understood within the nexus of nineteenth-century 
American literature, culture, and medicine. To gain an understanding of these authors’ lives and 
how their lives connect with their writings, I looked to their diaries, journals, letters, biographies, 
military files and marginalia. I read these sources alongside the authors’ writings in a myriad of 
genres including poems, a novella, short stories, narrative essays, and a travel guide. To provide 
historical context, I turn to an eclectic collection of primary and secondary sources on reform 
                                                        
11 This belief was the driving force of the American mind-cure movement originated by Phineas 
Parkhurst Quimby (1802-1866) and popularized later on by Mary Baker Eddy (1821-
1910) (105). Quimby and Parker believed that illness was cause by false beliefs and that 
they can be healed if their beliefs are corrected but still gave authority over the patients’ 
health to the practitioners. 
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movements, gardening, the guidebook, hydropathy, tourist pamphlets, the lives of saints, 
writings of doctors like Silas Weir Mitchell, and more.  
This dissertation emphasizes a formalist approach because the writings included in my 
study are not the content-forward narratives of illness or trauma that we are familiar with in our 
contemporary moment such as Paul Kalanithi’s memoir When Breath Becomes Air (2016) in 
which he directly narrates his experience of living with cancer. The writings of Higginson, 
Melville, and Lanier, at first glance, seem to be about anything but their dis-ease; however, we 
can understand these writings to be linked to their dis-ease when we read these writings 
alongside their biographical materials and when we attend closely to the formal elements of their 
writing including elements such as genre, rhythm, repetition and imagery. Lanier, whose dis-ease 
of consumption made it difficult for him to breathe, features images of suffocation and poetic 
passages with ever-expanding lines mimicking breathing exercises in his travel guide to Florida. 
This project is also driven by the ethical imperative, as outlined by Rita Charon, to listen 
well. Because the writings examined in this dissertation are, in some sense, patient narratives, 
there is a responsibility on my part to listen well to the overtones of dis-ease in these writings. 
This project is, thus, informed by the field of narrative medicine, which offers insights into the 
difficulties of telling as well as guidance towards better listening to patients’ stories. As the 
field’s founder Rita Charon notes, “pain, suffering, worry, anguish, the sense of something just 
not being right: these are very hard to nail down in words, and so patients have very demanding 
‘telling’ tasks while doctors have very demanding ‘listening’ tasks” (LitSite Alaska 1). For this 
project centered on literary expressions of pain, suffering, and coping, I make my best effort, as 
Charon urges elsewhere, “to attend gravely, silently, absorbing oceanically that which the other 
says, connotes, displays, performs, and means” (“Narrative Medicine” 263). 
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Finally, another reason for a formalist approach in this project is because, as Arthur Frank 
notes, it is not always the “ill person’s speech”—that is, its semantic content—that we need to 
listen to but “the body in the ill person’s speech” (xii). I see in these authors’ writings, their dis-
eased bodies transposed onto speech and language. In working with these writings that are not 
always about their dis-ease, I take as a methodological example, the readings of Emerson’s 
“Experience” by Sharon Cameron and Theo Davis. Emerson’s essay, in terms of content at least, 
is not about Emerson’s grief over the loss of his son. Cameron deftly demonstrates how his grief 
is found more in the formal patterns of the essay than in its contents, in the acts of dissociation, 
reverberation, conversion, displacement, and more. As Cameron notes, “loss and grief initially 
attached to a single experience ultimately pervades the perception of all experience so that there 
is no boundary to grief, nothing that is not susceptible to it” (26). More recently, Theo Davis has 
similarly focused on the work of Emerson’s essay in forming “embodied relation[s]” with others 
in his search for a sense of self which, as defined by psychoanalytic theorist Daniel Stern, is an 
“experiential integration” of many sensory, mental, and emotional phenomena” (Davis 379, 
Stern 71). Davis argues that Emerson does this through “attunement,” or the embodied form of 
resonating with others as illustrated by the example of the matched rhythm of a baby flailing his 
toy and the responding rhythm of his mother’s jiggling as he sit on her lap (376). My work, like 
Cameron’s and Davis’, attempts to elucidate how these authors’ experiences of dis-ease not only 
“pervade” their written expressions but also work to resonate and “attune” with natural elements 
and environments towards better health and wellbeing.  
Chapter Summaries 
The first chapter explores how Thomas Wentworth Higginson’s post-Civil War essays in 
Army Life in a Black Regiment (1869) and a novella entitled The Monarch of Dreams (1887) are 
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therapeutic writings inspired by the water cure. While serving as Colonel of the First South 
Carolina Volunteers, the first regiment of freed slaves in the Union Army, Higginson was under 
immense pressure for his troops to perform well and sustained a gunshot wound during a 
skirmish. On the advice of his doctor, Higginson turned to the water cure, or hydropathy, strictly 
a treatment involving the application of water (at different temperatures, forces, and modes) to 
specific parts of the body, but never fully regained his health in the decades after the war. 
Throughout his life, Higginson would devise his own versions of the water cure—swimming, 
sailing, as well as writing that involved elements of the water cure—to find therapeutic relief 
from his ill health stemming from his experiences in the war. The water-cure’s physiological 
focus did not cure the mental and emotional consequences of Higginson’s traumatic experience 
in the war but, as evidenced in how his dis-ease inform multiple writings over the course of his 
writing career, Higginson found therapeutic relief in the act of writing. 
The second chapter focuses on Herman Melville’s therapoetic work in the imaginary 
environment of a rose garden. Herman Melville’s rose poems in his unpublished manuscript 
entitled Weeds and Wildings, a collection that has been dismissed as “low-pitched poetry of 
weeds and wild flowers of red clover, hardhack, and sweetbriar” is a site of spiritual remediation 
(Arvin 280). Melville returned to this literary site again and again in the decades until the end of 
his life, to examine and change his past views on sexuality, women, and marriage. Melville, who 
enjoyed working in his own rose garden at his townhome in Manhattan, was inspired towards 
self-improvement by the horticultural movement in which followers were interested in 
cultivating plants and flowers as well as “the moral state of the horticulturist” (Plakins Thornton 
8). The rose poems not only demonstrate a remediation of his past and present views of women 
and societal ills, but also a turn to religious faith with the influences of holy or venerable figures 
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such as Sa’di, a medieval-era Persian poet, and St. Elizabeth of Hungary as examples of how to 
live a life of humble devotion. 
The final chapter in this project explores the life and writings of Sidney Lanier, a 
Confederate soldier, poet, and musician who succumbed to consumption, or tuberculosis, at the 
early age of 39. Lanier traveled for his health, taking part in the popular “change of air” 
movement that saw thousands of invalids in Europe and North America heading to milder 
climates in an effort to improve their health. Lanier also wrote a travel guide to Florida, helping 
to propel the “change of air” movement by luring invalids to Florida, a state that was, at the time, 
keen on erasing its violent history of the Indian Wars by becoming a health resort destination. 
Lanier engages with ideas of air and breathing as he sought therapeutic relief in the act of 
writing. His travel narrative, written for others as well as for himself, journeys towards hope as 
he describes to his readers the attractions of Florida’s flora and fauna, its mild climate, and its 
opportunities for outdoor living. This chapter also enriches our understanding of consumption, 
medical tourism, and the role of guidebooks in the latter part of the nineteenth century.   
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CHAPTER I: THE WATER CURE MOVEMENT AND THE “SELF-CURATIVE” 
WRITINGS OF THOMAS WENTWORTH HIGGINSON 
 
The exhaustion of overwork can almost always be cured by a water-cure, or by a voyage, 
which is a salt-water cure; but the problem is, how to make the whole voyage of life 
perpetually self-curative.—T. W. Higginson, Out-Door Papers.1 
 
On July 11th, 1863, while leading a military expedition on the Edisto River, Thomas 
Wentworth Higginson suffered a blow to his side that effectively ended his career as Colonel of 
the First South Carolina Volunteers, the first regiment of freed slaves formed during the Civil 
War. As it turns out, Higginson had been grazed by a ball “which, without tearing a garment, had 
yet made a large part of [his] side black and blue, leaving a sensation of paralysis which made it 
difficult to stand” (Army Life 136). In the days immediately after sustaining his injury, Higginson 
assured his first wife Mary Channing Higginson in a letter that the injury was “a smart slap & 
was no more” and dutifully listed his symptoms and the treatment plan as prescribed by his good 
friend and regimental surgeon Seth Rogers (Journal & Letters 294-95). Higginson was relieved 
from duty, had “an occasional wet cloth & [laid] all day on [his] camp bedstead” (Journal & 
Letters 296). Dr. Rogers’ treatment plan for him was in line with what other Civil War doctors 
prescribed at the time. For injured Civil War era soldiers, tonics along with “rest, relief from the 
fighting line, and, at times, a furlough” were prescribed; surgery—without antisepsis or 
anesthesia—was the other available treatment option (Micale 193). Surgery was deemed 
unnecessary in Higginson’s case. After resting for a few days in camp, Higginson took a twenty-
                                                        
1 pg. 163. 
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day furlough on the advice of Dr. Rogers and, while off duty, he visited the Worcester Water 
Cure, a hydropathic institution in Worcester, Massachusetts headed by the same Dr. Seth 
Rogers.2  
Higginson visited water cure facilities frequently and was a proponent of the water cure 
movement that swept through the nation in the antebellum years. By the 1860s, the movement 
was at the height of popularity in America: between 1843 and 1900 there were 213 water cure 
facilities nationwide at any given time, with the greater number of these facilities concentrated in 
New York, Pennsylvania, and Massachusetts (Weiss & Kemble 41). Strictly speaking, the water 
cure, or hydropathy, practiced at these facilities involved regimented applications of cold water 
to specific parts of the body in order to provide relief for a patient’s particular ailments. A “head-
bath” was prescribed for “all acute diseases about the head” and a “hip or sitz-bath” for the 
“weakness, irregularity, obstruction, and torpor of the lower organs of the pelvis and abdomen 
(Trall 32, 27). Susan B. Anthony, to give a famous example, took respite at her cousin Dr. Seth 
Rogers’ establishment after a speaking tour and described her experience as such: 
First thing in the morning dripping sheet; pack at 10 o’clock for 45 minutes, come out of 
that, take a shower followed by a sitz bath, with a pail of water at 75 degrees poured over 
the shoulders, after which dry sheet, then brisk exercises. At 4 p.m. the program repeated, 
and then again at 9 p.m. My day is so cut with 4 baths, 4 dressings and undressings, 4 
exercising, one drive and 3 eatings, that I do not have time to put two thoughts together. 
(Bishop 1) 
 
Anthony’s description gives us an idea of the regimen Higginson underwent during his time at 
Dr. Rogers’ establishment. At the end of his twenty-day furlough, Higginson felt well enough to 
                                                        
2 In a July 27, 1863 letter to his mother, the header reads: 
To Louisa Storrow Higginson 
Headq (Force of Habit) 
Watercure. Worcester 
July 27, 1863. (Journal & Letters 297) 
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resume his military duties and return to camp. It was not long, however, before he “collapsed” 
and was diagnosed with “General Debility” (Journal & Letters 310-11). Higginson suffered for 
months after this collapse: a medical certificate dated April 29th, 1864, states that he “suffered 
from the last nine months from general debility originating in a contusion in the side from a shell 
received on the 11th day of July 1863 at Milltown Bluff, it being aggravated by miasmatic 
toxicohaemia and complicated with chronic diarrhea since November last.”3 He was prescribed 
sulphuric acid and arsenic and, although he showed improvement, “he could neither walk nor 
ride without fatigue” (Edelstein 291). His weak condition ultimately led to his resignation as 
Colonel of the First South Carolina Volunteers on October 27th, 1864, a few months before the 
end of the Civil War. Reflecting on her husband’s demeanor upon his return home from the war, 
second wife Mary Potter Thacher Higginson described the changed expression on his face as 
“the change so noticeable after the Great War in the faces of those who fought in France” (MPT 
Higginson, Letters & Journals 209-210). Both conventional treatments and alternative therapies 
such as the water cure failed to cure Higginson’s continuing ill health stemming from his time 
serving in the Civil War. 
In this chapter, I demonstrate how Higginson’s idea of what good health is—and how to 
procure it—changed significantly after the Civil War. I show how his ideas on health changed by 
tracing his writings influenced by the water cure from the antebellum through the postbellum 
years. Literary critics have written about Higginson’s antebellum and Civil War era work as a 
nature writer, abolitionist, colonel in the Civil War, advocate for women’s rights, and champion 
                                                        
3 Compiled service record. Thomas Wentworth Higginson, Colonel, 33rd Regiment. United 
States Colored Volunteer Infantry; Carded Records Showing Military Service of Soldiers 
Who Fought in Volunteer Organizations During the American Civil War, compiled 1890-
1912, documenting the period 1861-1866. Record group 94; National Archives, 
Washington, D.C.  
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of physical fitness and health.4 Higginson’s postbellum writings however, remain understudied 
aside from the subjects of his role as literary critic and his relationships with literary figures such 
Emily Dickinson and Walt Whitman; thus, this chapter contributes to Higginson scholarship by 
enriching the picture of Higginson’s postbellum life and writings (Petrulionis 1).5  
Higginson was passionate about his own physical fitness and health and, before the Civil 
War, was also passionate about social reform. He enjoyed water sporting activities such as 
swimming, sailing, and ice-skating and also helped others procure good health by writing essays 
on physical health and advocating for physical exercise and dress reform for women.6 Before the 
war, Higginson equated physical exercise to good health and he urged his readers to get more 
physical exercise. In an 1859 essay entitled “A Letter to a Dyspeptic,” Higginson scoffed at the 
                                                        
4 A recent subject of interest among literary critics is Higginson’s role in the Civil War and his 
work in uplifting African-Americans. See John Mead’s “Declarations of Liberty: 
Representations of Black/White Alliances Against Slavery by John Brown, James 
Redpath, and Thomas Wentworth Higginson” (Journal for the Study of Radicalism 3.1. 
(2008): 111-177); Matthew Conner’s “Minstrel-Soldiers: The Construction of African-
American Identity in the Union Army” (Prospects 26 (2001): 109-136); Jeremy Wells’ 
“The Color of Quaintness: Thomas Wentworth Higginson, Black Song, and American 
Union” (Literary Cultures of the Civil War, University of Georgia Press, 2016). 
 
5 The subject of Higginson’s relationship with Dickinson continues to intrigue literary critics. 
Recent articles include Vivian Pollak’s “’The Nearest Dream Recedes – Unrealized’: 
Emily Dickinson, Thomas Wentworth Higginson, and Fascicle 14” (Above the American 
Renaissance, University of Massachusetts Press, 2018); Linda Freedman’s “’Rare 
Sparkles of Light’: Intimacy and Distance in Emily Dickinson’s Letters to Thomas 
Wentworth Higginson” (The Edinburgh Companion to Nineteenth-Century American 
Letters and Letter-Writing. Edinburgh University Press, 2016); and Jason Hoppe’s 
“Personality and Poetic Election in the Preceptual Relationship of Emily Dickinson and 
Thomas Wentworth Higginson, 1862-1886” (Texas Studies in Literature and Language 
55.3 (Fall 2013): 348-387). 
 
6 For sports and health reform, see David Black’s “Discipline and Pleasure; or, Sports and the 
Wild in the Writings of Thomas Wentworth Higginson” (Aethlon VIII.2 (Spring 1991): 
1-13) and Linda J. Borish’s “The Robust Woman and the Muscular Christian: Catharine 
Beecher, Thomas Higginson, and their Vision of American Society, Health and Physical 
Activities” (The International Journal of the History of Sport 4.2 (1987): 139-154. 
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lifestyle of a “dyspeptic” and urged her to “reverse instantly all the habits of your previous 
physical existence, and there may be some chance for you” (Out-door Papers 64). Suffering 
from persistent ill health after the war, Higginson found that physical exercise, and other 
physiologically-focused cures like the water cure, could not cure him. I argue in this chapter that 
Higginson, an ill man after the war, found a means of curing himself through writing inspired by 
the water cure. 
I demonstrate how the water cure transformed Higginson’s writings throughout his literary 
career to enact curative effects for both societal ills and his own. First, I show how his 
participation in the water cure during the antebellum years infuses his calls to action in his 
writings such as “African Proverbial Philosophy” (1854) and his essays on health and nature in 
Out-door Papers (1863). As Higginson’s social reformist work is well documented by John 
Mead, Matthew Conner, and others, my chapter more specifically focuses on how Higginson’s 
lingering trauma and nervous exhaustion impacted his postbellum writings as well as how these 
writings use the water cure as a “self-curative” effort. I show too that by the 1880s, Higginson’s 
writings changes again: his novella The Monarch of Dreams (1887) moves away from the water 
cure and its protagonist experiments with the mental means of imagining and writing. This 
chapter aims to recover Higginson’s writings inspired by the water cure as examples of self-
curative writing that anticipate twentieth-century developments of writing and narrative creation 
as a therapeutic enterprise. 
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Higginson and the Water Cure Movement 
[W]e had a party of Hydropaths. Some came in tubs, others paddled in punts, and the most 
desperate invalids came in douches through the ceiling. We had large pails of water for 
supper.—T. W. Higginson to M. P. T. Higginson, May 1850, from Brattleboro, Vermont.7 
 
Prior to the start of the Civil War, Higginson and his circle of family and friends believed 
in the curative possibilities of water and were already in the habit of visiting water cure 
institutions. After Higginson was grazed by a ball, Dr. Seth Rogers prescribed “an occasional 
wet cloth”—a type of cold water application—along with rest (Journal & Letters 296). When 
Higginson did not show satisfactory improvement, Dr. Rogers advised him to take a furlough 
and visit the Worcester Water Cure, a facility run by Dr. Rogers himself before he accepted a 
commission as regimental surgeon in the Civil War. Dr. Rogers studied conventional medicine at 
the University of New York and in Castleton, Vermont but, after graduation, he worked as an 
assistant to Dr. Joel Shew, a leading authority on hydropathy in America and publisher of the 
Water-cure Journal, a publication that helped to popularize hydropathy in the United States 
(Bishop 1). Dr. Rogers was not the only influence on Higginson’s turn to the water cure. 
Higginson often visited his family in Brattleboro, Vermont and, during these visits, he would 
take advantage of Dr. Robert Wesselhoeft’s water cure facility in town (Wells 38).8 Higginson’s 
first wife Mary Channing Higginson too, was a strong proponent of alternative therapies. She 
suffered from a variety of ailments including “neuralgia, a mysteriously lame ankle, a hurt 
                                                        
7 Higginson, M. P. T., Letters & Journals, pg. 38. 
 
8 Wesselhoeft was a patient of Vincent Priessnitz, who was the founding father of the type of 
water cure practiced in America in the nineteenth-century. Prior to opening his facility in 
Brattleboro, Wesselhoeft had a thriving water cure establishment in West Roxbury, 
Massachusetts, but abandoned this establishment after Dr. Oliver Wendell Holmes 
targeted Wesselhoeft in his published critiques of homeopathy (Homeopathy and its 
Kindred Delusions (1842). Holmes’ attacks on homeopathy: Herald, Dec 15, 21, 1848; 
TWH to Herald, Dec 16, 1848; Advertiser, Dec. 12, 19, 1848 (from Edelstein 91). 
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shoulder, colds, strained eyes, and chills” and eventually became an invalid confined to her 
bedroom for most of their married life (Wells 70). There is little evidence that she consulted with 
her father, a well-known obstetrician and gynecologist, or her brother-in-law Francis Higginson, 
a respected doctor in Brattleboro, Vermont (Wells 82). Although Higginson himself was 
skeptical of some of the more eccentric therapies his first wife tried, such as animal magnetism 
and electricity, he believed enough in the curative possibilities of the water cure to take his 
chronically ill wife on a trip to the island of Fayal in the Azores in 1855 to visit a water cure 
establishment there. Mary partook in a sulphur bath treatment and felt well enough to attend a 
formal dress ball and waltz with her husband (Edelstein 179). While Higginson did not join Mary 
at the water cure in the Azores, during the voyage, he appeared on deck each morning and asked 
the sailors to drench him with buckets of cold seawater in his own version of a “shower bath” 
(Wells 94). 
Although the notion of using water for therapeutic purposes can be traced as far back as 
the Hippocratic School and to Galen, the particular brand of water cure that came to America 
was, according to historians Harry Weiss and Howard Kemble, “the dyed-in-the-wool Priessnitz 
brand that had blossomed forth at Gräefenberg” (19).9 Vincent Priessnitz (1799-1851) was a 
young farmer who experimented with applications of cold water to heal his own sprained wrist, 
his father’s fevered cow, and his own broken ribs after a carriage accident. Spurred on by the 
                                                        
9 American doctor Benjamin Rush (1746-1813) also advocated for the use of cold water for 
various therapeutic reasons. Along with washing impurities off the skin, Rush thought 
that the cold bath could promote perspiration, drive fluids to the internal parts of the 
body, “brace the animal fibres,’ stimulate the nervous system, and prevent various 
diseases arising from the heat of the summer months (Rush, Directions). Rush’s use of 
cold water applications, however, is considered by water cure historians to be more of an 




success of his experiments, Priessnitz went on to open his famous hydropathic institution at 
Gräefenberg in 1826. Word spread quickly in Europe and America about his institution and his 
methods and, by 1840, he treated nearly 1600 patients annually (Weiss & Kemble 5). American 
doctors R. T. Trall and Joel Shew introduced and circulated Priessnitz’s methods in America by 
publishing texts on hydropathy and opening the first water cure institutions in the nation.10 
Shew’s journal also helped to spread ideas about the water cure with its accounts from patients 
about their water cure experiences and their journeys towards health, short stories and poems 
about their experiences at the water cure, advertisements from hydropathists and institutions, as 
well as advice for those wanting to follow water cure principles at home.11 
The water cure movement was part of a larger network of nineteenth-century reform 
movements that worked in alliance through their shared belief of “reforming personal living 
habits as a means of uplifting humanity” (Cayleff 109). The water cure movement, temperance 
movement, phrenology, Grahamism, Thomsonianism, to name a few, differed in theory but often 
overlapped in their guidelines towards this shared goal of reforming individuals and society. To 
illustrate the overlap among these reform movements, Orson S. Fowler was a proponent of 
phrenology and co-owner of Fowlers and Wells, the publishing company that churned out texts 
on health reforms of all kinds, including The Water-cure Journal. Fowler eventually expanded 
his concept of phrenology to include other reforms such as education, diet, dress and, of course, 
                                                        
10 Joel Shew’s Hydropathy, Or, the Water-cure (1845) depended on cases observed at 
Gräefenberg. He also published Water-cure Manual (1847) of which 10,000 copies were 
in print by 1850 (Weiss & Kemble 22). Trall published The Hydropathic Encyclopedia, a 
System of Hydropathy and Hygiene (1851) as a comprehensive guide for families and 
textbook for physicians (Weiss & Kemble 22).  
 
11 The Water-cure Journal had a long publication history (1843-1913) and in the 1850s, enjoyed 
a subscription list of 100,000 (Cayleff 3).  
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cold water applications. In a similar move, hydropathists Shew and Trall expanded their concept 
of the water cure to include guidelines on diet, exercise, and dress reform. 
All of these health reform movements, including the water cure, were, as Justine Murison 
argues, “explicit responses to the potentially deadly hand of the physician” (4). Physicians at the 
time practiced allopathy, or the conventional ways of nineteenth-century doctoring including the 
“heroic” methods of bleeding, purging, blistering, sweating, and the use of emetics such as 
calomel, which contained mercury. Higginson, like his first wife, avoided conventional medicine 
as much as possible, only undergoing treatment in a hospital for the first time in 1904, late in his 
life, and “did not care for it at all” (Wells 310). By actively participating in the water cure 
movement and encouraging women to be more physically active for the sake of their health, 
Higginson’s own “explicit responses” not only recognized the limitations of conventional 
nineteenth-century medicine but also called for Americans to take one’s health into one’s own 
hands. The horrors of allopathy and drug use are vividly described in publications such as The 
Water-cure Journal, which not only propagated the beliefs and methods of hydropathy, but also 
offered a means by which to take control over one’s health. While allopathic physicians 
demanded complete control over the patient’s treatment plan, “water curers assumed a different 
posture, urging their followers to use skilled hydropaths as teachers while striving to become 
their own physicians” (Cayleff 35). Patients voluntarily admitted themselves into water cure 
establishments and consulted with the hydropathists; they were also encouraged to continue self-
doctoring at home with the help of The Water cure Journal, which emphasized “patient 
autonomy, responsibility, and self-determination, readily achievable through home self-
doctoring” (Cayleff 35). The water cure movement and its emphasis on self-cure, thus, appealed 
to Higginson’s Transcendentalist ideals of individualism and self-reliance and his writings 
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perpetually strived to answer the question of “how to make the whole voyage of life perpetually 
self-curative” (Outdoor Papers 163).  
Despite undergoing conventional treatments, visiting the water cure, and exercising in a 
Newport gymnasium “with barbells, the parallel bars, the horse, and the flying rings,” Higginson 
continued to suffer long after his war wound subsided (Tuttleton 56). Oftentimes, the salubrious 
effects obtained at the water cure dissipated once patients returned to the same stressful patterns 
of their daily lives, despite attempts to self-doctor with the help of water cure manuals. 
Furthermore, while patients sought and obtained both physiological and psychological relief at 
water cure establishments, the resulting psychological relief was more of a surprising but not 
undesirable outcome of the treatment. Water curers could not explain why or how psychological 
relief was obtained through their methods. Much like Dr. S. Weir Mitchell, water curers only had 
physicalist explanations for mental and emotional symptoms and conditions. They believed that 
diseases stemmed from the “lack of nervous energy, or the presence of morbid matter in the 
system, or both combined;” thus, they also saw disease as caused by “bad air, improper light, 
impure food and drink, excessive or defective alimentation, indolence or over-exertion, [and] 
unregulated passions” (Cayleff 32). 
In addition to the frequent relapses experienced by their patients and the inability to 
account for psychological symptoms and conditions in their treatment methods, hydropathists 
could not adequately address the myriad of new symptoms and disorders stemming from the 
battlefields or appeal to a society transformed by the Civil War. The water cure’s failure in 
practice is one reason why its popularity began to wane immediately after the Civil War years. 
Another reason for its declining popularity is that, as a philosophical movement, the water cure 
also failed, as Susan Cayleff notes, “to integrate its peaceful, harmonious, universal vision in a 
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nation torn apart by the Civil War, a nation experiencing rapid urbanization and immigration, 
and the ever-increasing disparity between socioeconomic classes” (160). In fact, hydropathists 
went as far as to disengage entirely from the Civil War and its consequences. The war was 
conspicuously absent in The Water cure Journal as the editors chose not to take sides in the war 
so as not to alienate a portion of their readers (Cayleff 124). In acknowledgement of the 
limitations of the water cure movement after the Civil War, Higginson and other water cure 
patients began to seek other means of obtaining relief from their various symptoms and 
disorders. At the same time, water cure establishments began to revamp themselves, 
deemphasizing therapeutics towards health and focusing instead on providing leisure and 
entertainment.12  
In a letter written in May 1850 from Brattleboro, Vermont, Higginson offered a rather glib 
account of a visit to Wesselhoeft’s water cure establishment. After complaining about the 
unpredictable, rainy weather in town, he wrote: 
under these circumstances we thought it best to take all the moisture together and so we 
had a party of Hydropaths. Some came in tubs, others paddled in punts, and the most 
desperate invalids came in douches through the ceiling. We had large pails of water for 
supper. (MPT Higginson, Letters & Journals 38) 
 
This letter recounting his experience at Wesselhoeft’s water cure is significant for a few reasons. 
First, it is a rare, first-hand account by Higginson of his experiences at a water cure 
establishment. Secondly, he simply did not write about the water cure in a straightforward or 
direct manner, in the way that other water cure enthusiasts like the Beecher sisters or Susan B. 
Anthony did; instead, his writings demonstrate that a kind of riffing—“an improvisation, 
                                                        
12 Water cure establishments began to offer billiards, dancing, singing, bowling, and charades. 
The names of the institutions also began to change to reflect their new emphasis on 
leisure and entertainment. For example, the Elmira Water Cure became the Gleason 
Sanitarium, then the Gleason Health Resort (Cayleff 162-65). 
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variation, or commentary on a theme, subject, etc.” that occurs on the theme of the water cure, as 
exemplified by the playful letter above (OED “riff, n. 5”). The details offered in this passage, 
along with Higginson’s playful yet flippant re-imagining of his water cure experience suggest a 
deep familiarity with the methods and effects of the water cure and offers an example of how the 
language of water and the water cure appears in his writings. 
Although Higginson visited water cure establishments, he did not adhere strictly to all of 
their beliefs and methods. Like many other Americans, he dabbled freely in the various health 
reform movements circulating in America at the time, for instance, keeping a watchful eye on his 
diet and abstaining especially from alcohol and tobacco.13 From sailing to ice-skating, swimming 
to being doused by buckets of seawater, Higginson preferred too, to create his own variations of 
the water cure. Not only did he seek therapeutic relief in physical interactions with water, he saw 
curative possibilities in imagining water itself. As his playful letter describing his water cure 
experience at Wesselhoeft’s establishment in Brattleboro foreshadows for us, the unique 
properties of water—its ability to change from stagnation to flow, translucence to opacity, to 
envelop anything and everything completely, and so on—lend themselves to a multitude of 
imaginative, and curative, possibilities. Water imagery seeps into Higginson’s post-Civil War 
writings, particularly in his writings depicting nervous exhaustion and trauma, which suggests 
the possibility that just as Higginson found therapeutic relief in physical interactions with water, 
he sought in his writings, a similar therapeutic relief in imagining—and writing—with water. 
                                                        
13 In “Up the Edisto,” Higginson credits alcohol abstinence for saving his life: “it is worth while 
to say that one life was saved, in the opinion of my surgeons, by an habitual abstinence 
from it, leaving no food for peritoneal inflammation to feed upon” (Army Life 139). 
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Writing With Water: From Curing Social Ills to Curing the Self 
Upon the western coast of Africa there is a lagoon so lovely, that the foreign residents, 
borrowing the enamored phrase of the natives, know it only as ‘the beautiful Ossa.’—T. W. 
Higginson, “African Proverbial Philosophy.”14 
 
Before the Civil War, Higginson wrote to cure social ills. Higginson may have embraced 
the water cure movement because it neatly combined his boyhood love of water sports and his 
adult zeal for health and social reforms. As his second wife Mary Potter Thacher Higginson 
reports in her account of Higginson’s life, Higginson had always enjoyed physical activities 
outdoors, particularly spending time on the water “sailing round on a raft at Fresh Pond” and, in 
the water swimming, sometimes for “two hours” (27). As an adult, Higginson worked tirelessly 
for the welfare of individuals and for society as a whole, taking up a variety of causes including 
health, women’s rights and abolitionism. As a champion of physical fitness and of women’s 
rights, he wrote about and took action towards improving the health of women. He oversaw the 
physical education of young women at a local gymnasium and took “a bevy of bright maidens” 
to Cape Ann to “learn a wholly new delight in trusting the buoyancy of the kind old ocean and 
the vigor of their own fair arms” (ODP 217).  He also wrote essays on health and exercise 
collected in Out-Door Papers (1863). In “The Health of Our Girls,” for instance, he pointed out 
the ill effects that modern city life had on young women and advocated for changes to women’s 
dress, diet, as well as education to include more time spent outdoors and on physical activities, 
especially those activities involving water. If, as Higginson suggests in “The Health of Our 
Girls,” dancing is considered a suitable and natural activity for girls, then skating is merely 
“dancing in another form;” rowing “is an exercise to which girls take almost as naturally as to 
dancing;” and swimming is as “well fitted” to women as to men (ODP 214-217). When 
                                                        
14 pg. 362. 
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combined with his social reformist inclinations, the water cure in “The Health Of Our Girls” 
becomes infinite variations of physical activities for women to improve their health. 
Higginson turned to writing with water time and again to do his part to reform society. 
While Higginson wrote with water to tackle health reform and women’s rights issues in “The 
Health of Our Girls,” he wrote with water again in “African Proverbial Philosophy,” an article 
published in Putnam’s Monthly in 1854 that strives to educate readers on African language and 
culture through an imaginary boat tour on an African lagoon. This essay offers an antebellum 
example of Higginson’s use of the voyage as a “salt-water cure,” which Higginson saw as a type 
of cure” for “overwork” but, in this case, is repurposed as a cure for the social ills of racism and 
slavery (Outdoor Papers 163). Higginson was a fervent abolitionist: in 1854, he led a small 
group to storm a courthouse in Boston in defense of Anthony Burns, an escaped slave threatened 
under the Fugitive Slave Act and he was also one of the “Secret Six” to support John Brown’s 
cause. “African Proverbial Philosophy” was another way, for Higginson, to help Northerners be 
more sympathetic towards enslaved people. Despite his good intentions, however, Higginson’s 
way of helping his readers overcome their apprehensions about Africans in this essay is, 
unfortunately, built on what we would now see as an othering, racist view of the African race as 
dangerous and subordinate to whites.  
In “African Proverbial Philosophy,” Higginson buoys his audience on a boat floating on 
top of a “shallow, smooth, and gentle” lagoon;” as they glide along, “propelled by poles, along 
the gentle current, [their] way is only impeded by white water-lilies, white flag flowers, and 
floating islands of the delicate emerald Pistia” (362). Higginson thus immediately envelops his 
audience in a beautiful setting wherein they can view African life and culture on the shores at a 
safe distance, as they make their way through flowers of purity and rebirth, as well as the 
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generative Pistia (now considered invasive). For many more paragraphs, Higginson focuses on 
the African flora during their “wondering [sic] progress: aloes, agaves, dates, tamarinds, iron-
wood, feathery cocoas, and broad-leaved bananas” (362). In his focus on the African flora, 
Higginson uses of the language of flowers that his nineteenth-century audiences would be 
familiar with and find appealing. Higginson’s choice of water imagery—a lagoon, or “an area of 
salt or brackish water separated from the sea by low sand-banks or a similar barrier”— further 
reinforces a sense of safety, separated as it is from the sea and from the African natives on the 
distant shores, people that Higginson favorably describes to his readers as “active, keen, 
commercial, ingenious, affectionate, moral, with a remarkable language” (“lagoon” OED; 364). 
Higginson had never been to the African continent and, by 1854, had met and interacted 
with few African Americans yet, in “African Proverbial Philosophy,” he brazenly invokes the 
imagination (the “wondering”) in order to affect change in his Northern audience’s view of the 
African race and, by extension, the enslaved people in the South. “African Proverbial 
Philosophy” boldly imagines with water for a social purpose – towards a better understanding of 
the Africans and African-Americans. He even felt confident enough in his portrayal of the 
African race to recommend this essay to fellow writer and social reformer William Lloyd 
Garrison, explaining that his essay would present “quite a new view of the character and 
capabilities of the [black] race” (Rossbach 182). Higginson continued to hold a championing, 
albeit patronizing view of African-Americans after the Civil War, as evidenced in his Army Life 
essays, written as much to record his war experiences as to invoke Northern sympathy for the 
freed slaves. Higginson calls the former slaves under his charge as “a simple and lovable people, 
whose graces seem to come by nature, and whose vices by training” and he also attempts to 
“erase” and “blur” the differences between black and white Americans” (Mead 112). He was so 
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sympathetically engrossed in his troops’ drilling, that it was not until “the line of white officers 
move[d] forward…that I am reminded that my own face is not the color of coal” (Army Life 7). 
After the Civil War, Higginson’s use of writing or imagining with water turns towards a different 
purpose—to cure himself.  
Trauma in the Civil War 
We are now satisfied that nothing touched me, but the shell passed within about six 
inches of my side, just above the hip making by the concussion a black & blue spot, as big 
as my two hands…. Dr. R. says I am in the condition of a person nearly struck by 
lightning & all that is necessary is quiet.—T. W. Higginson to Mary Channing 
Higginson, July 14th, 1863.15 
 
During the Civil War period, the term “trauma” was defined as a physical wound caused 
by something external to the body, much like Higginson’s “black & blue spot” caused by a shell 
(OED “trauma”). Nineteenth-century treatments for trauma and other disorders were, thus, also 
specifically- and physiologically-focused. The water cure, for instance, treated only the site of 
affliction and called for a head-bath for head injuries or disorders. Higginson’s long-lasting and 
unresolved “General Debility” included both physiological and psychological symptoms and, as 
his biographer Anna Mary Wells notes, would “almost certainly have been labeled shock or 
combat neurosis; the Civil War surgeons gave it a number of Greek and Latin names, and when 
none of them cured it, fell back on ‘General Debility’” (177-78). This section and the next offers 
a history of trauma and the available treatments for it in the latter part of the nineteenth century 
in order to understand why Higginson turned away from the available physiologically-focused 
treatments like the water cure and instead experimented with the mental means of writing. As I 
will outline in the next section in a reading of his essay “Up the Edisto” (1867), Higginson’s 
traumatic condition included mental and emotional components which physiologically-focused 
                                                        
15 Journal & Letters, 296. 
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treatments were not able to ameliorate sufficiently. In “Up the Edisto,” Higginson narrativizes 
his traumatic experience through writing, an activity that, in the twentieth century, has been 
proven to be effective in helping survivors improve their mental and physical well-being.16 As 
Higginson works to form an understanding of his traumatic experience, he also pushes at the 
boundaries of existing medical language.  
“Trauma” destabilized as a term in the latter part of the nineteenth century, moving away 
from a strictly physiological definition. Our modern conceptions of “shell shock” and “trauma” 
as psychological conditions did not coalesce until the twentieth century, around the time of the 
First World War, with post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) only formally recognized by the 
American Psychiatric Association in 1980. In the latter part of the nineteenth century, however, 
as medical historian Mark Micale outlines, the medical view of “trauma” began to change to 
describe “not only physical but also mental, cognitive, and emotional disturbances that could 
result from either a bodily or an emotional shock” (185). Physicians in Europe such as 
Ambroise-Auguste Liébault, Hippolyte Bernheim, and Jean-Martin Charcot had begun to break 
free from the physicalist view of trauma and to develop mentally-focused diagnoses (Charcot, 
specifically) and therapies such as hypnosis and suggestion.17 In America, physicians like Silas 
Weir Mitchell held steadfastly to the physicalist view of trauma, recognizing some psychological 
symptoms, but continuing to view these symptoms as stemming from some kind of physical, 
perhaps internal, injury and prescribing physiologically-focused treatments such as electricity 
                                                        
16 See James W. Pennebaker. “Writing About Emotional Experiences as a Therapeutic Process.” 
Psychological Science 8.3 (May 1997): 162-66; Arnold van Emmerik et al. “Writing 
Therapy for Posttraumatic Stress: A Meta-Analysis.” Psychotherapy and Psychosomatics 
82 (2013): 82-88. 
 
17 See Sonu Shamdasani’s “’Psychotherapy’: The Invention of a Word.” History of the Human 
Sciences 18.1 (2005): 1-22 for a history of mental therapeutics which includes hypnosis 
and suggestion.  
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and bed rest. Medical historian Eric Caplan terms the American view of trauma as 
“psychophysical parallelism,” a view that was deeply entrenched in American medical circles up 
until the First World War (3). As late as 1908, Mitchell still believed that if “you cure the body,” 
you would “somehow find that the mind is also cured” (2037). Mitchell, a Civil War surgeon and 
co-founder of the Turner Lane Hospital in Philadelphia which specialized in the treatment of 
war-related nerve injuries, helped to propel the doctrine of psychophysical parallelism by 
translating both physical and psychological symptoms into a physicalist language of nerves. 
Mitchell and his colleagues at Turner Lane paid little attention to the influence of the mind and 
emotion on a patient’s health, fixating instead on the original, bodily site of the wound, no matter 
how peripheral or oblique the wound may be to a nerve center or to a symptomatic 
manifestation. Mitchell was well aware of Sigmund Freud’s early work in psychotherapy, but he 
preferred to seek physiologically-oriented answers, spending his post-war years perfecting his 
somatically-focused cures for women in society suffering from nervous disorders.18 
                                                        
18 Freud was also well aware of and admired Mitchell’s work. He incorporated some of 
Mitchell’s methods into his own early practice as documented in his first book Studies on 
Hysteria (1895). Freud reviewed Weir Mitchell’s The Treatment of Certain Forms of 
Neurasthenia and Hysteria favorably in 1887 and incorporated Mitchell’s rest cure and 
feeding cure alongside his developing methods of cathartic psychotherapy (Breuer & 
Freud 267).  
 
While Mitchell was aware of Freud’s work, he did not like it. As Beverly Randolph Tucker 
recounts, in the curious case of a woman who involuntarily defecated at the sight of a 
certain type of man, Mitchell called it a case of “anal eroticism” and referred the woman 
to a psychoanalyst in New York for hypnotism, demonstrating an aware of Freudian 
methods before its formal introduction in America in the early twentieth century (Tucker 
82). Mitchell, in one scholar’s opinion, could not fully accept Freudian theories due in 
part to his Victorian sexual mores: “Mitchell found Freud’s writing disgusting and 
impatiently dismissed him. As the story goes, after borrowing one of Freud’s books from 
the college library, Mitchell asked, ‘Where did this filthy thing come from?’ – and sent 
the book windmilling across the room and into the fire” (Cervetti 246-7). 
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 Soldiers coming off of the Civil War battlefields displayed a myriad of physical, mental, 
and emotional symptoms including “fatigue, sleeplessness, loss of appetite, heart palpitations, 
fevers, anxiety, and depression… lameness, loss of voice or sight, paralysis of the limbs, 
contracture of the joints, and convulsive fits…. headache, exhaustion, vomiting, gastric upset, 
and chronic diarrhea” (Micale 191). While doctors recognized that some of these symptoms were 
mental or emotional, their tendency to link these symptoms back to some kind of bodily lesion 
led to somatically-focused treatments such as sleeping agents, surgery, rest, and relief from 
active duty. Civil War doctors did eventually create and put into circulation diagnostic terms 
such as “war excitement,” “shock of battle,” “nostalgia” or, in Higginson’s case, “general 
debility,” that account for the mental and emotional symptoms they saw in their patients. These 
diagnostic terms, however, as Mark Micale emphasizes, were used only “to describe symptoms, 
not to designate a discrete disease entity” (193). Civil War doctors lacked the conceptual 
framework to diagnose and create effective treatments for “shell-shocked” soldiers like 
Higginson. 
While medical doctors like Mitchell operated comfortably within the psychophysical 
parallelist framework, Higginson (and to some extent, his doctor Seth Rogers) began to note the 
ambiguity or the limitations of the physicalist language of Civil War-era medicine and sought 
other ways to define and treat his ill health. Higginson’s letters to his family and his journal 
entries provide us with his first attempts at understanding his condition and demonstrate an 
awareness of the limits of existing medical language to describe his condition.19 On July 12th, 
1863, he wrote to his wife: 
                                                        
19 Like many of his contemporaries, Higginson was a dedicated journal writer, but his journal is 
silent during two critical time periods: in the published Civil War Journal & Letters 
edited by Christopher Looby, there are no journal entries between July 7 and August 22, 
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I had a knock in the side from a piece of wood or perhaps of spent shell—it did not break 
the skin but jarred me somewhat & might have been bad Dr R. says, had it been worse—
that seems the amount of it. It lames me a little, & I shall keep still a day or two, or as long 
as necessary so don’t be disturbed if you see some marvelous tale in the papers….I tell you 
the thing precisely as it is dear, & you have no reason to be anxious. It only felt like a smart 
slap & was no more. I have no pain, only a little lingering stiffness & bruise, no fever, 
sleep sound, can walk about, but try to keep still, sitting or lying. (Journal & Letters 294-
95) 
 
Two days later, he reports again to his wife that 
We are now satisfied that nothing touched me, but the shell passed within about six 
inches of my side, just above the hip making by the concussion a black & blue spot, as 
big as my two hands. In that region I am somewhat lame, like rheumatism, but all organs 
are perfectly right, sleep sound, pulse undisturbed, appetite moderate but steady; require 
no help in dressing or walking, have no treatment save an occasional wet cloth & lie all 
day on my camp bedstead… Dr. R. says I am in the condition of a person nearly struck 
by lightning & all that is necessary is quiet. (Journal & Letters 296)   
 
In these letters, Higginson strived to provide as many known details of his injury and condition 
as possible in order to mitigate his family’s worries. His efforts to be “precise,” however, are 
accompanied by equal amounts of ambiguity as Higginson tellingly strives again and again to 
provide clarity on his situation as much for himself as for his family and friends. Was the injury 
caused by “a piece of wood,” a “spent shell” or, in his final determination, by the “grazing of a 
ball”? If “nothing touched [him],” how did he acquire the “black & blue spot, as big as [his] two 
hands” on his side (Journals & Letters 296)? Dr. Rogers’ descriptions of Higginson’s condition 
(as reported by Higginson) are even more hazy. While Higginson attempts, at least, to use 
existing medical terms to describe his injury—“in that region I am somewhat lame, like 
rheumatism”—Dr. Rogers’ descriptions hold a more speculative quality as he describes the 
injury as “might have been bad” and Higginson himself as being “in the condition of a person 
                                                                                                                                                                                  
1863, the same period in which Higginson was injured on the Edisto expedition and went 
on a furlough. There is another gap between September 23 and November 6, 1863, the 
period in which Higginson’s military duties is brought to an abrupt halt by his collapse 
about a month after his return to camp. 
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nearly struck by lightning” (Journal & Letters 294, 296).20 Frustrated, perhaps, by his and Dr. 
Rogers’ combined inability to provide an accurate diagnosis, Higginson also variously described 
his injury as “a so called wound,” “a great humbug,” and as “not amount[ing] to the dignity of a 
wound” throughout his letters (Journal & Letters 294-96). Both Higginson’s self-deprecating 
descriptions and Dr. Rogers’ speculative diagnoses highlight the fact that a satisfactory level of 
articulateness about his injury and condition within the framework of Civil War era medicine 
was not yet possible. 
Understanding His Traumatic Experience in “Up the Edisto” (1867) 
I tried to comprehend what had happened, and I remember being impressed by an odd 
feeling that I had now got my share, and should henceforth be a great deal safer than any 
of the rest. I am told that this often follows one’s first experience of a wound.— 
T. W. Higginson, Army Life in a Black Regiment.21 
 
A short time after his return to camp from taking a furlough to recover from his injury, an 
ill and exhausted Higginson was “moved by an ‘irresistible desire’ to write late one night and 
began what would become the introduction to Army Life in a Black Regiment (Edelstein 294). 
Higginson found it immensely difficult to revisit his Civil War experiences. For Higginson, his 
Civil War experiences rapidly seemed “like a dream” and he felt that he could be easily 
convinced that “[he] was never there at all” and one day “[he] should read [his] own letters and 
think they were someone’s else” (Tuttleton 42). Writing to his doctor and friend Seth Rogers, he 
                                                        
20 Dr. Rogers’ curious description of Higginson as being “in the condition of a person nearly 
struck by lightning” calls to mind French neurologist Jean-Martin Charcot’s case in 
which a male hysteric who “was nearly struck by lightning during a thunderstorm… 
developed unmistakable hysterogenic zones in the area of the abdominal wall 
corresponding exactly to the position of the ovaries in the female body” (Journal & 
Letters 294; Micale 155). Charcot’s explanation, of course, is still physicalist as well as 
gendered since mental and emotional disturbances are seen as stemming from the sexual 
and reproductive parts of the female body. 
 
21 pgs. 136-37. 
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repeated the same sentiment, complaining that revisiting his Civil War experiences was 
“distasteful” to him but he nevertheless continued on the tedious task out of “a sense of duty.”22 
In its distinctive characteristics then, the essays in Army Life reflect the difficulty of revisiting 
“the most traumatic experiences in his life, traumas which he never fully understood or 
interpreted” (Wells 224). I demonstrate in this section that his taking up his pen to tell about his 
experiences in the war was a mentally-oriented therapeutic effort to comprehend and give 
meaning to his traumatic experience. In his essay “Up the Edisto,” we see Higginson’s continued 
efforts to push at the limits of the physicalist medical language of his time towards a more 
precise understanding of his injury and condition despite his reservations about revisiting this 
traumatic event in his past. 
All of the essays that comprise Higginson’s Army Life in a Black Regiment were 
published separately in journals before being collected together and published as a volume in 
1869.23  Although “Up the Edisto” is an account of what is arguably the most traumatic 
experience of Higginson’s military career, it was the last of all the Army Life essays to be 
                                                        
22 Higginson was open to his friends and family about his reluctance to write about his Civil War 
experiences. In a letter to Seth Rogers, Higginson complained, “I never did anything so 
distasteful to me. It is a kind of posthumous life, now that that book of my existence is 
closed. My instinct is always to live in the present and it is hard for me to reproduce my 
own Past. I do it mainly from a sense of duty and because, until it is done, the way will 
not seem clear for other things” (MPT Higginson, TWH 251-52). 
 
23 With the exception of “The Baby of the Regiment,” the rest of the essays in Army Life 
appeared in The Atlantic Monthly. “A Night in the Water” appeared first on October 
1864; then, three installments of “Leaves from an Officer’s Journal” appeared in quick 
succession on November 1864, December 1864, and January 1865 followed by “Up the 
St. Mary’s” on April 1865 and “Up the St. John’s River” on September 1865. There was 
a gap of more than a year before “Out on Picket” and “Negro Spirituals” appeared in 
March and June, respectively, of 1867. “Up the Edisto” finally appeared on August 1867. 
“The Baby of the Regiment” was published in a children’s magazine, Our Young Folks, 
on February 1865 (Brill 112). 
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published. While the relatively late appearance of “Up the Edisto” is suggestive of Higginson’s 
unwillingness to revisit his past, the essay’s prominent placement as the centerpiece of Army 
Life—the seventh of 13 chapters—marks the significance of the experience that not only 
changed the trajectory of his military career, but also “cost [him] the health and strength of 
several years” (Army Life 174). Finally published on August 1867 in The Atlantic Monthly, “Up 
the Edisto” is Higginson’s recounting of the Edisto River expedition during which he sustained 
his injury, suffered the loss of his men and military equipment, and failed to carry out Major-
General Gillmore’s orders to destroy a bridge on the Charleston and Savannah Railway. 
The essay starts off matter-of-factly with Higginson’s declared purpose to add to historical 
record. Higginson wants to “venture on a more complete account” of what happened on this 
particular expedition and he attempts to be as “precise” and factual as he was in his letters about 
the actions and events that took place during the expedition (Army Life 127). Alongside 
providing a valuable account of the circumstances surrounding his traumatic injury, “Up the 
Edisto” is also, as I argue, an example of a self-curative text inspired by the water cure. While 
the trope of the voyage as “a salt-water cure” is used in “African Proverbial Philosophy” in 
service of curing social ills, the voyage in the Army Life essays, “Up the St. Mary’s,” “Up the St. 
John’s” and “Up the Edisto” demonstrate repeated efforts at curing the self.24 In these essays, 
Higginson notes his “dreamy delight” at the opportunities to indulge in his boyhood “fancy” of 
boating and each of these essays represents the “three times [he has] had in full perfection this 
fascinating experience” of “the nocturnal ascent of an unknown river” (78, 50, 63). The first two 
                                                        
24 Although a voyage is not part of nineteenth-century water cure practices, by the 1880s, male 
patients suffering from nervous exhaustion were encouraged to travel, interact with 
nature, and write about their experiences (see Barbara Will’s “The Nervous Origins of the 
American Western” in American Literature 70.2 (June 1998): 293-316). Higginson’s 
self-curative use of the voyage in his writings published in the 1860s anticipates even the 
later nineteenth-century curative practices of Dr. Silas Weir Mitchell. 
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“voyage” essays, “Up the St. Mary’s” (1865) and “Up the St. John’s” (1865), recount successful 
military missions and Higginson offers romantic, scenic descriptions such as the “quiet waters of 
St. Simon’s Sound” with “the light fall[ing] softly on the beach and the low bluffs, on the 
picturesque plantation-houses” (51). Romantic descriptions of this sort, however, are nowhere to 
be found in “Up the Edisto,” the essay that narrates a failed mission and how he obtained his 
traumatic injury.  
After making known the record-keeping aims of this particular essay to his readers, 
Higginson immediately dismisses any inclination to rhapsodize about the beauty of his 
surroundings: 
In former narrations I have sufficiently described the charm of a moonlight ascent into a 
hostile country, upon an unknown stream, the dark and silent banks, the rippling water, the 
wail of the reed-birds, the anxious watch, the breathless listening, the veiled lights, the 
whispered orders.  To this was now to be added the vexation of an insufficient pilotage. 
(129) 
 
Higginson’s elaborate descriptions are transformed here into a summative list of the typical 
sights and sounds of a river, as he is impatient to proceed with the distasteful task of outlining 
the specific facts of the expedition. Tagged on to the end of this list of scenic descriptions, 
however, is the item, “the vexation of an insufficient pilotage,” which turns out to be the focus of 
“Up the Edisto” (129). While the phrase more immediately refers to Higginson’s initial issues on 
the expedition with procuring a pilot who knows both the upper and lower branches of the river, 
it also resonates with other “pilots” or leaders in the essay including Major Strong who, instead 
of giving orders himself, chose to leave his boat and travel a half-mile in order to obtain orders 
from Higginson; the captain of the vessel who refused to risk his boat in order to transfer military 
equipment; and the lieutenant who failed to convince the captain to do so. This chain of 
“insufficient pilotage” ultimately ends with Higginson, who himself collapsed in the middle of 
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the battle after being grazed by a ball and could only “observe, in a vague way, the scene around 
[him]” for the rest of the expedition (138). After the Edisto River expedition, Higginson had to 
face the fact that “it was not the Negro troops but their leader who had collapsed at a time of 
crisis; what was lacking in the Edisto River expedition was firm, determined, and courageous 
leadership” (Wells 178). From his early abolitionist work to his eager acceptance of the 
colonelcy for the first black regiment formed during the Civil War, Higginson strived to be the 
kind of leadership that was missing during the Edisto expedition. 
“Up the Edisto” not only provides an account of the battle, but also gives us the 
circumstances surrounding Higginson’s injury and how it felt to be wounded during battle: 
At last I myself felt a sudden blow in the side, as if from some prize-fighter, doubling me 
up for a moment…. It proved afterwards to have been produced by the grazing of a ball, 
which, without tearing a garment, had yet made a large part of my side black and blue, 
leaving a sensation of paralysis which made it difficult to stand…. I tried to comprehend 
what had happened, and I remember being impressed by an odd feeling that I had now 
got my share, and should henceforth be a great deal safer than any of the rest. I am told 
that this often follows one’s first experience of a wound. (Army Life 136-37) 
 
Just as in his letters describing his injury and overall condition, there is a certain amount of 
ambiguity in this passage, a blindness that he acknowledges within the essay itself. The 
ambiguous language in “Up the Edisto” reminds us that the illness or trauma narrative “develops 
gradually; indeed, it may not happen at all. When it does happen, it may not flow easily for a 
number of reasons…language must be found for stressful events that initially may lack language 
and be difficult to conceptualize, organize and communicate” (Sakalys 236). The comparison “as 
if from some prize-fighter,” offers readers an idea of the physical impact of the blow while the 
statistically illogical “odd feeling that [he] had now got [his] share” conveys the traumatic impact 
of the incident on Higginson’s mental and emotional faculties. Higginson’s effort to comprehend 
(“tried to comprehend”) is repeated throughout the essay. His accounting of facts is interrupted 
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by his repeated admissions of “exhaustion” and his inability to see and comprehend clearly: 
“everything seemed to pass by me as by one in a dream” though “[he] could still observe, in a 
vague way, the scene around me” (137-38). Higginson’s dazed point of view, on account of his 
injury, is the focus of this part of the essay, and he uses African Americans to emphasize this 
point. He describes the slaves running along the river shore as “black dots”; as they come closer 
into view, Higginson can only comprehend them as a series of fragmented details: their “wild 
faces, eager figures, [and] strange garments”; once the slaves have been welcomed onto his boat, 
he describes them as “black forms reclining in every stage of squalidness” (130, 138). 
Higginson’s descriptions of the African Americans that surround him during the battle are one of 
dehumanizing racialization, a move that props up his own heroism in a failed mission. 
 Another way that “Up the Edisto” exhibits Higginson’s careful efforts to detail his 
experience is in how Higginson reports deaths in the essay. In multiple instances, Higginson 
ensures that each soldier’s death (and cause of death) is recorded but these deaths are buried or 
hidden within his sentences, obscuring them to all but the most attentive readers. Higginson 
introduces his Quartermaster to us and tells us of his death all in the same sentence: “Our busy 
Quartermaster, Mr. Bingham—who died afterwards from the overwork of that sultry day—was 
transporting the refugees on board the steamer” (133). In another instance, right before he is 
grazed by a ball, Higginson tells us, “As my orderly stood leaning on a comrade’s shoulder, the 
head of the latter was shot off” (136). In the first example, readers are at this point caught up in 
the bustling movements of the expedition to take much notice of the Quartermaster’s later death. 
Meanwhile, in the second example, some cognitive work is required on the part of the reader to 
figure out whose “head,” exactly, was “shot off.” In another example near the end of the essay, at 
the end of a protracted sentence ruminating on the Major’s lack of leadership on the expedition, 
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Higginson appends, “he resigned, and was lost at sea on his way home” (138). For the most part, 
the narrative follows the real-time actions and events of the Edisto expedition; thus, the 
knowledge of the deaths comes from Higginson’s present and is, with the exception of the 
second example, unnecessary to the narrative timeline. These reported deaths reveal yet another 
effort to be “precise” and comprehensive in the reporting of facts; however, the obscured state of 
these reported deaths demonstrates an incomplete, ambiguous comprehension of the actions, 
events, and consequences of the Edisto expedition years after it took place. 
Higginson provides a rather unsatisfying conclusion to “Up the Edisto,” focusing on “that 
morning sunlight, those emerald fields, those thronging numbers, the old women with their 
prayers, and the little boys with their living burdens” (Army Life 138). In this idyllic, albeit 
revisionist, final scene, Higginson celebrates “the liberation of two hundred,” a feat which he 
readily admits was eclipsed by the end of the Civil War which resulted in the emancipation of all 
slaves in the United States (Army Life 138). In his brief recognition of shifting perspectives on a 
past action and, indeed, in his attempt to narrate the events leading up to and including his 
traumatic injury, “Up the Edisto” offers a glimpse of narrative creation as therapeutic work in 
terms of catharsis and comprehension. The therapeutic effects of telling one’s traumatic 
experience, as James W. Pennebaker has found, is greater the more times one attempts to tell 
one’s story: “people who benefited from writing began with poorly organized descriptions and 
progressed to coherent stories by the last day of writing” (165). Higginson, however, did not 
often write about his experiences on the Edisto River expedition. While his letters to his family 
describe only his condition after being wounded, his journal was silent between July 7, 1863 and 
August 22, 1863, the period of time during which Higginson sustained his injury on the Edisto 
expedition and went home on furlough (Journal and Letters 157-59). The silence is unusual as 
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the contents of Higginson kept a war journal for the specific purpose of collecting material in 
order to write about his war experiences after the Civil War: the contents of his war journal often 
overlap with his Army Life essays. The next section examines the first essay Higginson wrote 
about the Civil War, an essay that was, as Howard Mumford Jones observes, “hardly about the 
war at all” (Army Life xx). 
Cathartic Release and Optimism in “A Night in the Water” (1864) 
Everybody [is] in love with Colonel Higginson in the water.—James T. Fields, Editor of The 
Atlantic.25 
 
“A Night in the Water” (1864) is another essay in Army Life in a Black Regiment that is 
also inspired by the therapeutic features of the water cure and continues Higginson’s 
explorations of the self-curative possibilities of writing and thinking with water. While, in “Up 
the Edisto,” Higginson tries to piece together and understand his experience of being wounded, 
failing to accomplish his mission, and seeing the soldiers in his charge die, “A Night in the 
Water” is written as a respite away from the stresses of the war, with an optimistic ending. It is a 
seemingly picturesque essay about a moment during picket duty when Higginson gives in to his 
“boyish feeling” to go for a midnight swim (Army Life 116). Notably, while “Up the Edisto” was 
last to be published of all of the essays in Army Life (1869), “A Night in the Water” was the first 
to be published. It appeared in The Atlantic Monthly on October 1864 as the lead article and 
made a splash with nineteenth-century readers. The Atlantic’s editor James T. Fields reported the 
essay’s instant success: “[e]verybody,” he declared, “[is] in love with Colonel Higginson in the 
water.”26 Buoyed by its popular reception, Higginson reestablished himself on the New England 
                                                        





literary scene as one of the most prolific and popular contributors to the magazine in his heyday, 
a reputation he held even before the start of the war.27 While scholars have shown that 
Higginson’s antebellum writings are part of his social reformist mission, I assert that his post-
Civil War essay “A Night in the Water” is not part of Higginson’s socially-oriented work: in this 
essay, an imaginary depiction of a night-swim embarked upon in isolation and secrecy, 
Higginson creates a moment of cathartic release with an optimistic ending, turning inwards and 
away from the stressful and constrictive patterns of military and social life to focus on healing 
the self. 
While Higginson’s Civil War essays, for the most part, are historically accurate accounts of 
his experiences in the Civil War, “A Night in the Water” seems more a figment of Higginson’s 
imagination and less a real experience that took place during the war. While the rest of the essays 
in Army Life can be linked directly to real events, people, and places, and/or to mentions in 
Higginson’s Civil War journal and letters, “A Night in the Water” is devoid of any real-life, 
historical markers. In the essay, Higginson uses generic place markers such as “the South,” 
“river,” “island,” and “main-land,” a move which stands in stark contrast to the other essays in 
the collection in which specific places, times, people, and events are meticulously recorded (116-
17). Higginson also does not refer to any particular war-related events that would necessitate the 
night-swim or what he calls “a personal reconnaissance” (117).28 Instead, he reasons that this 
                                                        
27 In the first decade under Fields’ editorship, Higginson contributed 80 pieces alone to The 
Atlantic Monthly (Sedgwick 78).  
 
28 Tilden Edelstein posits that “A Night in the Water” is based on two night swims Higginson 
undertook on his own across the Coosaw channel and recorded in his journal. The first 
swim, on April 16, 1863, was to investigate the wreckage of the George Washington, a 
small Union gunboat sunk by the Confederate army. The second swim, on May 19, 1863, 
again across the Coosaw channel, was undertaken to spy on the enemy pickets (282-83). 
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night-swim is imperative as part of his general duty “to obtain all possible information about the 
Rebel outposts” (117). As the fictive Higginson heads out into the night for the swim, the few 
men he encounters are unnamed and merely “black statues”—another instance of dehumanizing 
racialization in order to focus the narrative on his fictive self (118). The one person who is given 
a name—a lieutenant—exists within a hypothetical (and hyperbolic) thought, a tactic that puts 
into question the real existence of this lieutenant: 
If I had casually remarked to him ‘Mr. Hooper, the General has ordered me on a brief 
personal reconnaissance to the Planet Jupiter, and I wish you to take care of my watch, lest 
it should be damaged by the Precession of the Equinoxes,’ he would have responded with a 
brief ‘All right, Sir,’ and a quick military gesture, and have put the thing in his pocket. As 
it was, I simply gave him the watch, and remarked that I was going to take a swim. (118) 
 
By handing over his watch, Higginson also unhitches himself from time and it is only after he is 
safely back in camp at the end of his story that he realizes that his “night in the water had lasted 
precisely one hour” (126). Far from serving as an addition to historical record, Higginson’s 
account of his night-swim here is an imaginary, therapeutic exercise, disconnected as it is from 
the historical markers—time, place, events, and people—that defined Higginson’s day-to-day 
life in the Civil War. 
During the Civil War, Higginson experienced daily “that most sickening of all sensations, 
the anxiety of a commander” (Army Life 89). As the first regiment of freed slaves formed during 
the Civil War, Higginson’s regiment “lived for months in a glare of publicity” and “attracted a 
continuous stream of visitors, military and civil” as all parties were interested in this social 
experiment (Army Life 4). Not only were they under “constant surveillance,” they were also 
reluctant participants in the feedback loops of the rapidly modernizing media network: “the 
slightest camp incidents sometimes came back to us, magnified and distorted, in letters of inquiry 
                                                                                                                                                                                  
These journal entries mentioned by Edelstein, however, are not included in Christopher 
Looby’s edition of Higginson’s Civil War journal and letters.  
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from remote parts of the Union” (4). Overseeing his troops’ combat training and ensuring his 
troops presented well in the newspapers were only two of his major responsibilities. When he 
received news that a regiment of white soldiers would be placed under his command as well, he 
found himself with the additional and formidable task of demonstrating to the public that “[the 
black soldiers] and white soldiers can act in harmony together” (89). Acutely aware of the strong 
tensions between the two groups, Higginson managed to intermingle the white and black troops 
without incident though he remained anxious as ever that “if a quarrel should arise, ever slight, 
the whole lumbering hostility would awaken instantly & might be the destruction of all of us” 
(Edelstein 283-84).29  
Higginson “felt sometimes as if we were a plant trying to take root, but constantly pulled 
up to see if we were growing” (Army Life 4). In this phrase, we can see that Higginson views 
anxiety as a physical sensation with external causes, but he also pushes against physicalist 
medical language to chart the mental and emotional dimensions of his condition. The term 
“anxiety,” like “trauma,” transformed over the course of the nineteenth century from a 
predominantly physical definition to a definition that included emotional and mental dimensions 
by the end of the nineteenth century. Earlier usages of the term in medicine, starting from the 
seventeenth century, designated “anxiety” as “a physical feeling of discomfort or tightness in the 
chest or epigastric region”; by the end of the nineteenth century, however, “anxiety” began to 
include a psychological dimension “characterized by inappropriate or excessive apprehension or 
fear” (“anxiety” OED). In The Politics of Anxiety (2011), Justine Murison links anxiety to the 
disease of the nineteenth century: nervousness. While anxiety is an affect that is “somatic and 
                                                        
29 Dr. Rogers noted that the “prejudice of the white soldiers is very strong” and Confederate 
prisoner Henry Bryan also made note of “[the] bad feeling among the whites against the 
negroes” (Edelstein 276). 
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cultural or, more accurately, somatic because cultural,” nervousness was “a disease of the 
body… as shaped by the social and physical environment rather than one primarily lodged in a 
‘deep conception of the self” (2-3). The nineteenth-century perspective of anxiety, nervousness, 
and trauma speaks to the predominantly physicalist viewpoint that was firmly entrenched in the 
American medical community as well as popular American culture at the time. Higginson, whom 
Henry James once described as possessing “the interesting quality of having reflected almost 
everything that was in the New England air,” contributed to the fluctuating state of late 
nineteenth-century conceptions of medical conditions and treatments in his writings (Wells 316). 
Christopher Looby asserts that, on the most basic level, scenes of watery immersion in 
Higginson’s Civil War essays “signify bodily freedom and pleasure, a trancelike release from the 
social inscriptions that are all too coercively present in the stringently hierarchized and regulated 
military context” (129). Looby’s use of the words “freedom” and “release” gestures to the 
therapeutic effects of a kind of cathartic release, defined today by the American Psychological 
Association as “the discharge of previously repressed affects connected to traumatic events that 
occurs when these events are brought back into consciousness and re-experienced” (APA 
“catharsis”). Early on, in Studies on Hysteria (1893), Freud thought that “language [could] serve 
as a substitute for action” by “abreact[ing]” an affect” (8). Higginson’s “A Night in the Water,” 
thus, uses language to reenact an experience and change its outcome and affect: the fictive 
Higginson emerges out of a night-swim reinvigorated and healed. As David Miller observes, 
Higginson’s imagination is, after all, “dedicated…to a spirit of regeneration and rehabilitation” 
(56). 
Higginson expresses a boyish “glee” when the opportunity for a solo night-swim presents 
itself (Army Life 117). Mary Potter Thacher Higginson has suggested that “A Night in the Water” 
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was inspired by Higginson’s Cambridge days when he was “addicted to evening plunges in the 
river and describes swimming at half-past eleven when it was high tide and he ‘found it beautiful 
to lie back on the water and gaze at the sky.’ So unconsciously he was even then preparing for 
his ‘Night in the Water’” (TWH 77). “A Night in the Water” is another therapeutic turn to water, 
as inspired by Higginson’s experiences with the water cure. Swimming may have been a 
boyhood pleasure for Higginson, but it is also one of many cold-water applications in the 
practice of hydropathy. In his popular Hydropathic Encyclopedia (1854), leading American 
hydropathist Dr. Trall hails the “swimming-bath” as “eminently health-preserving” and 
recommends it especially for “that large class of invalids who are consumptive from feeble lungs 
and contracted chests, and for a still larger class of dyspeptics, who are costive from torpid or 
contracted abdominal muscles” (42).30 It can be argued that Higginson’s night-swims—real 
instances and those imagined on paper—are in pursuit of therapeutic relief as well as pleasure.  
Along with the depiction of swimming, “A Night in the Water” features another water 
cure requirement: the patient must voluntarily remove himself from the stressful patterns of his 
daily life and relocate, sometimes for several weeks or months, to a water cure facility. One of 
the primary reasons why the water cure worked is because patients often opted to stay for an 
extended period of time. By doing so, they remove themselves from their usual routine, which 
included what hydropathists saw as “the ills of an overcivilized society – fast pace, overwork, 
sedentary habits, late hours, and rich food and drink” (White 77).31 As the fictive Higginson slips 
                                                        
30 In his Hydropathic Encyclopedia (1854), Trall includes several pages of detailed instructions 
for the different types of swimming positions including swimming with a bladder or 
plank, diving, treading water, side or back swimming, and floating (42-46). 
 
31 In a more famous example, Isabella Beecher Hooker suffered from a range of conditions and 
symptoms including prolapses uteri, menorrhagia, anosmia, backaches, headaches, sore 
eyes and throat, and swollen ankles (White 80, 82). She checked herself into the 
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seamlessly from the dark of the night into the water, he leaves behind his soldiers and military 
life; rendering them as “black statues,” he distances himself even further from his black soldiers 
by viewing them as aestheticized objects (118). He voluntarily removes himself from the rest of 
the world and feels himself to be “floating in some concave globe, some magic crystal, of which 
I was the enchanted centre” (119). Although Higginson provides for his readers a vague, military 
reason (to spy on the Rebel outposts) and a hint of a personal reason (to indulge in a boyhood 
pastime), he keeps both reasons secret from his soldiers on watch and simply “remarked that [he] 
was going to take a swim” (118). Cloaked in darkness and secrecy, Higginson disengages 
himself from military life. 
Removing oneself from routine stresses, partaking in a variety of baths and other cold 
water applications, and implementing a new regimen of diet, exercise, and dress reform are all 
part of a somatically-oriented treatment aimed at addressing symptoms and conditions that are 
seen as stemming from the body. Dr. Trall did not deviate from the nineteenth-century, 
predominantly physicalist viewpoint of illness when he declared that swimming, for instance, is 
recommended for those with “feeble lungs and contracted chests” or those “who are costive from 
torpid or contracted abdominal muscles” (42). “A Night in the Water” certainly demonstrates an 
inheritance of this same physicalist viewpoint in its turn to “one hour” of swimming as a 
treatment that, along with abstinence from alcohol, enabled Higginson to “wake a few hours after 
in excellent condition” (Army Life 126). In viewing “A Night in the Water” as an imaginary, 
recuperative visit to the water cure, however, we can perceive a shifting away from the 
                                                                                                                                                                                  
Gleason’s water cure facility in Elmira, New York and, finally on the mend after being 
away from her usual daily stresses for a few months, she wrote to her husband John that 
“It is such a relief—to have nobody to care for—nothing that must be done” (qtd. in 
White 77). 
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physicalist view of trauma and illness and a written experimentation in how best to address the 
more psychological components of one’s dis-ease.  
The Army Life essays and, in particular, “A Night in the Water,” was written through a 
doubled lens of illness and exhaustion. This essay revisits, generally, a time when Higginson was 
wracked with anxiety as a white commander in charge of a regiment of freed slaves. As the first 
of the Army Life essays to be written soon after he resigned from his post as a Colonel, “A Night 
in the Water” is also written by an exhausted Higginson who had recently and unsuccessfully 
underwent both conventional and alternative treatments for his injury sustained on the Edisto 
expedition. Consequently, “A Night in the Water” is as much a text in search of therapeutic relief 
as it is an anxiety-driven text. “A Night in the Water” opens dreamily: “I seem to see myself 
adrift upon a horse’s back amid a sea of roses” and that “it was one long, delightful gallop day 
and night” (116). This dreamy, idyllic scene ruptures suddenly when Higginson tells us that there 
are “certain periods of such dense darkness that… one of my officers was once shot at by a Rebel 
scout who stood unperceived at his horse’s bridle” (116). The redolent beauty of Higginson’s 
narrative is riddled with sudden, tensive darkness in this anxious text. Floating blissfully in his 
“concave globe” while the stars “danced” and the water “ripple[d]” and “sparkle[d],” it was not 
long before 
some floating wisp of reeds suddenly coiled itself around my neck, or some unknown 
thing, drifting deeper, coldly touched my foot, it caused that undefinable shudder which 
every swimmer knows… and then would follow a slight gasping and contest against 
choking, that seemed to me a perfect convulsion. (119) 
 
In this passage, we see again some vestigial evidence of what I call Higginson’s early view of 
anxiety and nervousness (the former, “anxiety,” defined by Justine Murrison as the affect of the 
latter, “nervousness,” the disease or disorder). From the perspective of a swimmer, “anxiety” in 
this essay is that “undefinable shudder” followed by “a slight gasping and contest against 
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choking,” a conception in line with the cultural view of anxiety up to the mid-nineteenth century 
as “a physical feeling of discomfort or tightness in the chest or epigastric region” (119; “anxiety” 
OED). This physicalist viewpoint of anxiety and, relatedly, of nervousness is one that Higginson 
believed in and often circulated in his writings: in his essay “Gymnastics,” for instance, 
Higginson declared that “the one great fundamental disorder of all Americans is simply nervous 
exhaustion, and that for this the gymnasium can never be misdirected” (ODP 163). Higginson 
thought himself well-versed in the language of nerves and nervous exhaustion and advised his 
readers that “by subtracting an hour a day from the present amount of purely intellectual fatigue, 
and inserting that quantum of bodily fatigue in its place, you begin an immediate change in your 
conditions of life” (ODP 163). True to form, we find out at the conclusion of “A Night in the 
Water” that his night-swim “lasted precisely one hour” and he wakes up the next morning “in 
excellent condition” (126). 
“A Night in the Water,” however, also demonstrates a significant shift in Higginson’s 
conception of anxiety to include a psychological dimension “characterized by inappropriate or 
excessive apprehension or fear” and a corresponding shift in treating or relieving this condition 
(“anxiety” OED). Higginson recognizes the physiological dimension of anxiety as that 
“undefinable shudder which every swimmer knows” and, in the paragraph that precedes this 
phrase, he discusses the variety of fears his soldiers and his doctor would have assailed him with 
if he had told them about his plans to take a night-swim. Thus, he acknowledges as well, that 
anxiety also involves a psychological dimension in that “man’s imagination peoples the water 
with many things which do not belong there” (119). “A Night in the Water” focuses not just on 
the body, but also on the mind and emotion in its imaginative rendering of the complex interplay 
between the individual and his physical and social environments. 
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Higginson’s “concave globe” begins to disintegrate not through any actual threats in his 
physical environment, but through imagined ones informed by sensorial distortions experienced 
while suspended in the water. “[S]ome floating wisp of reeds” causes him to “shudder” while a 
“splashing” (likely by a nearby fish), seemed to him “to be loud enough to be heard at 
Richmond” (119-120). Swimming while keeping his head just above water, the difference in 
pressure is felt proprioceptively as Higginson becomes more aware of “[his] unfortunate head… 
the outside of this member gradually assumed to its inside a gigantic magnitude” (120). The 
head, of course, is home to a number of sense organs and, in his essay, these organs’ sensorial 
capabilities are similarly augmented: the ear is “overstrained” and mishears (118); “a slight sip of 
brackish water” causes “a slight gasping and contest against choking (119); the eye, in darkness 
and low to the horizon, makes “every low near object… equivalent to one higher and more 
remote” (122). Despite experiencing these sensorial distortions early on during his night-swim, 
the fictive Higginson maintains trace awareness where he was and what these sounds and 
shadows are, able as he was “to put down [his] doubts, as if they were unreasonable children” 
(122). When he decides to swim completely under water, however, with his head and body fully 
submerged, “[he] los[es] all [his] bearings but the stars” and his anxiety swells to a terrifying 
intensity, otherwise known, in more modern terms, as an anxiety attack (121). 
Rising again from a complete immersion in water, wherein his sense organs have been 
effectively dampened, Higginson physically and metaphorically relinquishes his “bearings,” or 
the patterns of orientation that his physical and social environments held him in. While earlier in 
his essay, he scoffed at the way “man’s imagination peoples the water with many things which 
do not belong there,” his own imagination now, submerged as it is in the water, becomes 
unfettered and “[he] heard…all manner of gurglings and hollow reverberations, and could fancy 
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as many rifle-shots as [he] pleased” (119, 121). Higginson “began to doubt everything, to distrust 
the stars, the line of low bushes…[and] the very land on which they grew…. Doubts trembled in 
[his] mind like the weltering water” (123). His anxiety “swept over [him], as with a sudden 
tempest,” a “sensation” he compares to swimming once “in the mightiest ocean-surge into which 
[he] had ever dared plunge [his] mortal body” (124).  
Higginson, however, follows this physicalist description of anxiety with a literary one, 
comparing his anxiety to the “same sudden emotion” in a poem by John Keats entitled “Lines 
Written in the Highlands after a Visit to Burns’s Country” (124). Shifting from a bodily 
conception of anxiety to an affective and literary one seems to inspire a way for him to regain 
control of himself. In a series of short, imperative and declarative sentences, Higginson takes 
control through mental means: “I must keep my wits about me. I must not dwell on any other 
alternative, any more than a boy who climbs a precipice must look down. Imagination had no 
business here. That way madness lay” (124). His imagination fettered once again, Higginson sees 
a flash of light on the shore and immediately regains his bearings within his physical and social 
environments. He returns to camp safely and the essay ends on a positive note. “A Night in the 
Water” is a recuperative visit to the water cure and writing the essay not only serves as a respite 
from his ill health in the years after the war but also reconfigures his war experience to an 
alternate and optimistic end. 
Dreaming as a Cure in The Monarch of Dreams (1887) 
That night he was held, with the greatest vividness and mastery, in the grasp of a dream such as 
he had never before experienced.—T. W. Higginson, The Monarch of Dreams.32 
 
                                                        
32 pgs. 23-24. 
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 While “A Night in the Water” demonstrates Higginson’s self-curative turn through the 
use of water cure principles and treatments in his essay, his late work The Monarch of Dreams 
moves away from the physiologically-oriented water cure to seek curative possibilities by purely 
mental means. The Monarch of Dreams (1887) holds the reputation of being the only work 
Higginson ever had rejected by a magazine even though, by the 1880s, Higginson enjoyed an 
enviable reputation as a respected literary figure.33 Higginson liked The Monarch of Dreams so 
much – calling it “my favorite child” and the “product of what was perhaps the most imaginative 
period of his life” – that he decided to publish it anyway at his own expense (MPT Higginson 
335-36). The story was disturbing and resonated so strongly with events in Higginson’s past that 
his sister Anna feared for his physical and mental health.34 Caleb Crain concurs that The 
Monarch of Dreams contain echoes of the thirteen years Higginson spent caring for his ailing 
first wife (42).  
In my reading of The Monarch of Dreams, I show first that Higginson’s story represents 
the final evolution of Higginson’s self-curative efforts to move away from the physiologically-
oriented treatments like the water cure and towards treatments via mental means. This shift in 
Higginson’s beliefs and writings also reflects the waning popularity of the water cure in the latter 
decades of the nineteenth century and the turn towards psychologically-oriented treatments as 
found in the American Mind Cure movement led by Phineus Parkhurst Quimby and, later in the 
                                                        
33 In a copy of The Monarch of Dreams destined for Edmund Clarence Stedman, Higginson 
wrote: “This is rather my favorite child, I think, partly because it is the only thing I ever had 
rejected by a magazine (Scudder in the ‘Atlantic’), and yet it has been more praised by many 
than anything I ever did – including very cool critics such as Lowell and Norton” (MPT 
Higginson 335-36).  
 
34 In response to his sister’s anxious queries, Higginson replied: “I am sorry I printed it if it 
troubled you, but I never can be sorry I wrote it… Your theory about it is wrong” (Wells 
273). 
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century, his followers Warren Felt Evans and Mary Baker Eddy. All three of these figures 
believed, as Eddy puts it succinctly, that the “Mind produces what is termed organic disease, as 
directly as it does hysteria, and cures it as readily” (Eddy 344). Second, I demonstrate that in The 
Monarch of Dreams, Higginson narrativizes a different path his life could have taken, towards 
therapeutic relief in terms of confirming the choice he made to take a path of “action” as a social 
reformer and soldier in the Union Army. Higginson’s strange story confirms, as he explained to 
his sister, that he was right to choose a life of purpose and action instead of “a life of mere 
reverie [that] concentrates a man on himself and makes his circle smaller and smaller” (Wells 
273). As medical sociologist Arthur Frank notes in The Wounded Storyteller, ill people tell their 
stories “to think different about their post-illness worlds and construct new relationships to those 
worlds” (6). The Monarch of Dreams is a mentally-oriented therapy, a written effort to 
reevaluate Higginson’s past and form a new outlook on his future. 
In The Monarch of Dreams, a young man named Francis Ayrault relocates from Rhode 
Island to an old brick farmhouse in the New England countryside. Ayrault likely suffers from 
what would have been known then as nervous exhaustion as the narrator reveals that Ayrault has 
a “worn and exhausted look” and that “domestic cares and watchings had almost broken him 
down” (10-11). Although the narrator comments that Ayrault needed “utter rest and change,” 
after settling into the farmhouse with his little sister, five year-old Hart, Ayrault inexplicably 
decides to embark upon “a mighty effort at self-concentration, and to render himself what no 
human being had ever yet been, —the ruler of his own dreams” (10, 14). Each night, before 
going to sleep, Ayrault meditates on a photograph of Mont Saint Michel, in Normandy, and the 
rest of the story follows the various versions of the same dream each night. The ending sees 
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Ayrault caught up in his own dream work while the opportunity to take real action and 
participate in the coming Civil War slips away.  
The Monarch of Dreams still contains echoes of Higginson’s experiences with the water 
cure. In this novella, water surrounds the main stage or scene of the text, enveloping the narrative 
that, as we find out in the end, slips away out of control. The photographic image that Ayrault 
meditates upon to begin his dream experiment each night is an image of Mont Saint Michel in 
Normandy, France, an island fortress with steep stairways and tall towers surrounded by water. 
Ayrault’s opening dream, then, takes place on a steep, grassy hill, surrounded by clouds and, in 
another early dream, a steep slope with a view of the New England mountains, in the valleys of 
which lie “pellucid lakes” (32). Despite its peripheral treatment of water, this text still uses the 
perspective of the water cure experience. Water cure facilities are typically located up on the 
hills and mountains to take advantage of the natural springs and fresh air. A Mrs. Charles N. 
Brown published a plea in the Water cure Journal for a water cure establishment in the village of 
Sag Harbor, Long Island. In her plea, she notes that there are three springs nearby and that “the 
ground about the springs is undulating, and directly southward and westward from them, it rises 
to an eminence… [and] an excellent view of this village and Gardiner’s Bay is here presented” 
(137). The water cure as Higginson’s therapeutic aspiration establishes the setting of The 
Monarch of Dreams.  
Higginson’s novella exhibits other water cure-inspired features as well. The fictive 
Higginson in “A Night in the Water” and Ayrault in The Monarch of Dreams both seek to 
remove themselves from the stressful patterns of their daily lives. Higginson provides an official 
and an unofficial reason for embarking upon a secret night-swim in his Civil War essay. The 
narrator in The Monarch of Dreams similarly provides two motives for Ayrault’s removal to the 
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New England country-side: officially, for recuperation, but unofficially, to embark upon a 
strange, mental experiment at “self-concentration” (14). In the case of “A Night in the Water,” 
spying on the enemy and indulging in the boyish pleasures of swimming can be and are 
simultaneously pursued. In The Monarch of Dreams, the motives are seemingly disparate, but I 
argue that, like the self-curative text of “A Night in the Water,” Ayrault’s motives are similarly 
combined. Through his mental experiments, Ayrault continues to seek therapeutic relief from his 
nervous exhaustion. Like Higginson in real life, Ayrault at first pursued more physiological 
methods to cure himself. He discovered that opium and “haschish” had “little exciting influence” 
on him and he had read of others who tried raw meat or “other indigestible food” in their 
attempts to exert some influence on their dreams (17-18). But Ayrault, like Higginson, 
eventually becomes disenchanted by the limitations of these physiological methods and more 
intrigued by the possibilities of purely mental efforts, musing in the text if he could be cured by 
“the continuous working of some powerful mental influence” (20).  
As Ayrault continues upon his experiment, he is initially delighted to find that he has some 
control over his dreams. In the first few iterations of his Mont Saint Michel-inspired dream, he is 
able to expand his dream world. While at first, he could not see very far because of the 
surrounding clouds, by the next dream, the clouds have lifted and he was able to see the various 
humans “all clinging to the short grass” (26). A few nights later, he could control “the 
distribution of light and shade” and “he felt as if he had called them into being, which indeed he 
had; and could annihilate them at pleasure” (33). Soon however, his dreams began slipping out 
of Ayrault’s control. A large building appears that “included all structures in one”: legislative 
halls, libraries, art galleries, private apartments and Ayrault wanders helplessly around in this 
maze-like edifice (35-36). The humans “began visibly to duplicate themselves before his eyes” 
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and Ayrault comes to the frightening realization that not only do they now all resemble him but 
also that “he could no more retain his individual hold upon his consciousness than the infusorial 
animalcule in a drop of water can know to which of its subdivided parts the original individuality 
attaches” (39). Ayrault’s self-curative experiment had gone too far. Unlike “Up the Edisto” and 
“A Night in the Water,” which both close on a positive and therapeutic note, The Monarch of 
Dreams ends with an ellipsis of sorts, with Ayrault caught up in his own dreams as the train 
filled with young soldiers “was again in motion, throbbing and resounding among the hills, and 
bearing the lost opportunity of his life away—away—away” (52). In this story, Higginson draws 
a terrifying narrative of a life he might have led had he not answered the call to join the Civil 
War. By outlining a story of a life he might have led, Higginson confirms for himself that his 
past decisions to take action were the right ones.  
Conclusion 
Action… transforms us, just as the water of a brook that glides turbid and dull along its common 
bed, becomes radiant and of a sunny purity when compelled to find its way over a cascade of 
rocks.—T. W. Higginson, M. P. T. Higginson Letters and Journals.35 
 
In this chapter, I have endeavored to illuminate Higginson’s professed quest “to make the 
whole voyage of life perpetually self-curative” by tracing his use of the water cure and the 
language of water itself throughout his writings (ODP 163). Higginson’s pre-Civil War writings 
such as “African Proverbial Philosophy” and “The Health of Our Girls” demonstrate how 
Higginson took transformative action, deploying water cure principles and treatments, and water 
imagery, in service of social reform. Higginson’s “A Night in the Water,” an essay purportedly 
reflective of his Civil War experiences, stages a fictional scene of Higginson’s watery, curative 
efforts directed towards the self. The language of water, for Higginson, is a vehicle that 
                                                        
35 pg. 347. 
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transports the physicalist medical discourse Higginson already knows, into a therapeutic means 
of addressing his dis-ease in the years after the Civil War. Higginson’s late works, however, such 
as The Monarch of Dreams, begins to leave behind the water cure and explore the possibilities 
and limits of curing via the mental means of imagining and writing. This turn reflects the waning 
popularity of the water cure in the latter decades of the nineteenth century and the larger 
movement within both orthodox and alternative medicine circles to turn away from somatically-
oriented treatments and towards mental therapies.36 Higginson’s writings, as an example of later 
nineteenth century literature in America, provides us with a glimpse of imagining and writing, a 
psychological means of therapy yet to be recognized as part of the first chapter of 
psychotherapeutics in the United States.  
                                                        
36 Eric Caplan’s chapter on the nineteenth-century Mind Cure Movement in Mind Games: 
American Culture and the Birth of Psychotherapy (Berkeley, CA: University of 
California Press, 1998) outlines this turn away from somatically-focused treatments 
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CHAPTER II: THE HORTICULTURAL MOVEMENT AND SPIRITUAL 
REMEDIATION IN HERMAN MELVILLE’S ROSE POEMS 
 
…Nay, be wiser: 
Wiser in relish, if sedate 
Come gray-beards to their roses late. 
—Herman Melville, “L’envoi” in Weeds and Wildings 
 
 In 1863, the Melvilles sold Arrowhead and moved to a three-story, brick townhome in 
Manhattan, where they would live for the next 28 years until Herman Melville’s death. 
Sometime after their move, Melville’s wife Elizabeth Shaw, or “Lizzie” as he called her, learned 
that her annual “rose cold” was actually hay fever, freeing Herman to begin growing roses at 
their new home on 104 East 26th Street.1 His rose garden became something of a passion for him. 
He dried the roses from his garden and enclosed the petals in letters to friends and relatives such 
as Ellen Marett Gifford and Kate Gansevoort Lansing.2 Melville used his rose garden to connect 
                                                        
1 In a November 1869 letter from Catherine Gansevoort to Maria Melville, Catherine comments 
on Lizzie’s illness: “Every Spring she seems to lose her strength & appetite & with the 
fresh breath of spring Flowers every spring she suffers from ‘Rose cold,’ which is in its 
effects a severe influenza lasting from six to eight weeks” (Leda 705-6). It is not known 
when exactly Melville started growing roses. Gillian Osborne estimates that it was in the 
1880s, around the time of his retirement (130). 
 
2 In an October 1885 letter to Mrs. Ellen Marett Gifford, Melville includes the postscript: “You 
see the rose-leaves have not yet given out. I shall always try and have a rose-leaf reserved 
for you, be the season what it may” (Davis & Gilman 280). When Herman was courting 
Lizzie as well, he gifted her the gorgeously illustrated Floral Tableaux by James 
Andrews, a book on the language of flowers popular among New England ladies at the 
time (Robertson-Lorant 21). 
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with female friends and family; flowers are also linked with women in his writings.3 In his 
published works, women characters are often described in floral terms. Ishmael in Moby-Dick 
(1851) describes the New Bedford women as “bloom[ing] like their own red roses” (47) while 
Yillah in Mardi (1849) wears “a rose-colored pearl on her bosom” and entices the sailors by 
“tinging more rosily the roseate clouds, that in her summer cheek played to and fro, like clouds 
in Italian air” (136, 179). The first decade of the Melvilles’ marriage coincided with Herman’s 
most prolific fiction-writing years, during which time he wrote Moby-Dick and Mardi. Leon 
Howard attributes Herman’s rose-tinged perspective in Mardi to Elizabeth’s influence, as he 
wrote much of this novel during a cold winter when Elizabeth was “his only consistent partner in 
intellectual communication” (114).  After the 1860s, Herman turned not only to his rose garden, 
but also to poetry wherein his penchant for floral language continued to flourish, again in 
connection with his marriage to Lizzie. In the last years of his life, Herman worked on his poetry 
collection entitled Weeds and Wildings Chiefly; with a Rose or Two, a collection that he was 
actively preparing for publication near the end of his life but it remained unpublished in his 
lifetime. The focus of this chapter is on that unfinished manuscript, a collection of flower poetry 
and prose that Laurie Robertson-Lorant sees as “a last bouquet” from Herman to his wife (34).   
 Melville’s poetry was largely ignored or dismissed by scholars for most of the twentieth 
century, in part because of their rough, awkward, and stubbornly opaque quality.4 Today, critical 
                                                        
3 For a good overview of the women in Melville’s life and writings, see Schultz & Springer’s 
“Introduction” to Melville & Women. Schultz & Springer build on Fred Pinnegar’s much 
more thorough critical overview in his 1990 dissertation Women, Marriage, and Sexuality 
in the Work of Herman Melville: A Cultural/Gender Study. 
4 At the turn of the twentieth-first century, William Spengemann, Elizabeth Renker, and Douglas 
Robillard ignited a resurgence of critical interest in Melville’s poetry over the last two 
decades. While Melville’s verse was previously considered as rough, awkward, and 
generally unpoetic, critics like James McIntosh and Renker have noted that Melville’s 
reading habits “reflect his efforts to appreciate formal excellence in verse and to acquire a 
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attention on Melville’s poetry remains uneven: while Melville’s Battle-Pieces (1866) and Clarel 
(1876) have received ample attention, Weeds and Wildings remain understudied.5 In the early to 
mid-twentieth century, critics tended to view Weeds and Wildings as a consequence of waning 
energy and imagination in Melville’s last years. In 1929, Lewis Mumford speculated that 
perhaps “peace and oneness with Nature…came at last to Melville in the closing years of his 
life” while Leon Howard (1951) pronounced the poems in Weeds and Wildings as “products of 
                                                                                                                                                                                  
knowledge of poetic tradition” and Melville “can write a formally perfect poem when he 
wants to” (McIntosh 399; “Poetic Singe” 19). Renker argues that Melville’s poems are 
“wrenchingly difficult” because “they strive to record what Melville believes to be the 
truths of human existence and at the same time to embody the epistemological opacity 
that he believed any truth-seeker would, by definition, have to confront” (“Poetic Singe” 
13). Thus, Melville’s rough and awkward poetry is a consequence of his search for, and 
commitment to, representing “truths” and not due to a lack of artistic ability or ignorance 
of poetic forms. 
5 The Leviathan journal published a special issue (17.3, 2015) with essays treating the subject of 
Melville as a Civil War poet and Battle-Pieces. See also Cody Marrs’ “A Wayward Art: 
Battle-Pieces and Melville’s Poetic Turn” in American Literature 82.1 (2010): 91-119; 
Elizabeth Renker’s “Melville and the Worlds of Civil War Poetry” in Leviathan 16.1 
(2014): 135-152; Hsuan Hsu’s “War, Ekphrasis, and Elliptical Form in Melville’s Battle-
Pieces” in Nineteenth Century Studies 16 (2002): 51-71; Timothy Sweet’s “Melville’s 
Battle-Pieces and Vernacular Poetics” in Leviathan 17.3 (2015): 25-42; Eliza Richards’ 
Battle Lines: Poetry and Mass Media in the U.S. Civil War (2019); and Faith Barrett’s To 
Fight Aloud is Very Brave: American Poetry and the Civil War (2012) as examples of 
some of the critical work on Battle-Pieces over the last two decades.  
 
In 2017, The Leviathan featured a special section on teaching Clarel (19.3). Clarel has also been 
the focus of several book-length studies, including Lara López Peña’s Beyond the Walls: 
Being with Each Other in Herman Melville’s Clarel (2015) and William Potter’s 
Melville’s Clarel and the Intersympathy of Creeds (2004). Recent edited collections such 
as Branka Arsic’s and K. L. Evans’s Melville’s Philosophies (2017) and Jonathan A. 
Cook’s and Brian Yothers’s Visionary of the Word: Melville and Religion (2017) also 
dedicated several chapters to Clarel. 
Recent work on Weeds and Wildings include Martin Kevorkian’s “Faith Among the Weeds: 
Melville’s Religious Wildings Beyond These Deserts.” Visionary of the Word: Melville and 
Religion, 2017; Gillian Osborne’s “Herman Melville, Queen of the Flowers” in Leviathan 18.3 
(2016): 129-148; and Lyon Evans’ “’Tears of the happy’: The Design of Darkness in ‘To 




an old man’s whimsicality” (Mumford 351; Howard 316). In the latter half of the twentieth 
century, critics began emphasizing the close linkages between Weeds and Wildings and 
Melville’s private life—specifically, his marriage to Elizabeth Shaw. Some critics, like Robert 
Bridgman (1966), linked the symbol of the rose to Melville’s views on his marriage to Lizzie but 
offered an overwhelmingly idyllic—and, as I will argue, problematic—view of the treatment of 
marriage and sexuality in the rose poems. Bridgman concludes that “Melville was no longer 
much concerned with the problem of suppressed sexuality” and instead was “bemuse[d by] the 
unexpected pleasure sensuous beauty afforded him late in life” (241). In his 1996 article 
“Melville’s Rose Poems: As They Fell,” John Bryant declares that in Weeds and Wildings, we 
can see “an artist in love with his wife, in love with sexuality, in love with a tradition of ideas 
reaching back to the twelfth century, in love, too, with his lost son Malcolm” (50). This warm 
view of Melville’s rose poems is being reexamined in Weeds and Wildings scholarship today as 
critics are recognizing that such a rosy view of Weeds and Wildings is not consistent with the 
biographical facts. 
This chapter leans on Elizabeth Renker’s work in Strike Through the Mask (1996) in 
order to draw a more complex picture of the rose poems in Weeds and Wildings that corresponds 
to what we know of Melville’s life. In her monograph, Renker lays out a compelling argument 
with evidence of Melville’s violence towards, and mistreatment of, the women in his life, 
particularly Elizabeth. I similarly stress, as Renker emphasizes, “the absolute priority of his 
domestic relations for understanding his writing” in my analysis (56).6 This chapter also builds 
on critical work on Weeds and Wildings that link Melville’s difficult marriage with the 
ambivalent nature of Weeds and Wildings. Scholars such as William Bysshe Stein (1970), 
                                                        
6 Walker Cowen’s examination of Melville’s marginalia also finds misogynistic remarks in the 
books Melville owned.  
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William B. Dillingham (1977), and Lyon Evans (2007) recognize both the warm and the more 
chilling aspects of Weeds and Wildings. Acknowledging that his view is “not shared in modern 
critical circles,” Stein argues that Weeds and Wildings is actually “a rollicking mockery of 
conventional moral and social values” (149). Thirty years later, Evans picks up this thread of 
argument and finds that “along side of—or beneath—their expressions of marital affection” in 
Weeds and Wildings, there are “glimpses of less loving responses, such as condescensions and 
the scoring of points at Elizabeth’s expense” (81).  
I argue that Melville’s literary rosarium—the rose poems section in Weeds and 
Wildings—is, as the scholars above assert, a site of critical examination of his past views of 
women; however, I also argue that these poems move beyond “mockery” and “condescensions” 
to become a site of self-remediating action. In these poems, Melville aims a critical eye on the 
societal ideals of gender roles, marriage, and sexuality, how religion shaped these ideals, and 
how these ideals shaped his own fraught relationship with Lizzie. As I will show, Melville is not 
content with mere criticism in the rose poems: his painstaking, decades-long revision process in 
his literary rosarium shows itself to be a process of spiritual and moral self-remediation as he 
reflects on his life with Lizzie.  
Melville’s literary and actual rose gardens coincided with the rose-growing craze that 
took place in the latter part of the nineteenth century, an outgrowth of the horticultural movement 
that began early in the antebellum period. Nineteenth-century horticulture enthusiasts were not 
just interested in learning how to grow various flowers and fruits, but were also engaged in self-
improvement: “a major goal” of this quasi-religious horticultural movement was in cultivating 
“the moral state of the horticulturist” (Thornton 8). My use of the term “remediation” in this 
chapter is, thus, inspired by the horticultural notion of soil remediation, a process of removing 
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pollutants and contaminants in an effort to “purify and revitalize” the soil; “remediation” is also, 
more generally, “the action of remedying or correcting something” (Cooper 2; OED 
“remediation”). The actions of tending to one’s own garden—remediating the soil, providing 
constant attention and nurturing, etc.—is reflected in the ways in which Melville works to 
remediate his soul or spirit through writing and editing within his literary rose garden. 
In the lead-up to my examination of the rose poems, I trace how the rose as a symbol in 
Melville’s early to mid-career writings fused with his ideas of women. By the time we get to the 
rose poems written later in his life, Melville’s view of the rose, a symbol of the Virgin Mary, is 
one of reverence and devotion. Melville turned to readings by or about religious or spiritual 
figures such as Samuel Hole’s A Book About Roses (1869), Sa’di’s The Gulistan or the Rose-
Garden (1258), and the Count de Montalembert’s St. Elizabeth of Hungary (1836) to think 
through issues of women, marriage and intimacy, and his relationship with Lizzie in his rose 
poems.7 All three of these texts tackle questions of faith and moral values and offer advice on 
how to live a life of devotion. From the dedication, the arrangement of the rose poems, and 
themes, style, and form of the rose poems themselves, it is evident that Melville attempted to 
examine and correct his views on women, marriage, and intimacy and to follow in the footsteps 
of these influential texts in seeking a life of devotion to Lizzie. 
Melville, Women, and Roses 
Her name was Yillah. And hardly had the waters of Oroolia washed white her olive skin, and 
tinged her hair with gold, when one day strolling in the woodlands, she was snared in the 
                                                        
7 Original publication dates given. Melville received the 1883 (New York: William S. 
Gottsberger) edition of Hole’s text as a birthday gift from Lizzie. He also read and 
annotated the 1882 English translation of Sa’di’s Gulistan by Francis Gladwin (London: 
Kingsbury, Parbury, and Allen). Melville sent a copy of Montalembert’s book to his 
cousin Kate Gansevoort Lansing. Kate’s copy is the 1870 English translation by Mary 
Hackett (New York: D. & J. Sadlier & Co.). 
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tendrils of a vine. Drawing her into its bowers, it gently transformed her into one of its blossoms, 
leaving her conscious soul folded up in the transparent petals.—Herman Melville, Mardi.8 
 
Biographies of Melville published in the first half of the twentieth century note the 
absence of women in Melville’s novels and link this absence to the difficult relationships he 
reportedly had with the women in his life.9 Lewis Mumford, for instance, observes that in 
Melville’s sea-faring novels, “one-half of the race, woman, is left out of it” and speculates that 
there was “something in Herman Melville’s life that caused him to dissociate woman from his 
account of man’s deepest experience” (201). This “something,” as Newton Arvin deduces, is 
perhaps Melville’s relationship with his mother. Arvin suggests that not only was Melville 
“deprived” of his mother’s love but also that his mother’s “aggressive [and] overbearing” nature 
intruded upon his marriage such that “wife and mother had been fused in Melville’s mind into a 
single image of intrusive and oppressive hostility” (29, 204).10 While Melville was reportedly 
“strange” with his mother, his daughters Frances (Fanny) and Elizabeth (Bessie) “developed 
resentments against him,” allegedly because they were forced to work long hours copying his 
manuscripts (Renker 64). Evidence suggests also that his daughters developed problems with 
their physical health as a result of Melville’s ill treatment. In a letter to Catherine Gansevoort 
                                                        
8 pg. 165. 
9 As Robert Milder notes, part of the problem of these early psychobiographies, and with writing 
a Melville biography in general, is that there is a lack of concrete evidence. Apart from 
his letters to Hawthorne and Evert Duyckinck, we only have Melville’s two travel 
journals and his marginalia, some of which were erased by an unknown hand. Melville’s 
wife and daughter censored, destroyed, and sold many of his books and papers and, 
according to James Barbour, Melville himself was known to hold bonfires of his 
manuscripts and personal papers (Cowen xv-xxiii; 22).   
 
10 There is one piece of evidence that supports this conflation of his mother and wife in 
Melville’s mind. When Melville filled out the birth certificate for his youngest son 
Stanwix in 1851, he wrote down his mother’s name and not Elizabeth’s as the mother of 
the child (Kellner xxxvi; also in Leyda, Log I: 430). 
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Lansing, Lizzie described her daughter Bessie’s “poor hands” that were arthritic from the 
copying and bound up in splints (Renker 64).  
 Melville was also reportedly “violent” with his wife Lizzie (Olson 92). While evidence of 
abuse on Melville’s part towards Lizzie is mostly anecdotal, though multiple, the more concrete 
evidence in the form of two letters discovered by Walter Kring and Jonathan Carey leaves little 
doubt that in the mid-1860s, Herman and Lizzie’s marriage had reached a crisis point.11 In his 
May 6, 1867 letter to Dr. Henry Whitney Bellows, minister of the church the Melvilles attended, 
Lizzie’s half-brother Samuel S. Shaw evidently proposed two schemes to extract Lizzie from a 
domestic situation that he notes “has been a cause of anxiety to all of us for years past” (Kring & 
Carey 139). While Shaw’s letter does not provide us with the specifics of Lizzie’s suffering, it 
does allow us to grasp the shape and magnitude of the crisis: it was an ongoing, years-long, 
situation rather than an isolated incident; it had reached the point where both sides of the 
family—the Shaws and the Melvilles—knew what was going on and were sharing their concerns 
with each other; and whatever had happened between Lizzie and Melville was cause enough for 
Shaw, a lawyer by trade, to judge it as “ground for a separation” (140). For unstated reasons, 
Lizzie refused help, thanking Bellows in her own May 20, 1867, letter for “the active interest” in 
her situation and for the “long talk” he had with her (Kring & Carey 141). These letters 
corroborate the multiple reports by Melville’s relatives and the early twentieth-century 
biographers such as Raymond Weaver—who had more unrestricted access than other 
                                                        
11 See Elizabeth Renker’s chapter “Wife Beating and the Written Page” in her monograph Strike 
Through the Mask (Johns Hopkins, 1996) for a thorough enumeration and analysis of the 
various accounts of Melville being abusive towards his wife and daughters. 
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biographers to the family and Melville’s papers—that Melville’s relationships with the women in 
his life (especially Lizzie) were deeply troubled.12 
 Given the reports of Melville’s abusive behavior towards the women in his life, it is 
unsurprising that his view of women—at least, in his unfiltered writings—more generally was 
also of a disparaging nature. Walker Cowen’s extensive study of Melville’s marginalia finds that 
markings erased by an unknown hand contained Melville’s “personal feelings and reactions to 
women” of a rather “misogynous nature” among other erased marginalia on drinking, revenge, 
and confrontations with the Old and New Testaments (xx).13 While some markings comment on 
the “unpleasant aspects of women in general, their vanity, garrulity, and so on,” other erased 
markings “censure[d] wives in particular and criticize[d] family life from the point of view of 
one held captive by, but alienated from the family circle” (xix, xx). In his comprehensive study 
of women and sex in Melville’s writings, Robert Kellner surmises that Melville not only 
believed that marital issues were ultimately the wife’s fault, but also that women were 
intellectually inferior to men because “women were irrational creatures who acted on impulse 
and emotion rather than by reason” (xxvii-xxviii).14  
                                                        
12 Renker states in Strike Through the Mask that Melville’s granddaughter, Eleanor Melville 
Metcalf, granted Raymond Weaver full access to all the surviving records by her 
grandfather (51).  
 
13 It is not possible to determine who erased some of Melville’s markings and annotations. 
Cowen suggests that “it seems most likely that Melville’s markings were erased either by 
himself, his wife, his children, or by his grandchildren” (xvi). 
 
14 In support of his first opinion that marital strife is always the wife’s fault, Kellner presents a 
snippet of a letter by Melville’s cousin Catherine Gansevoort to her fiancé Abraham 
Lansing. In reference to a murder trial wherein a wife, who left her drunk and abusive 
husband, was blamed for providing motivation for the murder of a reporter (who helped 
her escape) subsequently committed by her husband, Catherine writes, “Poor fellow, even 
Cousin Herman says if you are not happy it will be my fault—how cruel always to blame 
we poor women!!!” (xxvii).  
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 That Melville would hold such a negative view of women is not unexpected, as these 
views were firmly entrenched within nineteenth-century society. In two classic essays that 
examine the plight of Victorian women from the cultural and biological perspectives—Barbara 
Welter’s “The Cult of True Womanhood: 1820-1860” (1966) and Carroll Smith-Rosenberg and 
Charles Rosenberg’s “The Female Animal: Medical and Biological Views of Woman and Her 
Role in Nineteenth-Century America” (1973)—it is clear that every good member of society was 
inculcated in upholding what Barbara Welter calls the “True Woman” ideal. Welter describes the 
cultural imprisonment of women such that “if anyone, male or female, dared to tamper with the 
complex of virtues which made up True Womanhood, he was damned immediately as an enemy 
of God, of civilization and of the Republic” (152). Carroll Smith-Rosenberg and Charles 
Rosenberg further corroborate Welter’s findings by illuminating the biological assumptions that 
underpin the ideal Victorian woman and her prized characteristics of “nurturance, intuitive 
morality, domesticity, passivity, and affection” (334). Physically, women were seen as “frailer, 
her skull smaller, her muscles more delicate” while her nervous system was “‘more irritable,’ 
prone to overstimulation and resulting exhaustion” (334). Moreover, the Victorian woman’s 
reproductive system was “the ineluctable basis of her social role and behavioral characteristics, 
the cause of her most common ailments; woman’s uterus and ovaries controlled her body and 
behavior from puberty through menopause” (335). Both Welter’s and the Rosenbergs’ work 
demonstrate how deeply pervasive these rigid and detrimental views were on women, marriage, 
and sexuality in the nineteenth century.  
 Given these repressive, societal views of women that certainly impacted Melville’s own 
thoughts and actions, it makes sense that while Melville expresses his negative views about 
women in his more unguarded moments such as in his marginalia, in his earlier published 
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writings, women characters also hardly ever make an appearance.15 When they do make the rare 
appearance, their portrayal is often one-dimensional. For instance, there are only two named 
women characters in Moby-Dick: Aunt Charity and Mrs. Hussey. Aunt Charity is described as a 
“lean old lady of a most determined and indefatigable spirit” (138) while Mrs. Hussey’s physical 
features are unknown as she bustles about her inn serving up chowder to her guests (95). These 
sensible, non-desirable women characters in service roles are stock characters. In contrast, 
desirable women seem to be depicted idealistically in floral, especially rosy, terms. Ishmael 
claims that the women of New Bedford “bloom like their own red roses. But roses only bloom in 
summer; whereas the fine carnation of their cheeks is perennial as sunlight in the seventh 
heavens;” in the same passage, he also says that “Elsewhere match that bloom of theirs, ye 
cannot, save in Salem, where they tell me the young girls breathe such musk, their sailor 
sweethearts smell them miles off shore” (47-48). Melville’s portrayal of women in floral terms, 
although idealistic and one-dimensional, is also delightfully imaginative: who can resist the 
image of Yillah in Mardi who is “snared by the tendrils of a vine and “gently transformed…into 
one of its blossoms, leaving her conscious soul folded up in the transparent petals” (165)? 
As Robert Bridgman rightly argues, Melville’s earlier uses of the rose especially, in 
connection with women, are ultimately “conventional” and “superficial” (235). However, I argue 
that in his shorter writings of the latter half of the 1850s, Melville’s use of the rose and his 
portrayal of women began to evolve, albeit separate from one another. It is only after the 1860s 
                                                        
15 While it can be argued that the absence of women in Melville’s writings is due to his fraught 
relationships with the women in his life or the circulation of rigid views of women in 
nineteenth-century society, another consideration, as Gene Patterson-Black points out, is 
that the view of Melville making little or no use of women in his fiction corresponds with 
the formation of the Melville canon around his male-dominated fictions (107-8). As 
Elizabeth Schultz and Haskell Springer note in their introduction to Melville & Women 
(2006), however, women appear in Melville’s writings from his first publication to his 
last, as well as in his marginalia and travel journals (4). 
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when Melville would begin to bring these two themes together in his literary experiments with 
self-remediating action. In “The Tarturus of Maids” (1855), the “rose-in-cheeks” is noticeably 
absent from the women characters and the sketch demonstrates a skepticism towards factory 
work and its interruptions of the “natural” reproductive cycle of women. In this horticulturally-
inspired tale, a seedsman journeys to a paper factory in the hopes of procuring some envelopes to 
mail his seeds across the country. At his arrival, he is met with the sight of one “pale, blue girl” 
after another and, inside the factory “sat rows of blank-looking girls, with blank, white folders in 
their blank hands, all blankly folding blank paper (632-633). These pale “maids” are a far cry 
from the women of New Bedford in Moby-Dick with their “fine carnation of their cheeks” and 
Cupid, the boy who gives the seedsman a tour of the factory, is the only character who is “red-
cheeked” and “spirited-looking” (634). 
When the seedsman expresses curiosity about the girls in the factory, the owner explains 
that  
for our factory here, we will not have married women; they are apt to be off-and-on too 
much. We want none but steady workers: twelve hours to the day, day after day, through 
the three hundred and sixty-five days, excepting Sundays, Thanksgiving, and Fast-days. 
That’s our rule. (639) 
 
E. H. Eby argues that Melville clearly aimed to represent “the biological burdens imposed on 
women because they bear the children” especially since the “Tarturus of Maids” is only one-half 
of a diptych tale (the other half being “The Paradise of Bachelors”) which together demonstrates 
how men are “exempt from the biological burdens of child-birth to women, victims of the 
gestation process” (97, 100). However, I would suggest that Melville’s critique does not go that 
far in the “Tarturus of Maids,” though he would continue to interrogate gender roles and the 
relationship between men and women in his later works. In response to the factory owner’s 
“rule” to retain only unmarried women, the narrator “involuntarily bow[ed]” in “pained homage 
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to their pale virginity” and was filled with a “strange emotion” (639). While there is no doubt 
that Melville questions the incongruity between economic demands and its effect on women, that 
the seedsman responds with a “bow[ed,] pained homage” to virginity as well as a “strange 
emotion” renders it unclear if Melville is lamenting or protesting the erosion of the Victorian 
woman ideal. As Carroll Smith-Rosenberg observes, in the nineteenth century, “Motherhood was 
woman’s normal destiny, and those females who thwarted the promise immanent in their body’s 
design must expect to suffer. The maiden lady, many physicians argued, was fated to a greater 
incidence of both physical and emotional disease than her married sisters and to a shorter life-
span” (336). Melville equivocally portrays the unnaturalness of women participating in the 
economy rather than in reproduction.  
While Melville’s portrayal of the pale factory girls demonstrates a questioning, if not 
quite a shift, in his view of nineteenth-century women, in another work written around the same 
time, the short story “Jimmy Rose” (1855), Melville’s use of the rose imagery begins to evolve 
as a symbol for spiritual revitalization and redemption. Before he was ruined by financial crisis, 
Jimmy Rose was a well-liked and handsome man with “cheeks that seemed painted with 
carmine” (92). After his financial crisis, though, Jimmy Rose removes himself to an old house 
and for the rest of his years, subsisted on a meager income “from an unknown quarter” and the 
charity of his remaining friends (101). While his once rich clothes turned into faded rags, and he 
himself grew lean and old, Jimmy Rose, as the narrator notes with some marvel, maintained 
“those roses in his cheeks; those ruddy roses in his nipping winter. How they bloomed; whether 
meal or milk, and tea and toast could keep them flourishing; whether now he painted them; by 
what strange magic they were made to blossom so; no son of man might tell. But there they 
bloomed” (102). The narrator seems to think that one reason why Jimmy Rose was able to 
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sustain “those roses in his cheeks” was because he returned each night to a room in the old house 
covered in wallpaper, “—genuine Versailles paper—the sort of paper that might have hung in 
Marie Antoinette’s boudoir. It was of great diamond lozenges, divided by massive festoons of 
roses” (90). Melville surrounds poor Jimmy Rose in roses, buoying him into and through old age, 
despite his financial and social ruin. As Robert Bridgman notes, “Melville invokes the spectrum 
of meanings behind the rose—physical health, cheerful temper, material luxury, spiritual 
sanctity—without, however, examining or attempting to reconcile them” (236). While the roses 
on the walls seem to sustain Jimmy Rose, the ending of the story suggests that the wallpaper 
roses also transport Jimmy Rose into immortality—a sustainment in a different state. The 
narrator, who has taken over the old house with the wallpaper of roses, is reminded of Jimmy 
Rose whenever he “gaze[s] upon those festoons of perpetual roses” and he, of course, tells us 
Jimmy Rose’s story in the hopes that “transplanted to another soil, the unkind past forgot, God 
grant that Jimmy’s roses may immortally survive!” (108). 
 While Melville questions the burden placed on women in an increasingly industrialized 
nineteenth-century society in “The Tarturus of Maids,” his use of rose imagery in “Jimmy Rose,” 
evolves from his earlier, more “superficial” uses in Mardi and Moby-Dick. Roses permeate 
Jimmy Rose’s history and sustain him through and beyond crisis and death. In the later 1850s, as 
Melville turned away from novels and towards shorter writings, he begins to bring together his 
shifting view of the Victorian woman ideal as well as his notions about the revitalizing and 
redemptive possibilities of the rose. Each of the works I have examined thus far, Mardi, Moby-
Dick, “The Tarturus of Maids, and “Jimmy Rose,” demonstrates the slow coming together of the 
themes of women and roses in Melville’s writings from his first decade or so of writing. The rest 
of this chapter skips ahead to his late work, his rose poems in Weeds and Wildings, which I argue 
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represents the fullest expression of Melville’s later-in-life, self-remediating turn as he examines 
his past views on women, marriage, and intimacy, as well as his own marriage with Lizzie 
through the image of the rose. 
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The Horticultural Movement and Samuel Hole’s A Book About Roses (1869) 
He who cultivates a garden and brings to perfection flowers and fruits, cultivates and advances 
at the same time his own nature.—Ezra Weston, 1836 address to Massachusetts Horticultural 
Society audience.16 
 
 It would be too facile to say that Melville’s desire to create a literary rose garden within 
Weeds and Wildings was inspired by his own rose garden. Melville’s interest in roses should be 
understood in its nineteenth-century cultural and literary contexts, as well as in its biographical 
context. In 1884, Elizabeth Melville gave her husband Samuel Reynolds Hole’s A Book About 
Roses (1869) for his 65th birthday.17 In A Book About Roses: How to Grow Them and Show 
Them, Hole remarked that “where Roses were grown twenty years ago by the dozen they are 
grown by the thousand, and where by the thousand now by the acre” (4). Growing roses as an 
activity took off during the latter decades of the nineteenth century as an extension of the 
horticultural movement that began in the antebellum period. American horticultural societies 
formed and flourished early in the nineteenth century in three major centers—New York, 
Massachusetts, and Pennsylvania—and, within these societies, “men of wealth and education 
allied themselves with men of ‘practical’ experience in business, western exploration, and 
horticulture, to create institutions that generated and disseminated knowledge in a host of areas, 
from horticulture and natural history, to the design of reliable steam engines” (Mickulas 35).18 
                                                        
16 See footnote on page 19 in Thornton, Tamara Plakins. “The Moral Dimensions of Horticulture 
in Antebellum America.” New England Quarterly 57 (1984): 3-24. 
 
17 Melville’s copy of Hole’s book is the revised seventh edition published by Gottsberger in New 
York, 1883. Melville marked this copy and the text is available in the New York Public 
Library holdings. Walker Cowen also has reproductions of the marked pages in 
Melville’s Marginalia. 
 
18 It was only in the second half of the nineteenth century when women began joining clubs and 
starting gardens of their own as gardening as “it was deemed appropriate to extend the 
ameliorating effects of gardening to the fairer sex” (Mann 35). 
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These gentlemen were not only interested in generating new knowledge, but also in the 
improvement of society. Members of the New York Horticultural Society, as Peter Mickulas 
finds, deemed it morally necessary to lead “the improvement, through a multi-faceted 
horticulture, of the educational standards of their schools; the living standards of their fellow 
citizens; the economic prospects of their maritime-based business pursuits; and the physical 
environment of their bustling, commercial city” (43). Ingrained within these social initiatives is 
the mandate for self-improvement. As scholars of the horticultural movement such as Tamara 
Plakins Thornton and Susan Garland Mann argue, “the true object of reform was none other than 
the American character” and the gentleman horticulturalist “rallied to horticulture as they had 
rallied to other reform movements designed to improve the American character, beset as it was 
by the ills of a rapidly expanding economy (Thornton 8; Mann 35).  
A quasi-religious text written by an Anglican priest, A Book About Roses offers practical 
advice about soil remediation, stories about encounters with fellow rose-growers, lists of rose 
species, and many passages aimed at the moral cultivation of the rose-grower himself. From the 
first sentences of A Book About Roses, it is evident that Hole’s literary rosarium reflects the 
horticulture movement’s moral mandate as it is as much about cultivating the gardener’s moral 
values as it is about growing roses. Melville made many markings in Hole’s text that show that 
he was much more interested in Hole’s moral passages than the practical sections about soil 
remediation, manure, and the different types of roses. While Hole readily acknowledges the 
increasing popularity of roses, he does not think that roses, and rose-growers, have reached their 
full potential. Early on in the text, Hole asks the question: “Have we beautiful Roses in 
proportion to this great multiplication of Rose-trees?” and responds to his own question in the 
next breath: The printer will oblige me by selecting a brace of his biggest and blackest capitals, 
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with which I may reply emphatically, NO” (5). Melville marked Hole’s rhetorical question and 
response with a long, vertical line in the margin, suggesting agreement with Hole about the 
necessary project of improvement for the amateur rosarian.19  
According to Hole, who was not only an Anglican priest but also an author and famed 
horticulturalist, a man could begin to improve himself by spending more time outdoors tending 
to “the marvelous works of his God”: 
Get a man out of the dram and beer-shops into the fresh pure air, interest him in the 
marvelous works of his God, instead of in the deformities of vice, give him an occupation 
which will add to his health and the comforts of his family, instead of destroying both, 
then build Revealed upon Natural Religion, and hope to see him a Christian. (27) 
 
It is not enough, however, to go out in the “fresh pure air” and “occupy” himself with gardening. 
A good Christian man must also cultivate a love for gardens as “the happiness of mankind may 
be increased by encouraging that love of a garden, that love of the beautiful which is innate in us 
all” (27). By “love of a garden,” Hole does not mean merely a passing admiration, but a kind of 
love that he characterizes as both Christian and knightly: at once gentle, reverential, and faithful, 
yet also passionate and all-consuming. Hole states that the rose-grower 
must love them well and always. To win, he must woo, as Jacob wooed Laban’s 
daughter, though drought and frost consume. He must have not only the glowing 
admiration, the enthusiasm, and the passion, but the tenderness, the thoughtfulness, the 
reverence, the watchfulness of love…. the cavalier of the Rose has semper fidelis upon 
his crest and shield. (1-2) 
 
In his copy of A Book About Roses, Melville also expressed interest in Hole’s ideal of knightly 
love for the garden. In an anecdote about the amateur gardeners in Nottingham, who tended their 
small garden plots before, after, and in-between their daily work, Hole conveyed great 
admiration for the gardeners as well as their flourishing gardens, declaring that both were 
                                                        
19 In his extensive examination of Melville’s marginalia in texts that were owned or borrowed by 
Melville, Cowen finds that “almost all the markings indicate confirmation or agreement 
with the ideas presented” (xiv). 
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improved through “De l’abondance du Coeur—from a true love of the Rose”—a declaration 
Melville underscored and added a checkmark beside in the margin (23). The same sort of care 
and dedication as demonstrated by the Nottingham gardeners is palpable in Melville’s 
manuscript of Weeds and Wildings as well, which offers us glimpses of his years-long process of 
tending to his literary rosarium and cultivating his devotion to the rose (and to Lizzie). 
 As Robert C. Ryan finds, Melville may have been working on Weeds and Wildings 
poems since his Arrowhead years (1850-1863) and the rose poems, in particular, have been 
adjoined to one or another volume of poems over the years.20 Certainly by the end of 1887, he 
had final or near final versions of the poems for Weeds and Wildings, as a number of these 
poems were originally intended for a collection of poetry entitled Meadows and Seas; however, 
at some point, Melville became dissatisfied with Meadows and Seas and decided to take apart the 
volume. The “sea” poems subsequently appeared in John Marr and Other Sailors, with Some 
Sea-Pieces, a volume privately published in 1888 at a run of only 25 copies (Ryan vii-viii). By 
early 1890, Melville took the remaining “meadow” poems and began the work of arranging and 
revising them into the volume we know as Weeds and Wildings Chiefly; with a Rose or Two.21 
Whether nestled within Meadows and Seas or Weeds and Wildings, extant evidence suggests that 
Melville always intended a separate section—a literary rosarium—for his rose poems (Ryan vii-
viii). Divided into two main sections—“Weeds & Wildings” and “Rose or Two”—the collection 
                                                        
20 Ryan suggests that Melville had written some of the Weeds and Wildings poems as early as 
1859 as the subject matter of the poems could be associated with the Arrowhead period 
as well as the influence of Emerson’s and Herrick’s poems, both texts acquired in that 
year (vii). 
 
21 It should be noted that Robert C. Ryan chose the title of Weeds and Wildings Chiefly; with a 
Rose or Two from three possible contenders in Melville’s manuscript. See pgs. 99-102 
for a discussion of the titles Melville considered. 
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seems particularly imbalanced as the wildings section contains around 25 verse and prose pieces 
while the roses section contains a scant dozen or so poems.22 This cordoning off of the roses 
from the wildings or, in other words, separating those that require nurturance, protection, and 
devotion to reach their full potential and those that thrive best when left to their own devices, 
suggests that the rosarium is the place within which Melville’s work of self-improvement takes 
place.  
 In part influenced by Hole’s teachings, Melville’s literary rosarium in Weeds and 
Wildings is a site of self-remediating action, a place where one could tend to one’s roses and 
one’s self at the same time. And a good Christian and gardener would perform the painstaking 
work of cultivating one’s roses and one’s self with the same determination, patience, and work 
ethic exhibited by the Nottingham gardeners in Hole’s anecdote. Critics tend to view Melville’s 
Weeds and Wildings manuscript as one that was put together rather quickly, and that was in the 
final stages of revision with the intention of publication at the time of Melville’s death. Yet, as 
noted above, Melville may have worked on some of these poems as early as the Arrowhead 
years, and the Weeds and Wildings manuscript demonstrate that he revised these poems 
extensively, displaying some of the same meticulous care and dedication as the Nottingham 
gardeners.23 Thus, I suggest that perhaps Melville revised the poems out of a moral imperative, 
not so much for the purposes of publication, but more for the act of revising and remediating. 
Although John Bryant suggests that the rose poems must be taken “as pulsing fluidities: alive 
because they were never finally placed, never really finished” (49), I propose the possibility that 
                                                        
22 As the manuscript is unfinished, with poems cancelled in one version of the table of contents 
and not in another, the number and order of poems included in published editions vary 
according to editorial decisions. 
 
23 See Ryan’s analysis of the manuscript, pgs. 133-156. 
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these poems were never intended to be finished, and that the focus or work of these poems has 
always been in the process of nurturing one’s roses—and, therefore, one’s self—to their fullest 
potential. As Jane Garmey writes in The Writer in the Garden (1997), “nothing ever really gets 
finished in a garden and everything is always in a state of flux, it is usually the process itself that 
fascinates” (3). And “processes,” as famed twentieth-century landscape architect Russell Page 
further corroborates, “have always given me more satisfaction than results…. There is always 
room and time for further trial and adaptation” (Garmey 115). In this sense, Melville’s rose 
poems are indeed “alive” and “pulsing,” not because they were “never really finished,” but 
because the joy lies in the process, in the careful nurturance of these dozen or so rose poems, and 
of himself, towards their fullest potential. Melville’s literary rosarium, aptly existing only in 
manuscript form, is a snapshot of a garden as a site of continual self-remediating action: always 
in progress, under revision, and “never really finished.”  
Towards a Saintly Ideal in “To Winnefred” 
Well, and to whom but to thee, Madonna of the Trefoil, should I now dedicate these ‘Weeds and 
Wildings,’ thriftless children of quite another and yet later spontaneous after-growth. —Herman 
Melville, Weeds and Wildings, “clover” dedication. 
 
…invoking for her the roses without thorns, eternal ones, the roses of Elizabeth of Hungary. —
Herman Melville, Weeds and Wildings, “roses” dedication.24  
 
In this section, we will take a closer look at the two different versions of the dedication 
that preface Melville’s Weeds and Wildings. My analysis will focus mostly on the “clover” 
dedication (a revised version of which is then entitled “To Winnefred”), but I will also discuss 
the “roses” dedication to show how Melville’s revision process works towards imagining a more 
                                                        
24 The manuscript for Weeds and Wildings has two versions of the dedication that prefaces the 
rose poems. See Ryan 184, 186. 
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saintly way of life.25 The rich and suggestive nature of the two dedications opens up paths of 
understanding that we can trace in the rose poems as well. Melville’s dedicatory pieces are 
sentimental with darker overtones; its conflicting character, as I will demonstrate, a consequence 
of Melville’s determined grappling with the ideals of marriage, gender roles, and sexuality in 
nineteenth-century society and how these ideals affect his own marriage. I will show how both 
versions of his dedication, as well as his rose poems, are sites of self-remediation. The dedicatory 
pieces seek a more saintly way of life as inspired by his readings of texts by, or about, holy or 
venerable figures such as Sa’di’s The Gulistan and Count de Montalembert’s The Life of St. 
Elizabeth of Hungary. 
In attending to the name “Winnefred” and the references to the Melvilles’ wedding day in 
the dedicatory pieces, we can see how the dedications are centered on Melville’s marriage and 
how his relationship with Elizabeth was informed by nineteenth-century societal notions of 
marriage, gender roles, and sexuality. To begin, the “clover” dedication is puzzlingly titled “To 
Winnefred.” There is consensus among Melville scholars that “Winnefred” is most likely a 
reference to Lizzie though there is not yet concrete evidence to confirm this linkage. Robert C. 
Ryan notes an “unidentified hand” wrote “Lizzie” in pencil beside “Winnefred” (60). Laurie 
Robertson-Lorant agrees that the volume is most likely dedicated to Lizzie as well, conjecturing 
that since Melville was fond of using nicknames for Lizzie such as “Dolly” or “Oriana,” it is not 
inconceivable that “Winnefred” is yet another nickname for Lizzie (33).26 The more convincing 
                                                        
25 According to Ryan, Melville wrote the “clover” dedication first before composing the “roses” 
dedication, but eventually chose to revise the “clover” dedication when he was in the 
final stages of arranging the order of poems in Weeds and Wildings (Ryan 179, editor’s 
note). 
 
26 The use of these nicknames Dolly and Oriana for Lizzie may not be entirely innocent. “Dolly” 
for instance, is also the name of one of the Morewoods’ three cows (Molly, Polly, and 
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evidence that “Winnefred” is a reference to Lizzie or that, more generally, Melville had in mind 
Lizzie and their marriage in writing this dedication and collection of poems, is that there are 
direct (for Melville) references to Lizzie and their marriage in the dedication. Among the last 
revisions he made, possibly around August 1891, was to add the phrase “now four years more” 
to a sentence in the dedication referring to their wedding day on “the early forenoon of the fourth 
day of a certain bridal month, now four years more than four times ten years” (Ryan ix, emphasis 
mine). Melville married Elizabeth Shaw on August 4th, 1847 and, on this day, he came upon a 
four-leaved clover during his morning walk, a happenstance that the narrator in the dedication 
“yearly remind[s]” the dedicatee of (75). The clover, featured prominently in this dedication, is 
thus a symbol that is linked with Lizzie in real life. Another reference to the Melvilles’ marriage 
in the dedication is the mention of the years spent in their “adopted homestead on the hill-side—
now ours no more—the farm-house,” most likely a reference to Arrowhead (76). Although the 
references in the dedication to their marriage and to their years at Arrowhead are, at least on the 
surface, warm and genial, it must be remembered that, as I outlined in a previous section, their 
long marriage suffered its share of turmoil and the Arrowhead years were also the years of 
financial instability that went hand-in-hand with the downturn of Melville’s fiction-writing 
career. These references thus point to the period of Melville’s life that serve as the fertile 
grounds for his literary, self-correcting action in the dedication and the rose poems. 
                                                                                                                                                                                  
Dolly), a trio Melville had the privilege of naming as part of a dinner party amusement at 
the Morewoods ((Parker vol. 2, pg. 4).  
 
“Lizzie-Ann” is another possible nickname for Lizzie. In Melville’s letter to cousin Kate dated 
September 9, 1868, he writes, “As for Lizzy-Ann and the young ladies, I enjoined upon 
them not to omit that visit. But Lizzie-Ann is willful, and I can’t make her mind” 
(Correspondence 407). 
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The historical or literary associations with “Winnefred” are also suggestive of Melville’s 
mixed views of marriage. Robert C. Ryan has suggested that perhaps Melville was thinking of 
the poem “Winifreda” collected in Percy’s Reliques (1765), a poem that Percy himself frames as 
“a beautiful address to conjugal love” celebrating the small joys of a modest, married life (272). 
If Melville indeed had Percy’s poem in mind, one could argue, as a number of scholars have, that 
Weeds and Wildings celebrates “spousal love in old age” and thus presents a warm and rosy view 
of a decades-long marriage (Parker vol. 2, p. 885). As we have discovered in this chapter so far, 
however, Melville’s complicated view of Lizzie and his marriage cannot be represented in such a 
simplistic manner. My findings are more in agreement with critics such as Lyon Evans, who sees 
in Weeds and Wildings a representation of both the happier and the bleaker aspects of their 
marriage. Evans frames “To Winnifred” as a “quasi-fictional text” that glosses over the darker 
aspects of the Melvilles’ relationship with a veneer of sweet sentimentality (80).27 Although the 
narrator in the dedication seems to cherish and celebrate the clover (associated with Lizzie) and 
calls it “a thing of freshness and beauty” loved by all creatures human, animal, and insect, Evans 
argues that the clover does not actually have, as the narrator cheerily says, “the felicitous 
fortune” and the “spontaneous good-will of all” but is actually picked—killed—by humans for 
their own pleasure and profit, to be placed on a mantle or to be fed to the cows as what Evans 
calls “a calculated business decision” (Ryan 181; Evans 82). The narrator seems to insinuate, 
Evans continues, that the clover is oblivious to these darker realities and “revels” instead in 
                                                        
27 Lyon’s argument picks up from a neglected strand of criticism stemming from the 1970s that 
generally views Weeds and Wildings as more complicated than just a loving tribute to 
Lizzie. Writing in 1977, William B. Dillingham notes the conflictive dualities inherent in 
the rose poems and concludes that “the single concept” that emerges out of the rose 
poems is that “’light and shade are equal set,’ that warmth and chill, life and death are 
‘wedded,’ not in the sense of being fused into one, but wedded as separate and equal 
companions” (Melville’s Short Fiction 311). 
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“immunity and privilege,” which Evans reads finally as “a dig at the dedication’s intended 
reader—Elizabeth—too imperceptive, Melville implies, to detect the ironies and absurdities 
lurking below the surface of his paean to the clover” (83). Evans’ argument resonates with the 
biographical evidence of marital strife between Melville and his wife, and the extant evidence of 
Melville’s darker views of women generally. While I agree with Evans’ assessment of the 
dedicatory pieces, I view the presence of both the darker elements alongside the sweet, 
sentimental elements as a consequence of Melville’s commitment to the truth—however 
complicated, nuanced, or contradictory they are—and is representative of his work to come to 
terms with certain aspects of his life with Lizzie; in other words, the presence of these conflictive 
elements is a reflection of Melville’s work in discovering and grappling with the restrictive 
notions surrounding gender roles, marriage, and sexuality circulating within nineteenth century 
society and the effects these ideals had on his own marriage.  
“To Winnefred” not only shows Melville working to come to terms with his, at times, 
difficult relationship with Lizzie, but also evidences his search for examples of virtuous lives to 
follow. To return to the puzzling title of the “clover” dedication, “To Winnefred,” both Robert C. 
Ryan and Laurie Robertson-Lorant have pointed out that “Winnefred” refers to the patron saint 
of bakers, a nod to Lizzie’s love for baking and her especial pride in her pies and gingerbread 
(Ryan 60; Robertson-Lorant 33). Both critics use this evidence as a way of indicating Melville’s 
preference for a more domestic rather than lofty association for Lizzie, which is in line with his 
preference for the more domestic “clover” over the venerable “rose” as another symbol in the 
dedication associated with Lizzie. This move from the “lofty” to the “domestic” also seems to be 
supported by Melville’s choice of the “clover” dedication over the “roses” dedication, as the 
latter grandly dedicates Weeds & Wildings to “her who wears both the crown and the garland—
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St. Elizabeth of Hungary” while the former dedicates the collection simply to “Winnefred” and 
addresses the dedicatee more familiarly throughout the dedicatory piece as “Winnie” (Ryan 186).  
It is well known, though, that Melville’s writings tend towards deflections, pseudonyms, 
and obfuscations and he stated in “Hawthorne and His Mosses” (of course, posing as “a 
Virginian Spending July in Vermont”) that truth can only be “craftily” said or “insinuated” 
(Melville, “Hawthorne and his Mosses” 1; Renker xvi). Further investigation reveals that it is not 
St. Winnifred who is the patron saint of bakers as Ryan and Robertson-Lorant assert, but instead 
St. Elizabeth of Hungary—the saint mentioned in Melville’s rejected “roses” dedication who is 
known for her “miracle of roses.”28 Melville was very interested in saints’ lives during the last 
few decades of his life (Ryan 60). Saint Elizabeth of Hungary was one of Melville’s favorite 
saints. He sent a copy of the Count de Montalembert’s The Life of St. Elizabeth of Hungary 
(1836) to his cousin Kate and was reportedly “glad” that she liked “that book of the sainted 
queen;” in a letter to his friend John C. Hoadley, he expressed great admiration of “these legends 
of the Old Faith…. See, for example, the life of St. Elizabeth of Hungary (Davis & Gilman 244, 
256-7).  
St. Winnifred was a seventh-century Welsh woman who was devoted to loving God from 
a young age. One day, she encountered a young man named Caradoc who became immediately 
besotted with her and proposed marriage. Winnifred refused him and ran, only to have an 
enraged Caradoc chase after her and cut off her head. Winnifred’s holy uncle rejoined her head 
to her body and beseeched God to revive the body. Winnifred was revived and, significantly for 
                                                        
28 Elizabeth’s miracle occurred on an errand to help the poor. She often carried money and other 
provisions meant for the poor townspeople under her cloak. One day, as she was walking 
into town on her secret mission, she encountered her husband. He wanted to see what she 
was hiding under her cloak and when he drew open her mantle, he saw, not bread and 
meat, but “only red and white roses, the most beautiful he had ever seen” (Montalembert 
156). 
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this chapter, a healing spring appeared at the place where her head had rolled down the hill and 
landed after it was cut off (Rees 295-97). Winnifred’s Well still exists today. It is located in 
Holywell, Flintshire, in Wales and has been the source for pilgrimage and miraculous cures for 
1300 years. Scholars who subscribe to Lyon Evans’ argument that there is a darker side to 
Melville’s professed love for Lizzie in Weeds and Wildings might see Melville’s dedication of 
his poetry collection to a woman whose head was violently cut off by an enraged suitor as 
another example of the underlying violence and misogyny present in Melville’s life and writings. 
I propose a different view: the dedication to “Winnefred” can be seen as an acknowledgement of 
past violence or, at the very least, a tumultuous marriage as well as a site of forgiveness and 
healing, like Winnifred’s Well.  
If Lizzie is “Winnefred,” then she is perhaps not lowered to the realm of domesticity for 
her baking, as Ryan and Robertson-Lorant argue, but instead raised on a pedestal as a saintly 
model of forgiveness and healing. But if Lizzie—or a quasi-fictional version of Lizzie as 
“Winnefred”—is raised here in the dedication on a pedestal, she is also not quite an idealized, 
untenable vision. Rather, it is a Lizzie that is saintly and earthly all at once. One of the ways in 
which we can trace the composition of this hybrid Lizzie is in the way the images of the 
“domestic” clover and the more “venerable” rose come together in the dedication. The “Red 
Clover,” so definitively named at the beginning of the dedication, disintegrates into the image of 
the rose through their shared redness in color. The narrator begins with “Red Clover,” which 
subsequently becomes the “Ruddy One” and, by the end of the dedication, “little cheery roses” 
and simply, “ruddiness” (NN 76). At the same time, “Winnie” is slowly elevated to a more 
saintly status by the end of the dedication. Red clover is available, it seems through all seasons, 
as the narrator often brings back clover to “Winnie” from his walks “early in the bright summer 
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mornings of old” or “in October…from the moist matted aftermath in an enriched little hollow 
near by” or in winter, “culled…in a sunny little flurry of snow” (NN 76). The narrator, that is, 
makes a regular pilgrimage, through all the seasons, to bring red clover to his “Madonna of the 
Trefoil,” and “consecrate them on that bit of a maple-wood mantel, your altar, somebody called 
it” (NN 76). Seen through Melville’s interest in saints’ lives, the dedication demonstrates his 
efforts to find models of virtuous life and to meld these idealized visions with the realities of his 
life with Lizzie within the pressures of the expectations of nineteenth-century American society. 
As we shall see in the upcoming analyses of the rose poems, this imaginative self-remediating 
work towards living virtuously continues in his literary rosarium. 
Ordering the Rose Poems in the Rosarium 
And in this matter of arrangement we are at the present day conspicuously weak.—Samuel Hole, 
A Book of Roses, p. 107. 
 
When Melville began growing roses in the latter decades of his life, he was already 
familiar with the basics of growing vegetables and working the land. As a young man, he 
performed “serious farm work” at Melvill place in order to help feed the family (Parker 822). 
Later on at Arrowhead, he planted and harvested corn, potatoes, apples, asparagus, and other 
vegetables, and often had to stop writing and “surrender to the seasonal urgencies of the farm” 
(Parker 840).29 Little wonder then that Melville seemed uninterested—if we judge his interest by 
his marginalia—in the more practical advice that Samuel Hole had to offer in his A Book of 
Roses. Melville did, however, show interest in what Hole had to say about arranging a garden.  
In a chapter entitled “Arrangement” in his A Book of Roses, Samuel Hole says that “our 
own ignorance or indolence” leads to “imperfections and mistakes” in the garden. In particular,  
                                                        
29 See Parker pgs. 822, 830, 840-41, 869 for mentions of Melville and his familiarity with 
gardening and farming. 
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 [s]terility, feebleness, and premature decay, are caused not by tree, plant, weather, soil, 
but by wrong treatment, position, neglect; so all unsightly combinations, poverty or 
excess of objects brought together, rigidity, monotony, ungracefulness, originate not from 
the materials at our disposal, but from the manner in which we dispose them. And in this 
matter of arrangement we are at the present day conspicuously weak. (106-107, italics 
Hole’s) 
 
Hole began his book with a call to amateur gardeners to work towards realizing the full potential 
in both the roses and themselves; in the passage above, he points out exactly where gardeners are 
“conspicuously weak.” Despite having also written chapters on the “materials at our disposal” 
such as soil, fertilizers, and weather to improve one’s rose garden, Hole here dismisses all of 
these “materials” as contributing little to the flourishing of roses and instead, focuses on the more 
immaterial action of the gardener—the “treatment,” “position,” “manner,” and “arrangement” of 
the roses—as the most important factor in the flourishing of a rose garden. Thus, in my analysis 
of Melville’s literary rosarium, I attend not only to his “roses,” but also to the manner in which 
Melville arranges his poems as part of his revision process. 
From the manuscript pages, it is evident that Melville considered the arrangement of his 
rose poems carefully, and we have at least four different versions of the table of contents for the 
roses section.30 In examining these iterations of the table of contents, a self-remediating 
trajectory emerges when we trace the revisions Melville makes. Using Ryan’s determination of 
the most likely chronology of the tables of contents, we can see a self-remediating arc in 
progress, beginning from a discovery of earthly sins (or pleasures, depending on your point of 
view) and working towards achieving a saintly ideal, with the theme of transformation in the 
                                                        




poems occupying the middle positions in Melville’s earlier organizational schemas.31 The poems 
fall into three general categories based on their themes and positioning within Melville’s 
“rosarium.” With their more overtly sexual theme, “Amoroso” and the poem variously called 
“Under the Snow” or ”The Ambuscade” often appear together or near each other, either in the 
early or middle sections. Next are what I call the “transformation” poems: “Hearth Roses,” “The 
New Rosicrucians,” “The Vial of Attar.” These poems feature transformations of state—from 
living rose to ashes or attar—or simply preservation of a material state (“The Rose Entombed”) 
or state of mind (“The New Rosicrucians”). Lastly, there are the poems tinged with the element 
of divinity: “Under the Ground” / “Gardener’s Boy” / “The Rose Entombed,” “The Rose 
Window,” and “Four Beads from a Rosary”/“Rosary Beads.” These ecclesiastical poems most 
often take the last few positions in the rosarium. Taken all together, the tables of contents for 
these dozen or so rose poems demonstrate a working towards a thematic arc of earthly sins or 
pleasures, to transformations, and then finally a reaching towards a virtuous, saintly ideal.32 That 
Melville, according to Ryan, “kept all four tables on hand so that he could consult and re-arrange 
them from time to time” also suggests that there was a therapeutic value attached to the act of 
tending to and arranging his rose poems (107). 
                                                        
31 Through considerations of the type of paper, ink, etc., Ryan was able to ascertain that some 
versions came earlier than others but states that the chronology of these four versions 
remains “ambiguous” (107). 
 
32 The remaining poems – “Under a Cloud,” “To a Friend,” “To ___________,” “Wine Benign” 
and “Chateau Rose” were taken out of the manuscript pages or lost to us. “Under a 
Cloud,” “Wine Benign”/”Jack Benign” are lost. “To a Friend” and “To __________” are 
most likely the same poem. “To a Friend” is printed in the Northwestern-Newberry 
edition as a deleted poem. Melville likely took it out because it is thematically different 
from the other rose poems. The Northwestern-Newberry edition also printed “Under the 
Ground” as a deleted poem. 
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Melville’s Literary Rosarium 
Critiquing the True Woman Ideal in “The Ambuscade” and “Amoroso” 
Since both the good and the bad must die, happy is that man who carries off the ball of virtue. 
Send to your own tomb the provisions for the journey; no one will bring them after you, therefore 
dispatch them before your departure. Life is snow, and the summer sun advanceth: only a small 
part remaineth unmelted.—Sa’di, The Gulistan, pgs. xii-xiii, underlining Melville’s. 
 
 The next three sections of this chapter examine, in turn, the three functional groupings of 
poems and their roles within Melville’s literary rosarium. In this section, we will take a closer 
look at the poems “The Ambuscade” and “Amoroso” as they are listed in the first part of 
Melville’s rosarium in the fourth and “final” version of the table of contents. These two poems 
are overtly sexual in theme, but they also take a critical view of the pervasive nineteenth-century 
societal notions on gender roles, marriage, and sexuality and how these notions have real and 
detrimental effects on domestic, heterosexual relationships. “The Ambuscade” (sometimes listed 
by its alternate title “Under the Snow” in the manuscript pages) and “Amoroso” always appear 
near each other in Melville’s various iterations of the table of contents (see Appendix 1). From 
the first to the fourth versions of the table of contents, these two poems moved in tandem from 
the top of the table to the middle, and again to the lower middle, before they were returned to the 
lead position once more. These two poems begin Melville’s self-remediating journey in the 
rosarium through a critical unveiling of the earthly “sin” of sexual pleasure. 
“The Ambuscade” 
 “The Ambuscade” is a brief 10-line poem written entirely in rhyming couplets. The poem 
flickers between two seemingly competing imagery that play off each other: first, a sudden 
“May-snow” resulting in a tranquil, snowy landscape and, second, a “white nun” or saintly, 
female figure (lines 7, 5). The poem holds these two images in tension in order to interrogate 
nineteenth-century notions of gender roles, love, the influence of Christianity, and how all of 
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these can affect domestic relationships. At first glance, the poem describes a serene, natural 
scene of a snow-covered landscape as alluded to by “bosom’s lawn” in the first line and 
confirmed by “May-snow” in line 7. This tranquil, wintery scene is reinforced throughout the 
poem by the hypnotic effect of the consistent end-rhymes (“lawn”/”drawn” etc.) as well as the 
alliterative play within the lines (“purity pale passionless,” “Nay, nurtures”). The use of words 
with double meaning brings to light the competing imagery at work in this poem: the “white 
nun” figure. The word “lawn” in the first line has the double meaning of “an open space” as well 
as “a kind of fine linen”; thus, the first line already begins to introduce the second image of the 
poem (“lawn” OED). Lines 2 to 6 work to elaborate on the figure of the “white nun” with 
mentions of the “veil,” “cloister,” “virginhood,” and “purity.” The line “purity pale passionless,” 
emphasized by its alliterative “p” sounds, points us more specifically to the kind of female figure 
that is the subject of examination in this poem: the nineteenth-century True Woman ideal with 
her “four cardinal virtues [of] piety, purity, submissiveness and domesticity” (Welter 152). 
The True Woman figure in this poem is, however, only “seemly dress[ed] / Of purity pale 
passionless” (lines 5-6). The word “seem” appears in the poem twice, in “Well beseem thee” and 
“seemly dress” (lines 3, 5). “[B]eseem and “seemly” are both used to describe the “white nun” 
figure in the poem. Both versions of “seem” are archaic and obsolete, even in Melville’s time. 
“Seem” generally refers to a “semblance or appearance” and “seemly” additionally has a positive 
connotation as “a pleasing or goodly appearance,” which is in fitting with the innocent, pleasing 
figure of the “white nun” (“seem” d. II; “seemly, adj.” d. 1). Moreover, in the Catholic tradition, 
a “white nun” is a novice, one who has only taken the temporary or first vows of poverty, 
chastity and obedience and put on her white robes. The narrator’s description of the “white nun” 
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is sardonic, implying that the innocence and purity of the woman in the poem is only put-on, just 
a new or temporary appearance that can be easily reversed.  
However temporary the “white nun” appearance is, it is an appearance that, as the 
narrator says in the final line, “fe[eds] Amor’s burning rose.” This troubling last line brings 
home the point that the narrator’s view of the woman as pure and passionless fuels rather than 
dampens his love and desire for her. The title of the poem, “The Ambuscade,” another archaic 
word for an “ambush” or “attack,” chillingly points to the only way one can approach sexual 
relations with a pure and passionless woman: with an attack (OED “ambuscade”). Through the 
competing imagery that play off each other, “The Ambuscade” enacts a disquieting scene of 
intimacy that is a consequence of the rigid, nineteenth-century societal ideals of women and 
intimacy in domestic relationships.   
“Amoroso” 
In the next poem, “Amoroso,” we encounter again the pairing of snow imagery with 
sexual relations, which is a pairing we saw in “The Ambuscade” as well as in Melville’s other 
works. The dedication to Weeds and Wildings features “fleecy flakes” on the speaker’s offering 
of red clover melting into “dew-drops” in the presence of his “Madonna of the Trefoil” (76). In 
an earlier work, “The Tarturus of Maids,” there is the overlaying of a snowy terrain on a 
woman’s body in a similar manner to what we saw in “The Ambuscade.” In “The Tarturus of 
Maids,” the seedsman determinedly sets out into the treacherous and snowy terrain of Woedolor 
Mountain in search of a paper-mill. He must first enter “a dusky pass” (aptly called “the Mad 
Maid’s Bellows’-pipe”), wind his way along the bottom of the gorge to the “Black Notch” where 
the gorge contracts suddenly, before passing Blood River, where the “rapid waters unite at last in 
one turbid brick-colored stream” before he sees the paper-mill, “snowed upon, and frost-painted 
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to a sepulchre” (673-75).  Just as the workings of the paper mill are made to reflect the female 
gestational process, beginning with the round vats of paper pulp resembling “the albuminous part 
of an egg, soft-boiled” and with the entire process taking “only nine minutes” (636-37), the 
journey to the factory reflects the preceding sexual act. While the seedsman’s journey through 
Woedolor Mountain is laborious, blundering, and somewhat terror-filled, this is not the case in 
both “The Ambuscade” and “Amoroso” wherein a much more sexually confident speaker takes 
charge of the proceedings. 
 While “The Ambuscade” captures a still, yet tension-filled moment taking place 
purportedly before a physical, sexual consummation, “Amoroso” is a celebration of “spousal 
love” as well as a literal sexual romp in the snows. “Amoroso” is a musical direction or mood 
that means “loving” or “affectionate” (“amoroso” OCM). In Melville’s manuscript, the working 
title for the poem is “Amoroso sings his Moss-Rose” (Ryan 251). Thus, it seems that the speaker 
of the poem intends to, and does, profess his love and affection for his lover throughout the 
poem. The poem leaves behind the realm of societal contrivance (the white lawn gown, the put-
on virtues of True Womanhood) and enters into the natural. Rosamond is “mossed in furs all 
cosey” and, instead of their love and desire being buried under a blanket of snow as in “The 
Ambuscade,” the speaker and his “Moss-Rose” “speed it o’er the snows” together in “Arctic 
Paradise” (line 5, 6, 22).33   
“Amoroso” is a two-stanza, 25-line poem mostly in iambic meter, with each line varying 
from three, three and a half, to four feet. The first two lines, “Rosamond, my Rosamond / Of 
roses is the rose,” is repeated, chorus-like and in slight variation each time, again in the middle of 
                                                        
33 Notably, the line “We speed it o’er the snows” originally read as “We speed it thro’ the 
snows” (line 6) (Ryan 251). Melville’s editorial change again emphasizes the creation of 
a more confident speaker-lover.  
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the poem as well as at the end. The poem’s iambic lines make clever use of repetition and soft 
consonants (the “r,” “s,” and “m” sounds) in a way that moves the reader in a sensuous 
enjoyment of the softly rollicking sounds. The rollicking effect is also fed by the speaker-lover’s 
creative riffing off of the rose, as evidenced by the words “Rosamond,” “Amoroso,” and “moss-
rose” (a name, a mood, and a common type of rose plant) throughout the poem. This poem of 
“spousal love,” however, turns risqué rather suddenly in the last few lines of the first stanza: 
While red Arcturus, he 
A huntsman ever ruddy, 
Sees a ruddier star by me. (lines 8-10) 
 
Lines 1-9 flow in a rolling iambic meter, with lines that begin unaccented. Line 10, however, 
begins with an accent, with an emphasis on “Sees,” a turn enabled by an incomplete foot in the 
previous line. William Bysshe Stein notes that “Melville is deliberately resorting to homophonic 
punning on the word ‘rut’ (sexual excitement, in ‘ever ruddy’ and ‘ruddier star’)” (201). In 
extension of Stein’s point, I suggest that the abrupt switch from a mostly iambic meter to what 
feels like—but is still in iambic meter—an emphatic trochaic meter in the lines “A huntsman 
ever ruddy, / Sees a ruddier star by me” formally mimics the thrusting rhythms of penetrative 
sex.  
Although “Amoroso” is, for all intents and purposes, a celebration of “spousal love” (line 
21), the relationship featured in the poem has pointed linkages to the cold, passionless True 
Woman ideal despite the efforts to place this relationship in the natural realm, outside of societal 
expectations. Melville plays with the iambic meter, especially in the second stanza (quoted in full 
below), in order to emphasize the first word of particular lines. 
O Rosamond, Rose Rosamond, 
Is yonder Dian’s reign? 
Look, the icicles despond 
Chill dropping from the fane! 
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But Rosamond, Rose Rosamond, 
In us, a plighted pair, 
Frost makes with flame a bond,— 
One purity they share. 
To feel your cheek like ice, 
While snug the furs inclose— 
This is spousal love’s device, 
This is Arctic Paradise,  
And wooing in the snows! 
Rosamond, my Rosamond, 
Rose Rosamond, Moss-Rose! (lines 11-25) 
 
Enabled by an incomplete foot in a preceding line, Melville stresses the first words of certain 
lines: “Look,” “Chill,” “Frost,” and twice, the word “This” (lines 13, 14, 17, 21, 22).  These 
stressed words literally tell us to “look” at the cold, passionless True Woman ideal and its effects 
on “spousal love,” representing Melville’s critique of societal ideals and expectations. If we 
compare the woman figures in “The Ambuscade” and “Amoroso,” one striking similarity 
emerges. While the woman in “Amoroso” is not depicted as pure, pious, or domestic, she is 
arguably still just as submissive as the woman in “The Ambuscade.” Staying true to the working 
title of “Amoroso sings his Moss-Rose”—and not to his moss-rose—the woman figure in this 
poem remains a passive companion as seen through the speaker’s amorous eyes. While her lover 
joyfully speaks of “wooing in the snows!” what does she feel and think about her lover, their 
“spousal love” and their snowy romp? More troublingly, the lines “To feel your cheeks like ice / 
While snug the furs inclose—“ (lines 19-20) again suggests rape, and the same kind of 
fulfillment of the unnaturally cultivated desire we saw in “The Ambuscade” for the “pure, pale, 
passionless” True Woman. “Amoroso” may have been an attempt to portray and celebrate a real, 
domestic and loving relationship, but it is one that is still informed by the repressive nineteenth-
century notions of love, marriage, and sexuality. 
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 Located in the first part of Melville’s rosarium, the poems “The Ambuscade” and 
“Amoroso” identify and work to loosen the shackles of the True Woman ideal by acknowledging 
and questioning the effects that these societal constraints have on real, heterosexual domestic 
relationships and, in particular, on love and sexual desire. While “The Ambuscade” presents a 
chilling scene of the mental and emotional lead up to sexual consummation under the constraints 
of nineteenth-century views of love, gender roles, marriage, and sexuality, “Amoroso” more 
clearly attempts to shed these same societal constraints, presenting instead a more paradisiacal, if 
still icy, vision of marriage and love. Because “Amoroso” still contains vestiges of societal ideals 
and expectations despite the poem’s removal to a natural setting, it suggests also the 
impossibility of getting away from societal ideals and expectations altogether. In the next 
section, we continue onwards to an examination of the poems located in the middle position of 
the rosarium. These poems move away from direct examinations of love, marriage, and societal 
ideals and ponder instead the notions of transformation, preservation, and immortality in 
Melville’s continuing, self-remediating path through his literary rosarium. 
Transformations of State in “Hearth-Roses” and “The Vial of Attar” 
My Dear Cousin Kate: Do you know much about the Natural History of Angels? Well, there is 
one variety known by this: in the place where they may have tarried for a time, they leave behind 
them a fragrance as of violets. Another sort, besides bequeathing the fragrance, leave along with 
it—what do ye think?—Herman Melville to Catherine Gansevoort. December 9, 1872.34 
 
 In A Book of Roses, Samuel Hole describes how a rose garden should have “a more 
natural, organic arrangement”: 
There should the Rose be seen in all her multiform phases of beauty. There should be beds 
of Roses, edgings of Roses, pillars of Roses, arches of Roses, fountains of Roses, baskets 
of Roses, vistas and alleys of the Rose. Now overhead and now at our feet, there they 
should creep and climb. New tints, new forms, new perfumes, should meet us at every turn. 
(115) 
                                                        
34 Correspondence, 424. 
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Thus far in our examination, Melville’s literary rosarium adheres to Hole’s teachings as the rose 
indeed proliferates “in all her multiform phases of beauty” within the cultivated section of his 
Weeds and Wildings. Just as in the titles of Melville’s rose poems themselves, the “rose” is 
playfully and imaginatively transformed from “Amoroso” to “Rosicrucians,” “Hearth-Roses” to 
“Rosary Beads,” not to mention the various transformations of the rose imagery and meaning 
within each poem as well. In these joyously inventive acts, Melville embraces change and 
remediation through formal and thematic play. In this section, we will closely examine the 
poems located in the middle position of his rosarium, “Hearth-Roses” and “The Vial of Attar” or, 
what I call the “transformation” poems. These two poems contemplate different forms of matter 
and spirit, and how to capture or preserve virtue in the afterlife. 
“Hearth-Roses” 
In “Hearth-Roses,” Melville imagines virtue released from matter as a fragrance, and the 
possibilities of having “the virtue of my companion…communicated to me” as a method of 
remediating one’s spirit (Cowen 172; Sa’di xii). Linking virtue and fragrance is a common theme 
among the writings of Melville’s virtuous, literary companions, Samuel Hole and Sa’di, and 
Montalembert with his story of Saint Elizabeth of Hungary. In his copy of Hole’s book, Melville 
marked an intriguing anecdote about a blind gardener, who arranged his garden to delight a 
visitor’s nose, tantalizing and leading the visitor to the highlight of the garden: the sweet scent of 
the Eglantine rose (189). In his copy of Sa’di’s The Gulistan, Melville also triple-underscored a 
philosophical conversation the narrator has with a lump of perfumed clay:  
I said to it, ‘Art though musk, or an artificial compound of sweets, for I am charmed with 
thy delightful odour?’ It answered, ‘I was a worthless piece of clay, but having for a 
season associated with the rose, the virtue of my companion was communicated to me; 
otherwise I am the same identical earth that I was at first. (xii) 
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In this passage, Melville demonstrates a keen interest in the idea that virtue, in the ephemeral 
form of a fragrance, can somehow be “communicated” through “a season [of] associat[ion]” 
(xii). Furthermore, in the epigraph that begins this section, an excerpt taken from one of 
Melville’s letters to his cousin Kate, Melville was particularly enamored with the idea that 
virtuous souls such as saints or angels, can “leave behind them a fragrance as of violets” 
(Correspondence 424). Following in footsteps of saints or angels, in the wake of their fragrance 
then, presumably, can also make one become more virtuous. 
In the poem “Hearth-Roses,” Melville contemplates the idea of goodness emanating as a 
sweet fragrance from the remains of those who have lived a virtuous life. The speaker begins 
pondering the sweet scent of the “Sugar-Maple embers” burning in the fireplace. The sugar-
maple or Acer saccharum is a species of maple native to eastern Canada and the northern parts of 
Central and Eastern United States. Today, the sugar-maple is not often used as firewood because 
it is valued more for its sweet sap (used in the production of maple syrup) and its wood is used to 
make sporting equipment such as bowling alleys and pins, basketball courts, and baseball bats as 
well as musical instruments (USDA NRCS 1). When burned, the sugar-maple gives off a 
delectable scent of warm maple syrup. By line three, however, the speaker is no longer content to 
just ponder the virtues of sugar maple itself but, ever faithful to his love for the rose, begins 
comparing—and transforming—the sugar-maple embers into the rose: 
The Sugar-Maple embers in bed 
Here fended in Garden of Fire, 
Like the Roses yield musk, 
Like the Roses are red, 
Like the Roses expire. (lines 1-5) 
 
In this chain of comparisons, the speaker turns his thoughts to his love, but comes to a startling 
realization in the next lines that the sugar-maple embers have one advantage over the rose in that, 
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“excelling the flower, / Are odorous in ashes / As e’en in their glow;” that is, roses, when burned 
or transformed into ashes, do not smell as sweet (or glow) as the sugar-maple embers do (lines 7-
9). The second stanza of this two-stanza poem contains a wishful sentiment. Addressing his 
“Love,” the speaker hopes that, 
…when life closes, 
Dying the death of the just, 
May we vie with Hearth-Roses, 
Smelling sweet in our dust. (lines 10-13) 
 
The speaker, as I maintain, here presents a hope that he and his love have lived a virtuous enough 
life—like roses—that their remains will also give off a “sweet” fragrance like the sugar-maple 
does. 
William Bysshe Stein argues that, in the rose poems, Melville is primarily “concerned 
with undermining the ascetic principles of Christianity—with subordinating the comforting gift 
of the Passion to the fulfilling moment of sexual passion” (200). While Stein claims “this 
intention is evident in poem after poem, as [Melville] blasphemously reveres the venereal rose 
instead of the Mystic Rose” (a symbol of the Virgin Mary), I argue that Melville really only 
highlights sexual passion in poems located in the first position of the rosarium, “The 
Ambuscade” and “Amoroso” (200). These two poems along with the rest of the rose poems 
proceed on a deliberate path towards imagining a more virtuous life. In Stein’s rather forced 
reading of “Hearth-Roses,” he sees the poem as “clearly chart[ing] the course of the sexual act,” 
with the “glowing log” as a “euphemistic phallus;” the “musk” as a “testicle;” and the “subsiding 
of the blaze” as “passion” (203). Yet, there is no “glowing log” in the poem—only “embers,” 
typically defined as “a small piece of live coal or wood in a half-extinguished fire” or in plural, 
as “the smouldering ashes of a fire” (OED “ember”); moreover, the only “action” taking place in 
the poem is the embers burning low, and the trajectory of the speaker’s thoughts as he evaluates 
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his life with his love and hopes that they have achieved a virtuous life together. In addition, 
Melville’s edits to “Hearth-Roses” also confirm that this is a poem of sweet (almost saccharine) 
contemplation of a life together, not of sexual passion. In the manuscript, the word “sweet” at 
first appears three times before Melville edited it down to one instance: “Sweet-Maple” was 
changed to “Sugar-Maple” (line 1); “sweet in ashes” was changed to “odorous in ashes” (line 8); 
and “smelling sweet in our dust” (line 13) remained unchanged and became the sole appearance 
of “sweet” in the final version of “Hearth-Roses.” Melville also wrote “Heart-“ before changing 
it to “Hearth-“ at some point, again reinforcing the poem’s sweet intentions (Ryan 254-55). All 
of these edits work to make the poem less overtly saccharine while still maintaining its sweet 
sentiment in a contemplative view of a long past and the rewards in the near future. 
The invented image of “Hearth-Roses” combines the already formidable virtues of the 
rose with the ability of the sugar-maple to give off a sweet fragrance in its ashes. This idea of the 
virtuous smelling sweet in the afterlife resonates with the scenes of St. Elizabeth of Hungary’s 
death in Montalembert’s account. Immediately upon St. Elizabeth’s death, “There exhaled from 
[her body] a delicious perfume, which was a type of the grace and virtue of which it had been the 
mortal covering (343). A few years later, when Elizabeth was disinterred for an emperor, 
Scarcely had the covering-stone been removed when a delightful perfume was exhaled 
from her blessed remains; the monks were penetrated with admiration at this sign of the 
divine mercy, for they knew that she had been buried without being embalmed, or having 
aromatics or perfumes of any kind laid in her tomb. They found the holy body entire, 
without any appearance of corruption, though it had been nearly five years in the ground. 
The hands were still piously joined in the form of a cross on her breast. (374) 
 
The speaker of “Hearth-Roses,” in his final wish to “smell sweet in our dust,” gestures towards 
the otherworldly realm of the saintly and virtuous.  
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“The Vial of Attar” 
In the next poem, “The Vial of Attar,” Melville imagines a distillation of virtue in tears 
collected from the dead. In this two-stanza poem, the first and shorter stanza is ostensibly about 
“Lesbia’s lover”—a nod to Catullus and his cycle of poems about falling in love with a married 
woman. The speaker mockingly pities “Lesbia’s lover” for when Lesbia died, the lover is left 
bereaved, with nothing to console him save for “the vial hot with tears / For the ashes cold in 
urn!” (lines 7-8). In the second stanza, the speaker immediately and emphatically differentiates 
himself from “Lesbia’s lover” by declaring himself as “I, the Rose’s lover” (line 9). He not only 
boasts that his love is still with him in the present, in the line “When my beloved goes” (10, 
emphasis Melville’s), but also that when she dies, he will be “solaced by the Vial” of attar and 
won’t suffer as much from grief as Lesbia’s lover did (line 13). Much like the speaker in 
“Hearth-Roses,” the speaker of “The Vial of Attar” also comes to a startling revelation in the 
middle of poem, signaling a shift in his perspective. We can see this shift in lines 16 and 17, two 
lines that repeat, with each repetition containing a different emotional valence and meaning: 
Then, solaced by the Vial, 
Less grieve I for the Tomb, 
Not widowed of the fragrance 
If parted from the bloom— 
Parted from the bloom 
That was but for a day; 
Rose! I dally with thy doom:  
The solace will not stay! (lines 13-20) 
 
The narrator is reminded that the bloom only lasts “but for a day” and descends into despair, 
realizing by the end of the poem that “There is nothing like the bloom; / And the Attar poignant 
minds me / Of the bloom that’s passed away” (lines 21-23). While at first the speaker pities 
Catullus, by the end of the poem, he is in the same desperate, grievous state as Catullus. In the 
manuscript pages for “The Vial of Attar,” Melville originally had the title “The Rose’s Lover” 
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before crossing it out and replacing it with the final title “The Vial of Attar” in ink (Ryan 253-
54). This change is significant as it offers further evidence that the Rose’s lover—and his change 
in perspective—is the main subject of concern in this poem. Significantly, while the speaker in 
“Hearth-Roses” longs for him and his lover to “smell sweet” in their afterlives, the speaker in 
“The Vial of Attar” imagines a different reality and rejects a future of having only a sweet-
smelling vial of attar to remind him of his love. The speaker would rather have “the bloom” even 
if it is only “for a day” (lines 17-18). 
The tears of virtue in “The Vial of Attar” as well as in the Dedication to Weeds and 
Wildings was likely inspired by the story of Melville’s favorite saint, Saint Elizabeth of Hungary. 
In the Dedication, the narrator picks red clover from “a sunny little flurry of snow” and offers it 
to Winnifred. The narrator then describes how “the genial warmth of [her] chamber melted the 
fleecy flakes into dew-drops rolling off from the ruddiness” and Winnie dubs these “dew-drops” 
as the “’Tears of the happy’” (76). The “tears of the happy,” can be associated with Saint 
Elizabeth of Hungary. According to Montalembert, she was often called “happy Elizabeth” (349) 
and was notable for her tears in church. Elizabeth was in church when, as the priest held up the 
sacred Host, she had a vision of “our Saviour crucified, with His wounds bleeding.” Then,  
Alarmed by this vision, she recognized her fault, and falling on her face to the earth, 
bathed in tears before the altar, she asked pardon of God…. This young and pious 
princess had then received from heaven the Gift of Tears,—of those sweet and refreshing 
tears, which reveal to the soul the presence of an inexhaustible treasure of grace and 
consolation from On High. (167) 
 
Elizabeth purportedly wept incessantly: “the happier was she, the more she wept; but her tears 
flowed as from a tranquil and hidden source, without leaving a trace on her features; and far from 
in the least degree disturbing the pure beauty and placidity of her countenance” (333). In the 
story of St. Elizabeth, the tears act as direct communication with God, simultaneously as “a form 
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of prayer” (167) and as a gift of “grace and consolation” from God. Significantly, in Melville’s 
dedication, it is the narrator’s offering (the red clover) to Winnie that weeps by way of her 
“genial warmth” and not, notably, the narrator or Winnie. The image of the red clover weeping 
thus demonstrates a state of progress towards, but not yet fully achieving a virtuous state. 
Whether in tears, oil, or fragrance, virtue in different forms and the attainment of it is the 
main subject of the poems in the middle position of Melville’s rosarium, as inspired by 
Melville’s readings on or about holy figures. The poems “Hearth-Roses” and “The Vial of Attar” 
represent different situations that prompt the speaker to recognize and enjoy the present life with 
the “bloom,” and to carry over this virtuous life into the afterworld. 
Divine Inspiration in “Under the Ground,” “Rose Window,” and “Rosary Beads” 
I have myself a peculiar but unfailing intimation when it is time to get in my Briers—my Brier-
man comes to church. He comes to a morning service on the Sunday. If I make no sign during the 
week, he appears next Sunday at the evening also. If I remain mute, he comes on week-days. I 
know then that the case is urgent, and that we must come to terms.—Samuel Hole, A Book of 
Roses.35 
 
 In a 2001 introduction to Melville’s works, John Bryant describes Melville’s rose poems 
as “a set of devotionals in praise of physical and spiritual love” (554). Bryant’s words generally 
ring true, though, as we have discovered thus far in this chapter, each poem represents different 
stages of remediation towards devotion and a virtuous life depending on its placement and 
function within Melville’s rosarium. The poems located in the last section of Melville’s rosarium 
contain more divine elements as Melville turns to religion and his personal faith as part of his 
self-remediation process. In the poems “Under the Ground,” “Rose Window,” and “Rosary 
Beads,” Melville combines divine inspiration with the themes we have already been tracing 
                                                        
35 pg. 237. This passage is marked with a single, squiggly line in the margin by Melville; the 
underlining of “my Brier-man comes to church” is also Melville’s (Cowen 579). 
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throughout the rose poems—sexual desire, love, virtue, states of being, and immortality—
towards creating an earthly, virtuous life through saint-like devotion. 
“Under the Ground” 
Whether or not the poem “Under the Ground” belongs, in the final instance, in Melville’s 
rosarium will likely always be under debate. While Ryan does not consider “Under the Ground” 
as a poem Melville cancelled, the editors of the 2017 Northwestern-Newberry edition of Weeds 
and Wildings do.36 The Northwestern-Newberry editors note, however, that “Under the Ground” 
was kept on Melville’s various tables of contents far longer than his other more definitively 
cancelled poems. “Lonie” or “Shadow at the Feast,” “Iris,” and “The Old Shipmaster and his 
Crazy Barn” only appeared once and was cancelled in the Weeds and Wildings tables of contents 
in their respective sole appearances. On the other hand, “Under the Ground” appeared under 
changed titles and positions throughout the four versions of the table of contents for the rose 
poems. In three of its five appearances on the draft tables of contents (it appears twice on the 
fourth iteration), “Under the Ground,” variously titled “The Gardener’s Boy” and “The Rose 
Entombed,” always appeared in the eighth to tenth positions of the rosarium, right before “The 
Rose Window,” taking the lead position of the third and “divine” section of Melville’s rosarium. 
In its other two appearances, “Under the Ground” appears in the second or third positions of the 
first section of the rosarium, or the section in which Melville turns a critical eye on how societal 
ideals have shaped marriage and sexual desire. In my analysis, I demonstrate how “Under the 
Ground” shares many of the same themes and concerns as the other poems in Melville’s 
                                                        
36 Ryan reprints “Under the Ground” as part of the rose poems and does not consider it as a 
canceled title in his examination of the manuscript pages (37). The editors of the 
Northwestern-Newberry edition of Weeds and Wildings prints “Under the Ground” in the 
“Appendix of Deleted Poems,” noting that in the fourth draft of the table of contents, 
Melville wrote “Gardener’s” in one position and cancelled it, and wrote “Under the 
Ground” in another position and cancelled that as well (562-63). 
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rosarium, which perhaps explains Melville’s indecision in regards to the placement of this poem. 
I suggest as well that because the poem tackles the notion of attaining and preserving virtue—
which can be read as sexual purity or moral goodness—while reaching towards divine 
inspiration, it is well placed (as Melville does in three of five instances) as the lead poem of the 
last section of Melville’s rosarium. 
Like “The Ambuscade” and “Amoroso,” “Under the Ground” is set outdoors, this time on 
a pathway that “threads the clover,” “between a garden and old tomb” (lines 2, 1). On this path, 
the speaker happens upon the gardener’s boy, who is carrying “dewy chaplets,” typically defined 
as “1.a. A wreath for the head, usually a garland of flowers or leaves” and also, not 
coincidentally, “2.a. A string of beads.  Esp. one used for counting prayers” (“chaplet” OED). At 
the same time that the speaker realizes that these chaplets are comprised of roses, he also realizes 
that the boy is headed towards the old tomb: 
“Roses! You would not these inhume?” 
“Yeah, for against the bridal hour 
My Master fain would keep their bloom; 
A charm in the dank o’ the vault there is, 
Yea, we the rose entomb.” (lines 8-12) 
 
 The poem ends here, rather ambiguously. The speaker protests at first, but does he agree with 
the gardener’s boy or continue his protest that the roses must be entomb? At one point, Melville 
added the line “And fresh they keep in the tomb” after “Yea, we the roses entomb,” but decided 
against it (line 12). The editorial decision to take out the line, along with the speaker’s protest at 
the entombing are perhaps small ways to indicate a moving away from the idea of preserving 
virtue, an idea that Melville critiqued in the first two poems, “The Ambuscade” and “Amoroso.” 
In these two “earthly” poems concerned with marriage, sexuality, and the expectations of 
nineteenth-century society, the rose symbolizes a woman’s virtue (as sexual purity), the 
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protection of which—symbolized by the lawn gown or blanket of snow— only serves to increase 
the speaker’s sexual desire. In “Under the Ground,” we see again a cold, protective element, this 
time in the form of a tomb, serving a preservative function for the rose “against the bridal hour” 
(line 9). Instead of virtue in the sense of “virginity,” however, the poem leans into the other 
definition of virtue, as “a moral quality regarded (esp. in religious contexts) as good or desirable 
in a person, such as patience, kindness, etc.” (OED “virtue”). The poem reaches for divine 
inspiration in order to work through the same themes of marriage, sexual desire, virtue (in both 
senses) and its implications on the after-life. In taking these familiar themes further along a 
divine path, “Under the Ground” takes its cues from the poems of the second section of the 
rosarium also. In particular, “Under the Ground” resonates strongly with “Hearth-Roses,” which 
evokes the death of St. Elizabeth of Hungary in its contemplation of the sweet fragrance 
emanating from the remains of those who lived a virtuous life. “Under the Ground” also revolves 
around the idea that virtue (moral goodness) can be preserved beyond death.  
“Rose Window” 
In three of its five appearances on the various versions of the table of contents, “Under 
the Ground” appeared right before “Rose Window,” the next poem in our discussion that 
contains divine elements. Unlike the erratic movement of “Under the Ground” throughout the 
tables of contents, “Rose Window,” holds a relatively stable position as the first poem in this 
final section of the rosarium across all four versions of Melville’s table of contents. The title and 
the first stanza of this four-stanza poem open with quick, successive references to Christianity 
and the church, immediately establishing its viewpoint and setting. Melville originally titled the 
poem more matter-of-factly with “In Church” before changing it to the more evocative “Rose 
Window,” a reference that is still firmly grounded in Christian symbolism as it refers to those 
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circular windows found in churches built in the Gothic architectural style that often feature either 
the Last Judgment or is dedicated to the Virgin Mary, the original “rose without thorns”—a 
phrase Melville used in his rejected “roses” dedication (Ryan 255).37 Within the first stanza, 
Melville establishes that the speaker is in a church and that a mass is taking place. The preacher 
is providing commentary on “The Rose of Sharon,” a phrase taken from “Solomon’s Song” (also 
known as “Song of Songs”) in the Old Testament (lines 1, 3; emphasis Melville’s). According to 
Old Testament scholar Franz Delitzsch, the Song of Songs has been deemed “the most obscure 
book of the Old Testament” and its meaning has been debated for centuries. The speaker in this 
poem shows some awareness of this debate, as he points out that “The Rose of Sharon” is “Four 
words for text with mystery rife” (1). In the poem, the preacher seems to take the allegorical 
approach to the book, interpreting the “Song of Songs” as “figuring Him / The Resurrection and 
the Life” (lines 3-4). In the allegorical view, the spiritual message is privileged, and Jewish 
scholars see the text as an allegory of “the love between God and Israel” while Christian scholars 
see it as a depiction of “love between Christ and His bride, the church” (Tanner 26). In the more 
contemporary and literal view of the Song of Songs, scholars see the text as a celebration of 
“romantic and sexual love between a man and a woman” (Tanner 40).  
“Rose Window” reconsiders the romantic and sexual relationships from a divine 
perspective, placing into conversation the Christian allegorical view as well as the literal, sexual 
view. As such, “Rose Window” has much in common with the first two poems we examined, 
“The Ambuscade” and “Amoroso.” All three poems make extensive use of rhyme, rhythm, and 
meter in combination with its suggestive thematic elements to produce a sonically sensual effect. 
                                                        
37 The earliest mention of the term “rose window” itself, however, only took place in the 
eighteenth century and the gothic style church experienced a revival in the nineteenth 
century (“rose window” OED). 
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While “the Ambuscade” and “Amoroso” are both set in the natural realm and the formal and 
thematic elements of these two poems work towards the depiction or the production of sexual 
excitement, “Rose Window” takes place in a more unnatural realm—the church—and the 
poem’s technical elements work to create a dream-like, soporific effect. Thus, there is some 
criticism in the poem of Christianity, as yet another stultifying constraint on real, domestic 
relationships. The poem places great emphasis on the “trappings” of Christianity—the church, 
the “great Rose-Window,” “many an urn,” “shrouds and mort-cloths,” and the “dusty pew”— 
though it attempts to take divine inspiration as well where it can (lines 5, 18, 20, 27).   
Mindful of the “mystery” of “Solomon’s Song” and the infinite number of interpretations 
generated out of this section of the Old Testament, the speaker appears to be generally 
uninterested in the preacher’s words: he is, instead, feeling drowsy. We begin to sense this, at 
first, by the mostly iambic meter with embedded triplets that create a strongly rhythmic and 
melodious effect throughout the first stanza. The lulling end-rhymes of the first stanza 
(“rife”/”life” and “view”/”drew”) build towards the alliterative rhyme of the last line of the same 
stanza, “How honied a homily he drew,“ to enact a soporific effect (line 6). This line leads right 
into the next stanza, in which the sole purpose seems to be to illustrate more overtly just how 
sleepy and uninterested in the sermon the speaker is. The second stanza continues with the 
regular alternating end-rhymes (“afternoon”/”swoon”/”boon” and “rolled”/”fold”) we saw in the 
first stanza and the sedative sonics of the poem is directly called out in the phrases “slumberous 
afternoon,” “in lullaby rolled,” and “the hummed metheglin charged with swoon” (lines 7-9). 
Finally, in the last two lines of the second stanza, the speaker directly tells us that “Drowsy, my 
decorous hands I fold / Till sleep overtakes with dream for boon” (lines 10-11).  
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While the first two stanzas of the poem depict a drowsy and passive speaker-lover of God 
(if we take the allegorical view) or of a woman (in the literal view) or, more generally, a devotee 
only going through the motions of being devout (and not successfully, at that), the next two 
stanzas feature the speaker dreaming and emerging with a transformed perspective. In keeping 
with the same mostly iambic tetrameter with embedded triplets, the rest of the poem turns dream-
like. In the speaker’s dream, an “Angel with a Rose” went down “a sepulchral strait” (lines 12, 
15). The speaker “follow[s]” and sees the angel “lamp-like hold the Rose aloft.” The “lamp-
like…Rose” then transforms the church scene as it 
Shed dappled dawn upon the dead; 
The shrouds and mort-cloths all were lit 
To plaids and checquered tartans red.” (lines 17-19) 
 
The end-rhymes of the third stanza become irregular while the alliterative “d” sounds in the line 
“Shed dappled dawn upon the dead” signal a definitive and transformative shift in the speaker’s 
perspective as aided by the angel; furthermore, for the first time in the poem, a vibrant color 
(“red”) is introduced, displacing the “minster gray” atmosphere of the previous two stanzas (line 
8). Formally and thematically, this third stanza reflects the process of transformation, particularly 
of one’s outlook. In the last stanza of the poem, the speaker awakens from his dream, and his 
transformed perspective thankfully follows him into his reality. The end-rhymes become regular 
again (“high”/“dye,” “set”/”met,” “threw”/”pew,” and “panes”/”stains”) in this stanza as the 
angel’s “lamp-like” rose is transformed into “The great Rose-Window high” and the rose-
window’s “rich and soft” colored rays throws “Transfiguring light on dingy stains, / While 
danced the motes in dusty pew” (lines 20, 22, 26-27). 
 Both “Rose Window” and the next poem that appears in Melville’s final draft of the table 
of contents, “Rosary Beads,” begin with the more ritualistic “trappings” of Christianity such as 
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attending mass and saying the rosary; in doing so, both poems take a closer look at the 
significance of repetitive acts as part of a life of devotion. In these two poems, the self-
remediating work is, in typical Melvilleian fashion, perversely personal yet still somehow 
divinely inspired. While “Rose Window” mostly dismisses the ritualistic act of attending Mass 
(save for the way in which this act can inadvertently open up a moment for religious reverie), it 
does highlight the necessity of a transformed perspective for a life of devotion; in contrast, 
“Rosary Beads” emphasizes the importance of ritualistic acts as a way of following in the 
footsteps of holy figures in order to learn how to live a life of devotion for oneself.  
“Rosary Beads” 
The trajectory of movement of “Rosary Beads” across the four versions of the table of 
contents is diametrically opposite to that of “The Ambuscade” and “Amoroso,” Melville’s 
sexually-themed poems, signaling their functional placement at either ends of Melville’s self-
remediating journey. In the first draft, “Rosary Beads” appears in the eleventh position under the 
title of “Four Beads from a Rosary;” in the second and third drafts, it appears as the lead poem of 
Melville’s rosarium before it was returned to the eleventh position and its title revised simply to 
“Rosary Beads” (see Appendix 1). “The Ambuscade” and “Amoroso,” on the other hand, moved 
from the lead position to near the bottom, before being returned to the lead position in the fourth 
draft. The positioning of these poems confirms their disparate functions within Melville’s 
rosarium, with their final placement reflecting Melville’s work in taking steps towards imagining 
a life of devotion to his loved ones. 
 “Rosary Beads” was originally titled “Four Beads From a Rosary” and Melville had 
indeed written a fourth “bead” that begins the poem, before rejecting this stanza in the latest 
version of the poem (Ryan 256-57). A closer look at this rejected stanza helps us understand the 
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thematic direction or the work of the poem. This deleted “bead” mentions yet another female 
saint, a “Sister St. Clare” who insists that “Lilies and Roses” are “A charm in life / And safe-
conducts in death” as they are “Christ’s sweetness and light” (Ryan 256-57). St. Clare of Assisi 
(1194-1253) was one of the first followers of St. Francis of Assisi and scholars have recognized 
in recent years that she brought more clarity to, and continuance of, the Franciscan ideal than she 
had previously been given credit for (Ben Aryeh Debby 7). She founded the Franciscan Order of 
the Poor Ladies and purportedly wrote the “Poor Ladies Rule of Life,” which required St. Clare 
and her order to live a cloistered life of poverty, relying entirely on the charity of the local 
population (Ben-Aryeh Debby 9). The stanza’s focus on St. Clare suggests that the remediating 
work of “Rosary Beads,” is to learn how to become more virtuous by living a life of humble 
devotion. 
 Indeed, the three remaining stanzas each begin with or center around a rule for a life of 
devotion, given in the imperative in the poem: “Adore the Roses,” “Have the Roses,” and 
“Hedge well thy Roses” (lines 1, 5, 14). The edicts contained within each rosary “bead” are 
curiously opposite in tone and intention from the prayers that one would normally say with a 
rosary. In the Catholic tradition, a rosary is a device or aid for devotion in the form of “a string of 
a hundred and sixty-five beads divided into fifteen sets (each having ten small beads and one 
large bead), used for keeping count in the recital of the rosary or a similar devotion” (OED 
“rosary”). For each set of beads, one recites “Hail Mary” ten times, preceded by an “Our Father,” 
and followed by a “Glory be to the Father.” With the exception of the “Glory be,” the prayers 
one recites with the aid of the rosary are exhortations or calls for help to a higher being. We ask 
Mary to “pray for us sinners” and we ask God to “forgive us our trespasses…and lead us not into 
temptation.” The speaker in “Rosary Beads” is not asking for help, but is offering it instead and, 
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by doing so, the speaker seems to consider himself wise and experienced, and in a position to 
give advice to others; thus, this poem firmly belongs in the later stages of Melville’s self-
remediating journey through his rosarium. 
In “Rosary Beads” or, more specifically, in the word “rosary,” Melville brings together 
multiple, allegorical layers that highlight the importance of the ritualistic actions necessary to a 
life of devotion in his own rose garden, his literary rosarium, with his relationship with Lizzie, or 
with a set of rosary beads. At the same time that the poem draws connections between the kinds 
of daily actions required in a life of devotion inside and outside of church, the poem also strives 
to move as far as possible from the church in order to focus on forming a life of devotion outside 
of the constraints of Christianity. The poem, for instance, references the fifteen Catholic 
“mysteries.” To backtrack a bit, when one “says the rosary,” this repetitive act of reciting fifteen 
sets of prayers occurs in tandem with the contemplation of these fifteen mysteries. These 
mysteries are a collection of scenes or stories—divided into three groups, the “joyful,” 
“sorrowful,” and “glorious”—that trace the life of Jesus Christ from the Annunciation to Mary 
and Jesus’s birth (“joyful”), to his persecution (“sorrowful”), and finally to his resurrection 
(“glorious”).  
Each of the three short, bead-like stanzas in “Rosary Beads” correlates to and contains 
faint echoes of each group of mysteries. In the first stanza, enigmatically subtitled “The 
Accepted Time,” the speaker calls for us to “Adore the Roses” not yesterday, or tomorrow, but 
“’Today!’” (lines 1, 4). By highlighting the importance of the present time, this poem again takes 
up a running theme that we have already seen in poems like “The Vial of Attar” and “Hearth-
Roses,” as well as in the 192-line narrative poem “The Rose Farmer.” In each of these poems, 
the speakers debate the merits of enjoying the short-lived bloom of the rose or the longer-lasting 
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attar that requires the “killing” of the rose in its prime. Each of these poems—especially “The 
Rose Farmer”—takes its time to think through the dilemma, and the speakers typically decide in 
favor of rose and to “’sink the Attar!’” (“The Rose Farmer” line 171). “Rosary Beads,” however, 
skips the debate entirely and is more forward-looking in terms of taking steps towards forming a 
life of devotion around roses. In its acceptance of the rose in its natural state, and in its urgency 
and jubilation to celebrate the rose “today!” the first stanza of “Rosary Beads” thus recalls the 
tone of the first group of “joyful” mysteries, which begins with the angel Gabriel’s visit to Mary, 
the miraculous birth of Jesus, and his early life when he begins to perform God’s work. In this 
short, joyous period of “accepted” time, Jesus did not yet face persecution for his efforts to 
perform God’s work.   
 The second stanza, again enigmatically subtitled “Without Price,” calls for us simply to 
“Have the Roses” as the roses “Needs no pelf…to buy” nor “skill to try” (lines 4-5). One merely 
needs to “live up to the Rose’s light” and “Thy meat shall turn to roses red, / Thy bread to roses 
white” (lines 9-11). We can take the line “But live up to the Rose’s light” simply to mean that 
one must be good, kind, devoted, and virtuous in order to truly enjoy or “have” the roses but the 
next two lines and its reference to Jesus provides more depth of meaning. The transformation of 
“meat” and “bread” to “roses” calls to mind the Last Supper, which takes place before the 
Crucifixion and is a part of the period of Jesus’s life covered in the second “sorrowful” group of 
mysteries.38 During the Last Supper, Jesus turns bread and wine into his body and blood and 
offers himself to his disciples, foreshadowing the larger sacrifice he makes soon after with his 
Crucifixion. While Jesus sacrificed his body and life to save our souls, the rose-lover does not 
                                                        
38 It should be noted that the Last Supper is interestingly not one of the five mysteries in the 
“sorrowful” group of mysteries though it occurs in the same time period covered by this 
group. The Last Supper was later included in the “Luminous” mysteries more recently 
created by Pope John Paul II. 
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have to part with his wealth or his bodily efforts to “have” a rose. In drawing a comparison 
between devotion to God and to roses, and between the magnitude of Jesus’s sacrifice and the 
rose-lover’s comparatively small “price,” the sage speaker in this poem gently mocks the mortal 
man’s (or rose-lover’s) inflated commitment and strenuous efforts to live a life devoted to roses, 
but he does, perhaps skeptically, also offer a way out: if one can “live up to the Rose’s light,” 
however, one can truly have the roses—an abundance of roses—as ordinary “meat” and “bread” 
will turn into roses, much like the way the speaker at the end of “Rose Window” sees “dingy 
stains” and dust “motes” in new and “transfiguring light” (“Rose Window” lines 26-27).  
 In the final stanza, the speaker’s brief vision of spiritual salvation is extinguished. The 
last stanza of “Rosary Beads” turns away from the “glorious” mysteries, which center around 
Jesus’s resurrection (and our salvation). Subtitled “Grain by grain,” the speaker turns his eye 
earthward, calling for rose-lovers to “Hedge well thy Roses” and guard every minute and every 
hour against “the stealth / Of ever-creeping Sand,” resorting once again to the daily, ritualistic 
acts of devotion, in the hopes of being able to reap the rewards of the morally good in the 
afterlife (lines 14-15). 
Conclusion 
 
Audacity—reverence. These must mate, 
And fuse with Jacob’s mystic heart, 
To wrestle with the angel—Art. 
—Herman Melville, “Art.” 
 
In his awkward, laborious, opaque, and generally aesthetically unpleasing rose poems, 
Melville writes not for beauty, but to “record what [he] believes to be the truths of human 
existence” (Renker “Poetic Singe” 13). Telling the truth, in art, as he outlines in his poem “Art” 
is a difficult task characterized by deliberate confrontations between “unlike things”—“a flame 
to melt—a wind to freeze”—and, consequentially, the presence of multiple, contradictory 
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feelings: “Sad patient—joyous energies; / Humility—yet pride and scorn; Instinct and study; 
love and hate; / Audacity—reverence. These must mate.”  In the rose poems, Melville again 
“wrestle[s] with the angel—Art” but also turns to the angel and other divine or saintly figures to 
renew his personal faith and practice living a life of humble devotion to Lizzie—whom he 
compares severally to his “Madonna of the Trefoil,” St. Winnefred, and St. Elizabeth of 
Hungary—through his careful, decades-long tending to his literary rose garden. 
In demonstrating Melville’s self-remediating process in the rose poems, this chapter joins 
in the critical conversation by Elizabeth Renker, Lyon Evans, Martin Kevorkian, and Gillian 
Osborne to demonstrate that these poems are more than just a “last bouquet” from Melville to his 
wife (Robertson-Lorant 34). From interrogating the societal ideals in the sexually-themed “The 
Ambuscade” and “Amoroso,” to thinking through transformation and the preservation of virtue 
in “The Vial of Attar” and “Hearth-Roses,” and finally taking religious inspiration in the poems 
“Rosary Beads” and “Rose Windows,” we have followed in the footsteps of Melville’s self-
remediating path through his literary rosarium as he reflects on his past violence and 
mistreatment of Lizzie. My chapter treats Melville’s rose poems as a case-study for the larger, 
remediating turn in Melville’s late works, particularly in Billy Budd, Sailor, the other unfinished 
manuscript Melville was working on in tandem with Weeds and Wildings. It is a late-in-life turn 
spurred by reflections on the difficult personal circumstances within his marriage and his 
relationships with the women in his life, and the rigid nineteenth-century societal ideals that 
impacted these relationships. Inspired by the horticultural movement as well as his readings by, 
or about, holy or venerable figures, Melville returned to his literary rosarium again and again 
throughout the last decades of his life, patiently working through and tending to his “roses” in his 
work on his own spiritual and moral remediation. In the rose poems, Melville worked to reform 
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his views on women, marriage, and intimacy and contemplate the possibilities of transformation 
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CHAPTER III: THE “CHANGE OF AIR” MOVEMENT AND SIDNEY LANIER’S 
FLORIDA (1875) 
 
[W]ith us of the younger generation in the South since the War, pretty much the whole of life has 
been merely not-dying.—Sidney Lanier to Bayard Taylor, August 7th, 1875.1 
 
A celebrated Southern poet and musician in his time, Sidney Clopton Lanier (1842-1881) 
died from consumption at the relatively early age of 39. Before he became known as a musician 
and poet, he served as a private in the Confederate army and was captured towards the end of the 
Civil War. While imprisoned at Point Lookout in Maryland for four months, he fell seriously ill 
with consumption, a development likely exacerbated by the poor conditions of the prison.2 Upon 
his release, Lanier almost did not survive the arduous journey home. In his already weakened 
state, he endured a boat ride in freezing cold weather to City Point, Virginia. Unsure that he 
would even make it home alive, he gave his beloved flute to an acquaintance on the boat and 
asked her to take it to his brother (Starke 69). Lanier was eventually reunited with his beloved 
flute and made it to his family home in Macon, Georgia by walking or hitching a ride through the 
                                                        
1 Poems and Letters, 161. 
 
2 While Lanier’s biographers and critics often note that he developed consumption during his 
imprisonment at Point Lookout, it is possible that he was exposed much earlier to the 
infectious disease by his mother, who died from the same disease only a few months after 
Lanier returned home from the war. In Florida, Lanier claims that he “inherited” the 
disease from “both sides,” perhaps alluding to his father’s side of the family having 
consumption as well (210). 
 
The prison conditions were abysmal. According to biographer Aubrey Starke, “the floors were 
the damp ground: there were no planks, no straw; there was no dry place to sleep on, and 
no wood was allowed for fire….Almost every prisoner was ill….Men died at Point 
Lookout at the rate of fifteen to twenty a day” (66). 
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Carolinas. Once at home, though, he fell “dangerously ill and remained so for three months—
delirious part of the time” (Poems and Letters 103). Lanier recovered sufficiently from this first 
serious bout of illness; however, consumption—along with poverty and an audience “indifferent” 
to his work as a former Confederate soldier and Southerner—would dictate his life and work for 
the rest of his years.3  
Back in the South, in a natural, social, and political landscape ravaged by the war, Lanier 
had to take in what work he could. The Lanier family had lost everything in the war and, as he 
wrote to Bayard Taylor in 1875, the task for “the younger generation in the South….has been 
merely not-dying” (Poems and Letters 161). Lanier’s remark referred to the difficulty of earning 
a living in the post-war South, but “not—dying” also speaks to his life with consumption, which 
similarly impacted his work. In Georgia and Alabama, Lanier tried his hand as a hotel clerk, a 
tutor (twice), and a law clerk at his father’s firm, but his work was often interrupted by his 
illness, which prompted him to seek yet another position that would be more amenable to his 
health and to his growing desire to make music and poetry for a living. As a tutor in Prattville, 
Alabama, a newly-founded manufacturing town, Lanier suffered a “hemorrhage of the lungs, 
which lasted, tho’ not copious, for fifteen or twenty minutes” (Poems and Letters 113).4 While 
working as a law clerk at his father’s practice, Lanier suffered another severe hemorrhage and 
spent the next six months traveling to regain his health. From 1870 to 1873, he alternated 
between practicing law and being ill before deciding to move north to pursue a career in music 
                                                        
3 Richmond Beatty argues that Lanier’s oeuvre is thin and uneven not because of a lack of talent 
on Lanier’s part, but because of Lanier’s life circumstances of “an indifferent audience, 
poverty, disease, and comparatively early death” (444). 
 
4 Starke notes that Prattville was “an unhealthy place, for the town was built on a filled-in 
quagmire; the climate was damp” (111-12). 
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and poetry (Poems and Letters 118). In 1873, Lanier became first flute with the Peabody 
Orchestra in Baltimore and also began writing the poetry that would bring him critical acclaim, 
but the combined income from these activities were modest. In order to support his family, 
Lanier continually took in other writing work such as the travel guide to Florida or, in the last 
years of his life, a series of lectures on English literature for Johns Hopkins and a series of books 
for boys. Despite his best efforts, Lanier’s brother and father helped to support him financially 
through his Baltimore years and paid for his medical care (Starke 169). Lanier himself worked, 
mostly on what he saw as “the frightful bread-and-meat work” and a comparatively scant amount 
of poetry, until the very last few days of his life (Poems and Letters 156, 202). 
 There is little critical attention today on Lanier’s writings, poetry or prose. Lanier’s 
contemporaries esteemed his poetry highly: Gibson Peacock, editor of the Philadelphia Evening 
Bulletin, pronounced Lanier’s poem “Corn” (1875) “the most American of American poems,” 
while Henry Wadsworth Longfellow and William Dean Howells praised his “The Marshes of 
Glynn” (1878), with Howells describing it as “a fine Swinburnian study…in which the poet has 
almost bettered, in some passages, his master’s instructions” (Starke 199, 316). Twentieth-
century assessments of Lanier’s poetry have been unkind, which the exception of critics like 
James Reitter, Thomas Daniel Young, and Jack De Bellis, who worked to reclaim Lanier’s status 
as one of the best Southern poets writing during the Reconstruction period of American history, 
comparing him to the likes of Henry Timrod and Paul Hamilton Hayne.5 
                                                        
5 D. J. Gordon called Lanier’s poems “invincibly second hand and second rate” and Lanier 
himself “too small a figure to be tragic” while H. Ludeke pronounced him a “promising 
failure” (Gordon 372; Ludeke 150). E. H. Eby and Richmond Beatty argued that these 
critics do not take into account the reasons for the unevenness and thinness of Lanier’s 
oeuvre, qualities which were inevitably the “product of his circumstances” (Eby 253). 
These circumstances, as Beatty summarizes, include “an indifferent audience, poverty, 
disease, and comparatively early death” (444). In Jack De Bellis’ entry on Sidney Lanier 
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 Today, Lanier’s poetry is acknowledged for its artistry as well as its portrayals of the 
South during Reconstruction but his prose works remain understudied. Critics have recently 
begun to take interest in small pockets of Lanier’s rather eclectic collection of prose, including 
articles in journals, lectures on literature, books of medieval stories for boys, a novel, a 
theoretical book on poetry as music, and even a travel guide. 6 While Yopie Prins and Jason 
David Hall have examined Lanier’s Science of the English Verse (1880) for its contributions to 
modern poetics, medievalists have recently analyzed Lanier’s books for boys for its 
modernization of the themes of medievalism, chivalry, and manhood.7 This chapter similarly 
attends to one of Lanier’s prose writings with a close examination of his travel guide Florida: its 
Scenery, Climate, and History (1875). 
In Consumption and Literature (2006), Clark Lawlor notes that chronic illness sufferers 
“become writers of…an ongoing, open-ended story which accrues new ‘chapters’ and meanings 
through each new incident that everyday life brings” (7). With Lanier’s Florida, I illuminate the 
                                                                                                                                                                                  
in the Dictionary of Literary Biography, he goes as far as to say Lanier “stands with Walt 
Whitman, Emily Dickinson, the New England poets, and Herman Melville as a major 
contributor to the making of American poetry of the last century” (1). 
 
6 See Jack De Bellis’s Sidney Lanier (New York, NY: Twayne Publishers, Inc., 1972) for an 
extended analysis of Lanier’s poetry for its ingenuity and experimental qualities. See 
articles by Thomas Daniel Young and James Reitter for Lanier’s social and political 
thought in his poetry. Charles R. Anderson’s authoritative 10-volume Centennial Edition 
of the Works of Sidney Lanier leaves out Lanier’s books of medieval stories for boys 
entirely. 
 
7 See Yopie Prins’s “Historical Poetics, Dysprosody, and The Science of English Verse.” PMLA 
123.1 (January 2008): 229-234 and Jason David Hall’s “Mechanized Metrics: From 
Verse Science to Laboratory Prosody, 1880-1918.” Configurations 17 (2009): 285-308. 
For medieval studies of Lanier’s books for boys, see Rob Wakeman’s “The ‘Best 
Breathed’ Knights in a Stertorous Age: Tuberculosis and Sidney Lanier’s The Boy’s King 
Arthur.” Arthuriana 25.3 (Fall 2014): 98-114 and Marya DeVoto’s “The Hero as Editor: 
Sidney Lanier’s Medievalism and the Science of Manhood.” Studies in Medievalism 9 
(1997): 148-170. 
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emergence of one “chapter” of his story of illness and argue that Lanier found, in writing, a 
therapeutic way of coping with consumption. That Lanier’s thinking about his life with 
consumption seeps into his writings is not unprecedented: Rob Wakeman finds in Lanier’s The 
Boy’s King Arthur (1880) a turn to medievalism as “a rehabilitative practice through which he 
could recover his concept of himself as a Southern chivalric gentleman, a persona which he 
believed was incompatible with a body disabled by tuberculosis” (98). I demonstrate that there is 
another “chapter” to Lanier’s story of illness nestled within his travel guide to Florida; his story, 
moreover, is an optimistic one, taking a trajectory of positivity that aligns with the purpose of the 
travel guide genre, and Florida’s goal to attract invalids to Florida by remaking its reputation 
from “a swampy hotbed of disease” to a sunny paradise with health-giving climes and 
opportunities for outdoor living (Hause 244). Lanier traveled extensively for his own health and, 
in writing a travel guide to Florida, participated in the American iteration of the “Change of Air” 
movement, a medical tourism movement that began in eighteenth-century Europe.8 Alongside 
new insights on Lanier’s consumptive life and writings and the makings of Florida into what we 
know now as the “great American playground,” this chapter also enriches our understanding of 
consumption and its treatments, as well as medical tourism, in the United States in the latter part 
of the nineteenth century (Revels 2). 
Consumption, Medical Tourism, and Florida in the Nineteenth Century 
If I could write nothing but poetry for the next two years—which means if I had five thousand 
dollars—I would be in vigorous health by October next!—Sidney Lanier to his father, August 
10th, 1880.9 
                                                        
8 Richard E. Morris’ article “The Victorian ‘Change of Air’ as Medical and Social Construction” 
in Journal of Tourism History (2018, pgs. 1-17) helpfully outlines the history of this 
medical tourism movement in which participants traveled for better climates in search of 
the restoration of their health. 
 
9 Poems and Letters, 210. 
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 Tuberculosis, or consumption, was a fashionable yet deadly disease that reached its 
height in the nineteenth century.10 That consumption was an infectious disease was not 
confirmed until 1882, when Robert Koch discovered M. tuberculosis, the bacteria that caused 
tuberculosis. In Lanier’s time, a number of competing medical theories and treatments for 
consumption were in existence, the most popular of which was climatotherapy or healing 
through a change in climate. Climatotherapy, and traveling for health, was popular from the 
Renaissance period onwards and can be traced back to ancient Greece and Rome (Hause 240).11 
By the nineteenth century, heading to milder climates as a pursuit became a “well-established” 
form of treatment for consumption (Dubos 144). Traveling for health was also really only for the 
wealthy, for only the wealthy could afford the expenses of traveling long distances to a more 
salubrious climate and staying for as long as possible.12 In the eighteenth century, health resorts 
began emerging across Europe and North America, forming a new medical tourism industry. In 
Europe, the Grand Tour—a traditional trip through Europe by upper-class young men once they 
have come of age—and traveling for health were sometimes combined. As Lawlor notes, “even 
relatively poor poets such as Keats…might beg money from friends or relatives to take a trip to 
Italy for their bad lungs, although sometimes this proved a convenient excused to go on a Grand 
                                                                                                                                                                                  
 
10 F. B. Smith, The Retreat of Tuberculosis (Beckenham: Croom Helm Ltd., 1988), pgs. 1-20. 
Death rates from consumption or tuberculosis began to slowly decline around 1850s 
though as late as 1947, tuberculosis was still the cause of death for half of all deaths from 
disease.  
 
11 According to Hause, Renaissance physician Paracelsus created artificial climates by filling 
rooms with fresh pine branches to treat consumptives (241).  
 
12 Lanier alluded to the heavy expense of traveling for health, writing to his brother in 1874 
about the “year of laborious and careful and expensive nursing and traveling” he 
undertook in the previous year (Poems and Letters 144). 
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Tour” (93). In America, the term “Grand Tour” began to catch on after the Civil War, and many 
traveled for both enjoyment and health (Revels 5). 
Americans were traveling to southern and western states in search of salubrious air and 
waters, heading anywhere a physician, fellow consumptive, or pamphlet suggested was a likely 
place to obtain relief from their symptoms. Henry David Thoreau went to Minnesota in search of 
relief from his consumptive troubles under such word-of-mouth advisement, though he returned 
to Concord with his health unchanged (Dubos 42). Edward Livingston Trudeau, another famous 
consumptive, saw his health improve dramatically while visiting the Adirondack region and went 
on to establish the area as a health resort for consumptives (Dubos 40, 177). Lanier consulted his 
doctors, “all the skill in New York, Philadelphia, and [Baltimore],” through his long illness, but 
he also took it upon himself to decide what to do or where to go next for his health (Poems and 
Letters 215). In 1870, Lanier wrote from New York to Paul Hamilton Hayne that he was 
“travelling for his health”: “I had started for Minnesota but I find the journey so disagreeable 
that, after resting here a day or two, I’m going back to Orange C. H. Va” (Poems and Letters 
199).13 During the low points of his battle with tuberculosis, he spent time in Lookout Mountain, 
Tennessee (1870); San Antonio, Texas (1873); Tampa Bay, Florida (1876); Rockingham 
Springs, Virginia (1879); and Lynn, North Carolina (1881). 
Although Americans had been engaging in medical tourism as early as the 1660s, 
heading to nearby spas and springs, it was not until the mid- to late-nineteenth century that far-
away locales such as Colorado, Texas, and, eventually, Florida became easier to access due to 
improvements in the travel infrastructure (Weiss 293-295). Before the Civil War, Americans 
                                                        
13 In San Antonio, Texas in 1873, Lanier wrote to his brother about his disappointment with the 
“winter-climate” there and proposed heading to Denver, Colorado (Poems and Letters 
127). 
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neither wanted to go to Florida nor could they get there easily. The state was then known more as 
“a swampy hotbed of disease that was overrun with dangerous creatures, human and animal” 
(Hause 243). After the Civil War, however, Southern lawmakers and Northern investors began to 
rebuild or lay new tracks throughout the war-ravaged South. Federal programs and Florida 
boosters began to entice Americans to visit or relocate to Florida, touting its recreational 
opportunities such as hunting as well as its salubrious climates for invalids. The improvement of 
the railway infrastructure, the work of the government and capitalists to entice Americans to 
Florida, and the growing acceptance of climatotherapy as a cure all served to bring medical 
tourism to the state in the latter decades of the nineteenth century (Hause 244). 
Within a span of just a few months in 1875, Lanier received not one but two offers to 
write about Florida. This sudden surge of popular interest in Florida at this particular point in 
time is attributed to none other than Harriet Beecher Stowe. Stowe had originally come to 
Florida with her son Frederick for his health, but ended up splitting her time between 
Connecticut and Florida from 1868 to the end of her life.14 In 1873, she published Palmetto-
Leaves, a collection of letters to relatives and articles about Florida, which became an “overnight 
best-seller” and brought droves of tourists and invalids to the state (Thulesius 94). In the year 
following, Stowe reported that 14,000 tourists had visited North Florida (Wilson 576). By 1875, 
it was reported that Stowe herself was “besieged by hundreds of visitors, who do not seem to 
understand that she is not an exhibition” (Thulesius 95). Travel guides thereafter, such as 
Appleton’s Illustrated Handbook of American Winter Resorts as well as Lanier’s Florida, made 
sure to make a special mention of Florida’s most famous resident (Thulesius 95). 
                                                        
14 Stowe stayed because she found Florida to be a refuge from the stresses of her northern life 
and wanted to help educate the former slaves living in Florida, a group that represented 
47% of the 154,000 residents (Wakefield 9). 
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The Consumptive Author of Florida: Its Scenery, Climate, and History 
He wisheth me to write a—. a—--- (Choke, choke, choke) a- ch—. (gulp, gulp, gulp) a 
Guide book To Florida Travellers.—Sidney Lanier to Mary Lanier, March 24th, 1875.15 
 
Lanier’s travel guide, Florida: Its Scenery, Climate, and History (1875), is one of his “pot-
boilers” that came into existence because of his twinned circumstances of illness and poverty, as 
well as his willingness to take on less agreeable work in order to continue pursuing music and 
poetry while supporting his family. As the orchestral season wound down in the spring of 1875, 
Lanier received a letter from Mr. A. Pope who, after reading Lanier’s just-published poem 
“Corn” (1875), asked him to write a travel guide to Florida for the Atlantic Coast Line 
Railway.16 He had previously turned down a similar opportunity for a “Florida project” he 
learned about from his father, citing that “this kind of writing is not my forte, 2nd that it does not 
pay, 3rd that there is no career in it at all, for one spends one’s time writing that which people 
throw away as soon as read” (Poems and Letters 135). Yet, Lanier readily accepted Pope’s offer 
for a similar project, perhaps persuaded by Pope’s appreciation of his poetic talent—Lanier calls 
him his “Maecaenas,” the Roman patron of new poets—but more likely because Lanier would be 
compensated generously for the work (Poems and Letters 156). As a flautist with the Peabody 
orchestra, Lanier was paid $60 a month (Starke 167). For the travel guide, however, he was to be 
paid $125 a month for three months of work, with hotel and traveling expenses covered, and 
would have the opportunity to visit his wife Mary and his children on his way down to Florida. 
In a letter to Mary, Lanier “choke[s]” at the prospect of doing this “bread and meat” work but 
astutely saw the work as a means to the end of being able to keep pursuing music and poetry: 
                                                        
15 Poems and Letters, 155. 
 
16 Pope was not the only one to take notice of Lanier with the publication of “Corn,” the first of 
Lanier’s poems to receive a warm reception from luminaries such as Gibson Peacock and 
actress Charlotte Cushman. 
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Here hath come a letter from one A. Pope, the same being a high functionary in the net-
work of railroads running (happy roads!) towards thee, towit, the ‘Great Atlantic Coast 
Line &c&c&c’, asking me to call on a certain day at the Office of said Roads in Baltimore: 
and I have called: and he wisheth me to write, — by Homer and Lucretius, By Dan 
Chaucer and John Keats and Will Shakespeare,— he wisheth me to write a—. a—--- 
(Choke, choke, choke) a- ch—. (gulp, gulp, gulp) a Guide book To Florida Travellers. 
(Poems and Letters 155-56) 
 
Lanier had written to Mary near the end of March and, by April, was on his way down to Florida 
to begin work on the travel guide. 
 Aside from the monetary prospects of the travel guide project, Lanier as a consumptive 
himself was likely interested in visiting Florida because it was rapidly gaining a reputation in 
medical circles and among invalids. Additionally, as Aubrey Starke notes, Lanier “perfectly well 
knew” that “the chief importance of Florida as a health resort…was in the treatment of 
consumption” (227); thus, Lanier was well-positioned—with his own experiences as a 
consumptive and what he saw as his “poetical” ability to “persuade men to go to…trees and 
water”—to write a travel guide to Florida (Florida 15). Lanier’s travel guide targets 
consumptives, and he tries to be upfront about his own battle with consumption, admitting his 
illness in two places in the guide. This section examines how we can glean Lanier’s story of 
illness by attending to how it is prompted and shaped by the demands of the travel guide genre. 
He begins to tell his story by working through his identity as a consumptive as he guides his 
readers through Florida. I show here that the conventions of the travel guide, particularly one on 
Florida as a health resort for invalids, prompt Lanier to reveal himself as a consumptive. Lanier’s 
confessions, however, do not come easily and exhibit signs of reluctance, reflecting a shift in the 
societal perception of consumption in the latter decades of the nineteenth century. 
Florida is a remarkable text among all of Lanier’s published works because it is the only 
one in which Lanier admits his illness to the public—twice: Lanier confesses his illness in the 
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“Introductory” chapter as well as in the “For Consumptives” chapter. In doing so, Lanier faces 
his invalidity—in the sense of “value or worth” (OED “validity”)—as a consumptive as well as a 
musician and budding poet attempting to write a travel guide on Florida, a place he only spent a 
few weeks in. The nineteenth-century travel guide emphasized accuracy, authority, and 
reliability, characteristics inherited from other trusted nineteenth-century literary publications 
such as the almanac, road book, and gazetteer (Newcombe 193). The travel guide genre, thus, 
demands that Lanier as an author “establish a sense of authority and credibility for his readers” 
(Newcombe 195). Lanier reveals himself to be a consumptive, one who understands the needs of 
his fellow consumptives, in his travel guide because of this demand. 
His first admission of illness comes six paragraphs into the “Introductory” chapter, and is 
buried within a story about “poor Slimlegs,” a character that is likely a fictive exaggeration of 
the “typical” consumptive convalescing in Florida. “We all saw him here in Florida last winter,” 
begins Lanier (though, in truth, Lanier himself had not been to Florida until 1875, to work on the 
travel guide); “poor Slimlegs” would eat breakfast, then take a “poor little shambling stroll” 
before heading back to his room to write his opinion of Florida’s climate to “Dr. Physic.” 
According to Lanier, 
Slimlegs’s opinion of the climate was based upon one solitary observation of one solitary 
gastronomic circumstance, to wit, the actual rareness of the steak at breakfast as compared 
with the ideal rareness which suits Slimlegs’s individual taste, —or some other the like 
phenomenon. (11). 
 
 Lanier’s narration is tongue-in-cheek but his point is a serious one. He argues that an invalid’s 
account of the climate is not to be trusted as it varies by the whims of the invalid’s needs. Lanier, 
however, tellingly chooses this moment to confess his own invalid state: 
There was poor Slimlegs, for instance (this present writer used to be a ‘consumptive,’ and 
out of the very fervor of his desire to do something towards lessening the wretchedness of 
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those who are now being or to be ‘consumed,’ he draws the right to speak of them as he 
likes, even to a little tender abuse). (11) 
 
Lanier draws on his own status as a consumptive in order to give himself the authority to give “a 
little tender abuse” to “poor Slimlegs”; however, this passage also reflects a simultaneous 
realization that revealing himself as a consumptive undercuts his authority as a travel guide 
author, as a reliable, trustworthy source of information on Florida, particularly its climate. 
Already buried within the chapter, Lanier’s confession of illness is found here embodied within 
the story of another invalid. The admission is a controlled release, as it is additionally corralled 
within round brackets and shackled by quotation marks. At the same time that the admission is a 
controlled release, other elements of this sentence work to distance Lanier the travel guide author 
from Lanier the consumptive: his use of the quotation marks around the term “consumptive”; the 
third-person references “this present writer” and “he”; and the casting of himself as a former 
(“used to be”) consumptive. This moment highlights how, for Lanier, his invalidity, in the sense 
of “bodily infirmity,” casts doubt on his validity, in the sense of “value or worth,” as an author 
(OED “invalidity,” “validity”). With Lanier’s own story of illness contained within the story of 
“poor Slimlegs,” who dared to speak authoritatively about the climate of Florida, we can see how 
Lanier questions his own value as a consumptive author for a travel guide to Florida. 
This moment demonstrates the difficult labor of telling one’s own story of illness, of 
seeing oneself as irrevocably joined to a terrible disease, particularly in the late nineteenth 
century. Lanier was writing in a moment when the societal view of consumption was shifting 
from the Romantic view, as “a sign of passion, spirituality and genius,” to the view, found in 
Decadent literature, of consumption or illness, more generally, as a “sign of the outsider” 
(Lawlor 2, 189). Lanier’s reluctance in confessing his status as a consumptive is due to the fact 
that consumption, in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, was linked to a kind of moral 
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decay. The disease’s cause was still a mystery and the way the disease manifests in different 
parts of the body also “resemble a number of different diseases rather than a single killer” (Byrne 
2). As Susan Sontag explains, consumption was seen as “a mysterious disease of individuals, a 
deadly arrow that could strike anyone, that singled out its victims one by one” (37). A 
consumptive was linked as well to the inability to participate in a capitalistic world, a struggle 
that Lanier knew well in his own efforts to find work that would meet his financial and medical 
needs.17 This sense of doubt about his own abilities as a consumptive author permeates Lanier’s 
discussion of consumptives in the “Introductory” and “For Consumptives” chapters.  
 Lanier attempts to confess his illness again in the “For Consumptives” chapter. This 
second attempt is bolder than the first, as it is placed at the beginning of the chapter; however, it 
still shares the same conventions of controlled release and distancing that we saw in the first 
attempt: 
In the course of a desperate but to all present appearances successful struggle with a case of 
consumption which had everything in its favor at the start—the prestige of inheritance on 
both sides and the powerful reinforcement of a bent student’s habits—this present author 
finds remaining prominently in his recollection a few cardinal principles of action in this 
behalf which may possibly be of practical service to consumptives. (210) 
 
Here Lanier makes use of a long qualifying clause that places as much distance as possible 
between the “desperate but…successful struggle” with consumption and “this present author.” 
We see again the use of the third person to refer to himself (“this present author”) to create 
additional distance between himself and his disease. The use of the third person in both attempts 
at admission is especially jarring as it indicates no growth or change between the two attempts to 
directly confess his illness. Additionally, through most of the travel guide, Lanier uses the first 
                                                        
17 Katherine Byrne identifies the “pathologising of economic status” in Victorian-era tubercular 
literature (6). Additionally, Clark Lawlor demonstrates that eighteenth-century novels 
link consumption to males who are unable to provide for the family (91).  
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person “I” with much ease as he leads his readers through the various locales in Florida. The 
remainder of this sentence that is his second attempt at admitting his illness demonstrates 
progress in other ways: in the placement of the confession at the beginning of the chapter 
(instead of buried in the chapter like the first admission) and in how his acknowledgment of his 
invalidity here gets closer to the truth. Lanier admits the extent of his “desperate” struggle with 
his illness and carefully qualifies the “success” of his efforts as likely only a “present 
appearance” of victory. In this second attempt to confess his illness, Lanier continues to regard 
his illness and suffering as more or less a part of his past, as though he no longer felt its effects, 
even though he was gravely ill by the time he was putting the finishing touches on the Florida 
manuscript. According to Starke, “hemorrhage followed hemorrhage, and when they stopped, 
weak though he was, he had to take up again the manuscript of Florida and work ‘the whole of 
each day and much of each night’” (217).18 
 Why Lanier chose to cast himself as a former rather than present consumptive in Florida 
is a question to which we might never have a definitive answer. It could simply be that he felt 
fine while writing most of it and only began to feel ill during the process of preparing the book 
for the press. It could also be, as this section posits, that casting himself as a former consumptive 
allows Lanier to claim the experience and authority of a consumptive without being subjected to 
its vagaries as an author of a travel guide meant to lure both healthy and ill persons to Florida. 
                                                        
18 Although train travel in the nineteenth century was experiencing rapid improvements, a 
journey from the northeast down to Florida was still an arduous undertaking in Lanier’s 
time and likely exacerbated Lanier’s illness. Almost a decade after Lanier’s visit to 
Florida, a woman from Boston named Jane Griffing documented her journey to Florida, 
tearfully recalling “the rough roads, the failures to connect, sleeping cars put on after 
midnight, breakfast at six o’clock, no breakfast at all, dinners that would ruin the 
digestion of an ostrich, and all the manifold miseries which usually have the effect of 
bringing about a state of mind in which the most amiable and long suffering Christian 
needs to be kept in strict confinement for twenty-four hours after arriving at Jacksonville, 
to prevent his committing homicide on the first railroad man he sees” (3).  
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Nevertheless, as evidenced in the text, Lanier expresses doubts about his authority, reliability, 
and worth as a consumptive and, in the rest of Florida, he gamely continues to work through his 
doubts about his consumptive identity. 
On Reliability, Credibility, and Accuracy 
Lanier continues to work through his consumptive identity by questioning the reliability 
of a consumptive’s judgment on climate. This section demonstrates how Lanier attempts to 
mitigate his own possible unreliability as a consumptive author by putting on display his sources 
and methods for evaluating Florida’s climate. In the “Introductory” chapter, Lanier offers two 
contradictory statements: 1) that “a man ought religiously to disbelieve all that healthy people 
tell him about climates” and 2) that he “should absolutely take to his heels and flee afar off when 
an invalid begins to discourse on this topic” (11). He acknowledges that the invalid develops a 
particular attunement to climate, stating that “when one’s lungs or one’s nerves get sick, one 
acquires the sense of lungs or of nerves: and then also one becomes for the first time aware of 
climate;” however, he also warns, through illustration, with the example of poor Slimlegs, that 
the invalid’s judgment of the climate is biased by his “individual taste” (11). 
 In Chapter 3, “St. Augustine in April,” Lanier again takes up the issue of “the 
unreliableness of sick men’s accounts of climates” by offering a more extended example than his 
story of “poor Slimlegs.” Lanier excerpts a section from an anonymously-authored text entitled A 
Winter in the West Indies and Florida, by an Invalid published by Wiley & Putnam in 1839 and 
demonstrates just how one’s “individual taste” and circumstances can affect one’s judgment 
(55). The “Invalid,” unwillingly stranded in St. Augustine for a few days, writes a blistering 
account of his stay in Florida. Lanier castigates him for getting his facts wrong and for allowing 
his “individual taste” and circumstances to cloud his judgment. Lanier calls the “Invalid” an 
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“unmitigated landlubber” for not knowing whether St. Augustine had salt-water or fresh-water 
marshes (56). Lanier’s choice of excerpt also highlights the invalid-author’s irritation at being 
“imprisoned in this little village, kept a whole week or more with a cold, piercing wind” as well 
as how his lack of awareness of his “individual taste” and circumstances render his account of St. 
Augustine’s climate unreliable despite the invalid-author’s insistence that a sick person is the 
best judge of climate (56, Lanier quoting the “Invalid”). Using a real example of an invalid’s 
judgment instead of a fictive one here, Lanier confirms that an invalid’s judgment is indeed 
unreliable, placing his own authority as an invalid author of a travel guide in jeopardy. Lanier’s 
analysis and criticism of the invalid author’s account itself, however, serves to lend credibility to 
his own invalid account of Florida. 
Lanier contrasts the invalid’s methods and judgment with his own when he speaks of how 
he happened upon the Invalid’s text while “rummaging over old books of Florida literature” (55). 
With this seemingly inconsequential detail, Lanier casually shows his readers that he, unlike that 
other invalid author, has knowledge (at least of the differences between marshes), knows where 
to find it, and took the time to find it—everything that the “Invalid” failed to have or do. In the 
“Introductory” chapter, he mentions that “invalids’ letters” such as the ones “poor Slimlegs” 
writes are “not…the only things that have been written about Florida” before demonstrating the 
breadth of his knowledge on the subject of Florida procured through extensive research spanning 
a variety of media forms (12):  
the newspapers have abounded with communications from clever correspondents who have 
done the State in a week or two; the magazinists have chatted very pleasantly of St. 
Augustine and the Indian River country; and there are half a dozen guide-books giving 
more or less details of the routes, hotels, and principal stopping-points. (12) 
 
In the “Introductory” chapter, Lanier also displays knowledge in geography, climatology, and 
cartography, citing important nineteenth-century figures in each of these fields: Jacques Élisée 
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Reclus, a famous French geographer who wrote the 19-volume La Nouvelle Geographie 
universelle, la terre et les hommes (“Universal Geography”) that examines every continent and 
country in terms of how geographic features affect human populations and vice versa; Blasius 
Kozenn, a Slovenian teacher and cartographer who authored atlases as well as textbooks on 
geography and climate; and John Doggett, an American cartographer, best known for his 
Doggett’s United States Railroad & Ocean Steam Navigation Guide (1847). Lanier, a largely 
self-educated man who, in the last years of his life, was actively vying for a permanent post as a 
professor at Johns Hopkins, infuses his own invalid account of Florida with credibility through a 
demonstrated appreciation of knowledge and its associated methods of procurement and 
collation. Florida, unavoidably colored by his own invalid’s judgment and experience, is at least 
underpinned with reliable research methods and verifiable information.  
While Lanier makes use of, in the above examples, general academic markers of 
credibility, elsewhere in the travel guide, he turns specifically to modern science and its objective 
methods. Although Lanier says that one should flee when anyone—healthy or sick—talks about 
climate, he adds the caveat that one should stay and listen if “that invalid talks strictly by the 
thermometer” (11). Lanier then proceeds, in the “Introductory” chapter, to lay out how one can 
objectively know the climate of a place rather than just relying on the experiential (and therefore 
subjective) accounts by healthy or ill people alike. To really know climate,  
One must collate accurate readings, for long periods, of the thermometer, of the rain-gauge, 
of the instruments that record the air’s moisture, of the weathercock, of the clouds; one 
must consider its relations to the lands, to the waters, to the tracks of general storms, to the 
breeding-places of local storms, to a hundred circumstances of environment, soil, tree-
growth, and the like…. (10) 
 
As evidenced by the first part of the above quote, Lanier again lays his trust in knowledge, this 
time in the form of accumulated data, the calculations of means and averages, as well as 
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scientific means and methods of collection and collation. The “Invalid,” as Lanier points out, 
based his account of St. Augustine’s climate only on “a thermometric record of one year” (56). 
To support his own account of the climate, Lanier uses data provided by Dr. A. S. Baldwin of 
Jacksonville, Florida, who collected temperatures at various locales for extended periods ranging 
from 20 to 27 years and shared his data sets freely with others (170). In defining climate through 
the results of “the thermometer” and other instruments, Lanier gestures towards our modern 
understanding of climate as “the characteristic weather conditions of a country or region…in 
respect of variation of temperature, humidity, precipitation, wind, etc., esp. as these affect 
human, animal, or plant life” (OED “climate”).  
Climate, Place, and Human Health in the Nineteenth Century 
Florida is the name as well of a climate as of a country. —Sidney Lanier, Florida.19 
 
Lanier’s own travels for his health and his travel guide, which argues that Florida and its 
climate would benefit consumptives, both follow the widely-practiced phenomenon known as the 
“Change of Air” in the nineteenth century, the term for travel and tourism for the purpose of 
improving one’s health (Morris 1). This section examines Lanier’s ideas on the relations between 
climate, place, and human health, ideas that reveal themselves to be a mixture of theories ancient 
and modern. Lanier’s travel guide offers us a rich understanding of the competing theories about 
consumption and its treatments circulating in nineteenth-century America and how the invalid 
has some agency to choose for himself which theories and treatments to follow.  
Although Lanier’s outlined method of knowing climate through the thermometer, as 
examined in the previous section, gestures towards a more modern understanding of climate, his 
method also points to an ancient definition of climate that is very much linked to place when he 
                                                        
19 pg. 9. 
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talks about “the lands” and “the waters” (10). In ancient and medieval geography, “climate” was 
the term for “the bands or belts of the earth’s surface stretching from west to east”; thus, climate 
was very much tied to a region or place. But over the centuries, a more modern definition of 
climate as “the characteristic weather conditions of a country or region” weakened the relation 
between “climate” and “place” (OED “climate”). In perusing the historical examples chosen by 
the OED, one can see that the detachment of “place” from “climate” happened sometime in the 
early to middle part of the nineteenth century. A 1762 example reads climate as “the wetness of 
land, arising from the climate or season” while an 1860 example of the term’s usage states 
“Climate is properly the long average of weather in a single place.” The former example shows 
an interactive relationship between “land” and “climate” while, in the latter example, “place” is 
an arbitrarily delineated region for which to record temperature, humidity, etc., demonstrating 
the lessening significance of “place” in the definition of “climate.” Lanier’s outlined 
methodology for understanding climate, which includes a blend of ancient and modern science, 
is deceptively congruous, but it nevertheless reflects the ideas on climate and place—especially 
in relation to human health—in circulation during the nineteenth century. 
 While Lanier leans on modern scientific instruments and methods that contribute to his 
more modern understanding of climate, his overall system of thought in terms of climate is 
deeply entrenched in those theories for which “place” is the fulcrum. On the first page of his 
“Introductory” chapter, Lanier says, “Florida is the name as well of a climate as of a country,” 
demonstrating how, for him, climate and place are one and the same (9). After all, medical 
tourism in the nineteenth century—which Lanier himself participated in, and which is the 
impetus for his travel guide—depends on climate as place, and how place affect humans, both 
aspects of the historical understanding of climate. While Lanier offers his own blend of ancient 
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and modern methods of understanding climate, he turns to Jacque Élisée Reclus for a definition 
of climate that will anchor Lanier’s Florida, in case readers still harbor some doubts about his 
own ability to evaluate the climate of Florida. Climate is, 
‘All the facts of physical geography, the relief of continents and of islands, the height and 
direction of the systems of mountains, the extent of forests, savannas, and cultivated lands, 
the width of valleys, the abundance of rivers, the outline of the coasts, the marine currents 
and winds, and all the meteoric phenomena of the atmosphere, vapors, fogs, clouds, rains, 
lightnings, and thunders, magnetic currents, or as Hippocrates said more briefly, ‘the 
places, the waters, and the airs.’ (Florida 12, quoting Reclus). 
 
Reclus’ definition of climate is also unmistakably about place and aligns itself historically with 
the Hippocratic treatise Airs Waters Places, a guide aimed for travelling physicians that outlines 
the relation of human health and development in various locales. Taking his cue from Reclus, 
Lanier tells readers at the beginning of his “Climate” chapter that he will provide next 
some account of the chief physical circumstances in the nature and environment of Florida 
which contribute to differentiate its very remarkable climate, and then to present a set of 
tables which have been prepared from digested records of all the important meteorological 
instruments for a period of from twenty to twenty-seven years, and which will enable 
invalids, physicians, and tourists to determine the nature of the climate with reference to all 
given exigencies. (198) 
 
The inheritance from Hippocrates, by way of Reclus, is clear in this passage, as are Lanier’s 
priorities for his “Climate” chapter. It is a chapter rooted in inheritances of historical concepts 
bolstered by modern methods of procurements and collation, aimed primarily for the ill and their 
attendants. Human health is, thus, linked to climate, which is defined by the geographical 
features of the place more than the thermometric records collected from it. In his discussion of 
Florida’s “physical circumstances,” he covers theories of ocean currents and how these work to 
continually “cool” Florida, which was “entitled by its latitude to a climate considerably warmer 
than that it possesses” (159); Florida as the “breeding-place of storms in the United States, from 
which they issue as wasps from a hive” (165); the moisture in Florida’s atmosphere; the bands of 
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“unequally-heated land and water” (168); the lack of protection from a mountain range (169); 
Florida’s rainy summer season (169); lastly, Florida’s pine groves which release “terebinthine 
odors [to] form a healing and antiseptic constituent in the atmosphere” (169). Lanier 
demonstrates how all of these geographic features work together to contribute to Florida’s 
health-giving climate in a discussion that he ensures comes before his modern use of 
thermometric records.  
The choice of Reclus is a curious one as the French geographer is today not considered 
one of the main contributors to modern geography, or even as a member of the French School of 
Geography.20 Critics such as Marvin W. Mikesell argue that Reclus’ work has fallen out of favor 
because his writings are “devoid of methodological argument” and his theories on “man-land 
relationships” are “inconsistent and contradictory,” though they contain keen insights (221). 
Nonetheless, there is much in his work that Lanier would have appreciated, as Reclus’ writings, 
often described as literary geography, are full of scientific detail and beautifully illustrated with 
maps. More importantly, Reclus’ theories on the interdependence of land and human, elegantly 
written and at times unabashedly veering into the territory of the poetical, resonate with Lanier’s 
own style. 
 Here is another instance—this time, in more poetical dress—of demonstrated Hippocratic 
inheritance in Reclus’ writings, characteristics that we can also see in Lanier’s work: 
                                                        
20 Reclus was left out of R. J. Harrison Church’s list of major players in the French School of 
Geography, the school thought to have the most influence on modern geography (70). He 
was more well known abroad than in his home country as, in France, Reclus was 
considered an anarchist. He was expelled for his protest against the coup d’état of 1851 
and, later on, permanently banished from France for participating in the Paris Commune 
(Church 72). During his first exile, he travelled extensively in the United Kingdom and 
North and South America, travels which provided him much fodder for his later writings. 
During his second exile, he wrote and published prolifically, including the six-volume 
L’Homme et la Terre and the aforementioned nineteen-volume Géographie Universelle. 
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All the primitive facts of history are explained by the disposition of the geographic theatre 
on which they have taken place; we have even a right to assert that the history of the 
development of mankind has been written beforehand in sublime lettering on the plains, 
valleys, and coasts of our continents.21  
 
Reclus poetically cleaves together man and land in the above quote, which also illustrates the 
one-way, dependent relationship that characterizes the Hippocratic tradition. Human health and 
development is determined by or “written” in the land, but not vice versa. In Lanier’s Florida, 
the same view of man being shaped by land is evident. In a description of the Tallahassee region, 
Lanier offers a picturesque sketch of its hilly landscape, whose “tone” matches that of its people: 
Toward every side the hills swelled up, colored with colors that suggested fertility and 
abundance; their rounded brows, their slopes, the valleys between them, were full of green 
crops….These hills carried with them no association of hills. They did not in the least 
suggest agitations or upheavals. They only seemed to be great level uplands, distended like 
udders with a bounteous richness almost too large for their content. And this indeed has 
always been the tone of things—not only of the hills, but of the social life—in Tallahassee. 
The repute of these people for hospitality was a matter of national renown before the war 
between the States. (108) 
 
Lanier’s sketch of Tallahassee and its people is one of quaint innocence, as suggested by its 
pastoral qualities of “fertility and abundance” and the antebellum time marker at the end of the 
passage. There is no suggestion here that the people can have an effect on the land or themselves, 
save for making the decision to travel to a different place. Lanier persuasively argues here and 
throughout his text that just traveling to and being in Florida will have a positive impact on one’s 
health and development.  
While both Reclus’ and Lanier’s writings emphasize land’s effect on humans, they also 
display nineteenth-century thinking where man has some say in his own destiny. When we delve 
deeper into Reclus’ writings, we can see that his view of the relationship between man and land 
marks the beginning of the development of what Alison Bashford and Sarah W. Tracy term as an 
                                                        
21 Reclus, The Ocean, Atmosphere and Life, pg. 435. 
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“interdependent” relationship (496). In their study of the modern reverberations of the 
Hippocratic “airs waters places tradition,” Bashford and Tracy see this interdependence today, in 
the age of the Anthropocene, where “humans have acquired the power to alter the earth’s airs, 
waters, and places to an unprecedented degree, in turn affecting our health and even prospect for 
survival” (496). This notion of man’s almost unlimited power to affect his environment and 
himself is reflected too in the OED’s modern definition of “climate,” where the latter part of the 
definition, “esp. as these affect human, animal, or plant life,” is included almost like an 
afterthought, a faint post-realization of climate’s power to affect humans and other living beings. 
In the nineteenth century, however, at least according to Reclus, man has the agency to “modify 
[land] to suit his own purpose; he may overcome nature and convert the energies of the earth into 
domesticated forces.”22 Thus, though the land remains the primary actor on human health and 
development, Reclus does assign some agency to man in regards to shaping his own destiny. 
Lanier’s Florida also takes the mindset that humans, especially the sick, can affect their 
own destiny. Travel—to Florida and take advantage of its health-giving, sunny climes—his 
guide insists. Florida then was a tough sell, and Lanier spends the latter part of the “Climate” 
chapter correcting the popular misconceptions of Florida’s climate and its effect on human 
health.23 After a protracted discussion of the “physical circumstances” of Florida that contribute 
to its climate, Lanier presents the mean seasonal temperatures for Jacksonville, St. Augustine, 
Tampa Bay, and Key West, using this data as evidence against the popular belief that Florida has 
                                                        
22 Reclus, The Earth and its Inhabitants, vol. 1, pg. 5. 
 
23 The misconceptions of Florida persisted through to the end of the nineteenth century. In 
Florida, the Healthiest State in the Union (1899), published more than twenty years after 
Lanier’s, Dr. W. Gano still felt the need to assure his readers that it is “a mistaken idea entirely 
[that] Florida is one vast hot-bed of malaria and fevers” (8-9). 
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a tropical (and therefore “deadly”) climate. In the nineteenth century, Europeans and North 
Americans still feared tropical climate as they believed that these regions were “disease ridden, 
morally degrading, and even deadly” (Carey 120). Lanier attempts to address these fears through 
the use of current scientific theories, data and, lastly, detailed descriptions of his own experience, 
a task other travel guide authors fail to do in one way or another. He carefully explains how the 
“bland” climate of Florida came to be because of its geographical features; in addition to the use 
of Dr. A. S. Baldwin’s thermometric records to reinforce his contention that Florida’s climate is 
not tropical, Lanier also makes use of U. S. Surgeon General Lawson’s publication on the death 
rates from malaria to show that Florida’s “bland,” not tropical, climate does not breed disease 
and illness.24 Finally, he rounds out his argument with his own experience, describing Florida’s 
air as 
cool enough to retain some little bracing quality in itself and to prevent the invalid from 
that dangerous inanition which the tropical languors are so apt to superinduce; yet it is not 
so cool as to irritate the membranes or check the healthful exhalations of the body. (171) 
 
 In contrast, the Invalid’s account of Florida’s climate only involves a cursory discussion of St. 
Augustine’s geographical features and only one year’s data of temperatures; moreover, the 
Invalid’s plentiful descriptions of his experience, unlike Lanier’s, is more subjective as it leans 
heavily on the effect of Florida’s climate on his health:  
the exciting stimulus of the cold air produced first pain in the head and spine, then an 
oppression upon the chest, then dyspepsia, catarrh, and asthma: by the third night it was 
impossible to draw a clear breath, and all the symptoms of my old difficulties appeared to 
be returning with redoubled force. (Invalid, 147) 
 
With a focus on scientific theories and data, and a keen awareness of how popular 
misconceptions and the vagaries of his own illness can alter perceptions of Florida’s climate, 
                                                        
24 U.S. Surgeon General Lawson’s publication deemed malaria in Florida as one of a “much 
milder type” and shows that Florida’s rate of infection (1 in 287) is the lowest among the 
states (176). 
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Lanier’s “Climate” chapter assists man in altering his destiny, by allowing consumptives, 
doctors, and tourists to understand what the climate of Florida is, why it is so, and decide for 
themselves whether it would be beneficial for them to make the long, arduous trek there. 
For His Fellow Consumptives 
Set out to get well, with the thorough assurance that consumption is curable.—Sidney Lanier 
addressing his fellow consumptives in Florida.25 
 
Lanier decides for himself, with the help of his doctors, where to go and what to do for 
his health. His travel guide aims to help his fellow consumptives to decide for themselves as 
well. According to Arthur Frank, the ill person’s story is as much for themselves as for others, 
offering themselves as “a guide to the other’s self-formation” (18). Lanier’s aim to help other 
consumptives aligns neatly with the travel guide’s “overarching utility” to help others in “their 
role as a means of orientation and in guiding travellers to tourist destinations” (Mazor-
Tregerman 85). Lanier’s “For Consumptives” chapter explicitly addresses his fellow 
consumptives and assists them in taking charge of their own destinies, as inspired by Reclus’ 
thinking. For Lanier, it is not enough to merely relocate to another place and hope that this act in 
itself will result in good health—one must also take things into one’s own hands to manage one’s 
illness. Following Lanier’s second attempt at admitting his illness, the “For Consumptives” 
chapter then offers a series of directives for his fellow consumptives to follow. These directives 
demonstrate Lanier’s breadth of knowledge on consumption and the treatments available in his 
time, and how his own philosophy and methods differ from them. Lanier believes in individual 
agency in determining what treatments are best for one’s “own particular idiosyncrasies” and 
also focuses on psychologically oriented therapy for what is known, then and now, as a 
physiologically-based disease (212). 
                                                        
25 pg. 210. 
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The first directive is to “set out to get well, with the thorough assurance that consumption 
is curable” (210, italics Lanier’s). Lanier tells his readers that the first step is to admit that they 
have consumption, as he did; then to have the diagnosis confirmed by a doctor—though doctors 
“have been proven mistaken”—before setting about immediately to cure it (211). This directive 
is remarkable in two ways. First, its suggestion of a direct confrontation with consumption 
contrasts sharply with the view of the consumptive in the late nineteenth century, as an 
“outsider” (Lawlor 189). Such a view, as Susan Sontag finds, led to the “common” practice of 
“conceal[ing] the identity of their disease from tuberculars and, after they died, from their 
children” for fear of being excluded by society (7). Second, in a time when consumption was 
considered incurable and consumptives found relief from their symptoms through a variety of 
physiologically-oriented therapeutic methods such as staying in a warmer climate, Lanier 
suggests here a psychologically-oriented therapy for what is considered a physiological disease. 
In both of these ways, Lanier demonstrates modern thinking amidst the circulating ideas of 
consumption and its treatments in his time. This directive suggests a certain mindset and a 
possible answer to the question of why Lanier casts himself as a former consumptive in this text. 
Rather than regard the diagnosis of consumption as the beginning of the end, Lanier’s 
philosophy seems to be to view his relationship with consumption as a series of battles to which 
he can at least occasionally claim victory.26 To take the mindset that consumption can be cured is 
to take control of the disease as well as one’s own destiny. Lanier tells his readers to regard the 
incurability of consumption as a mere “superstition” and claims that he himself knows “a score 
of persons in active health who had seemed hopelessly ill with it years before” (211). 
                                                        
26 See Wakeman’s article linking Lanier’s interest in medievalism with his battle with 
consumption. 
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Once you have the proper mindset—that you have consumption and that it can be 
cured—you must then, according to Lanier’s second directive, “give faithful and intelligent trial 
to every apparently reasonable mode of cure suggested for the disease” (211, italics Lanier’s). 
Here, Lanier displays his vast knowledge of cures ancient, modern, orthodox, and eccentric, 
citing “the milk cure, the beef-blood cure, the grape cure, the raw-beef cure, the whisky cure, the 
health-lift cure, the cure by change of climate, and many more” (212). Again, he shows a distrust 
of doctors, stating that medicines provided by physicians “only…alleviate the immediately 
distressing symptoms,” and assures his fellow consumptives that only they have the power to 
cure themselves (212). Lanier’s own summative analysis of all the available cures and medicines 
is that 
One fundamental principle underlies them all, to wit, the making of the body as strong as 
possible by food, drink, air, and physical development. It is to this indeed that all the 
recommendations of the physicians converge, namely, that consumption is an unknown 
blood-poison, the only known method of counteracting which is to use such generous diet, 
fresh air, ameliorative appliances, and muscular and respiratory expansions as will bring 
the system to its highest state of resistive capacity. (212, italics Lanier’s) 
 
Lanier recognizes that the advice and medicines that a consumptive receives from doctors and 
well-meaning friends and relatives can be bewildering and he chooses instead to arm the 
consumptive with a simplified, general principle upon which to act. Lanier, against the teachings 
of the allopathic doctors of his time, also recognizes that each consumptive has “his own 
particular idiosyncrasies, habits, environment, and ability” to consider, ironically making the 
case for a consumptive being his own best doctor even though the consumptive cannot be trusted 
to judge climate because of his own “individual taste” (212, 11). 
Lanier adds two sub-points to the second directive, downplaying these points in the text, 
but they provide us with a startling glimpse into Lanier’s own life and how he manages his 
disease. The first sub-point is in regards to the use of stimulants. A long and detailed passage on 
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how to use stimulants demonstrates Lanier’s own reliance and subsequent expertise on these 
medicines. The rule that Lanier follows for the use of stimulants also indicates the considerable 
regimentation of Lanier’s life as dictated by consumption. He states that stimulant use should 
follow the principle that, 
as the stimulus of the first dose decreases, its reaction will be met by the new stimulus of 
the second dose, the reaction of that by the action of the third, and so on, thus maintaining 
the system at its highest stage of resistance for such periods of time as enable it to throw 
off the disease. (213) 
 
 Lanier tells his readers to experiment with different types and amounts of stimulants but for him, 
pure whisky “administered at intervals of from an hour to an hour and a half through each entire 
day from sleep to sleep—has been known to effect marvels” (213). The second of the two sub-
points in this passage discusses exercising the lungs. While he tells his fellow consumptives to 
“draw in your breath slowly until the chest is tolerably full…and hold the breath so for a 
considerable time, then gently release it,” he himself plays the Boehm flute, which accomplishes 
the exercise of the lungs with added pleasure (213, italics Lanier’s). Both of these sub-points 
represent how Lanier personalizes contemporaneous treatments for his own needs. 
Lanier’s third, italicized directive pragmatically suggests moderation and caution as he 
tells his fellow consumptives to “Never get in the slightest degree wet, cold, or tired” (215, 
italics Lanier’s). His final directive, however, which is not italicized, is not as easy to grasp or 
put into practice. Lanier tells his readers to “carry the supportive treatment herein recommended 
beyond the material into the moral” (216). While the “material” aspect has been clearly 
delineated thus far—try stimulants, exercise one’s lungs, do not get cold, etc.—the “moral” 
aspect remains somewhat ambiguous, perhaps a faint echo of the eighteenth-century conception 
of consumption wherein, as Clark Lawlor argues, males become consumptive because of their 
inability to provide for their families financially (91). Lanier determines that the way to being 
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“moral” is through having an occupation. He tells his readers that “brooding kills” and then 
points them towards opportunities in Florida for activities such as fruit farming and hunting 
(216).  
Whatever the reason for the brevity of the “For Consumptives” chapter—it is only seven 
pages long—it ends rather unsatisfactorily. The discussion rapidly descends into a final 
realization of despair that not only are his foregoing suggestions for treatment perhaps not much 
help at all, but that he also can offer no words of hope for his fellow consumptives. Lanier’s final 
sentence of the chapter is an incomplete one, a conditional if-then sentence without the “then” 
part of the sentence: “If there were but any words in which to speak those devout and fervent 
hopes for the mitigation of any least pang which go with these meager suggestions as they are 
hastily offered to you who are beyond all measure the keenest sufferers of all the stricken of this 
world!” (217). While the construction of the sentence echoes the hopelessness it speaks of, its 
open-endedness also, at the same time, prompts the reader to complete it: i.e. to take his words, 
his philosophy—his entire guide—into one’s own hands and make with it what you will. Indeed, 
in taking his doctors’ advice with a grain of salt; in experimenting with different types and 
amounts of stimulants; and in playing the Boehm flute as a form of exercise for the lungs, Lanier 
demonstrates how he himself takes control of his own destiny while providing useful advice for 
his readers. By the final paragraphs of the “For Consumptives” chapter, however, Lanier shows 
that that while he is well versed in the medical theories and practices of the time period, 
especially in the ways that mental and emotional symptoms and problems are addressed through 
physiologically-oriented treatments, he also realizes the limitations of this way of thinking, as 
evidenced in his faltering attempts to prescribe treatments such as farming and fishing in support 
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of his directive to “carry the supportive treatment herein recommended beyond the material into 
the moral” (216).  
Sidney Lanier’s “Poetical” Method in Florida  
To be an artist, and preach the gospel of poetry: that is the breath of my life.—Sidney Lanier to 
Mrs. Fields, May 30th, 1880.27 
 
In his “Introductory” chapter, Lanier sees his commissioned task simply as: “where there 
are trees and water, to persuade men to go to them” (14-15, italics Lanier’s). He further outlines 
his two methods of persuasion in his travel guide: “the poetical or descriptive and the practical or 
guidebook methods” (15). This chapter, thus far, has examined the direct and “practical” ways in 
which Lanier guides others, through confessing his illness to his readers and providing 
information on Florida and other advice on how to face consumptive bravely and treat it. Lanier 
questions his identity as a consumptive author and helps his fellow consumptives in their own 
“self-formation” (Frank 18). The rest of this chapter attends to Lanier’s “poetical” method 
which, I argue, allows his fellow consumptives to witness how Lanier turns to poetry to draw, for 
others, an experience of the “immediacy of embodied suffering” (Frank 25). As Arthur Frank 
notes, an ill person’s story is not just about their pain and suffering, but is “told through a 
wounded body,” a mode of embodied storytelling that asks us to think with Lanier’s story in his 
travel guide and attend to its more formal elements such as rhythm, rhyme, metaphor, and 
allegory (2). Lanier himself thought poetry could help him regain his health. In a letter to his 
father, he writes: 
I am aware of an element which I feel sure has a great influence in the matter, indeed I 
would not be surprised if it were not the cause of my woe. This is the nervous strain of 
waiting. For two years past—since I have become in health to study at all—I have had such 
a rush and storm of ideas demanding immediate expression and have had to put aside such 
an enormous proportion of them in favor of small daily duties which physically limited me 
                                                        
27 Poems and Letters, pg. 204. 
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to a book or two a year, that I have been continually jarred and shaken with ever-recurrent 
shock and resistance, like a steamboat’s frame with the pull and push of the walking-beam. 
Especially wearing has it been, to do the work for which I care least, and to be continually 
crushing back poem after poem—. (210) 
 
Lanier suggests here that his ill health is due to the “overwork” of working on his side projects 
and not being able to write poetry, a suggestion that takes a unique perspective on the popular 
nineteenth century notion of the “nervous strain” of overwork.28 In a letter to Paul Hamilton 
Hayne three months later, he repeats his theory, linking his invalidism to “the bitterness of 
having to spend my time in making academic lectures and boy’s books—pot-boilers all—when a 
thousand songs are singing in my heart that will certainly kill me if I do not utter them soon” 
(Poems and Letters 215). Though Lanier himself realized that his theory would not “f[i]nd favor 
with any practical physicians,” he nevertheless utilizes poetry in his therapeutic writing in 
Florida (216).  
When Lanier embarked on his travels to Florida, he was anxious to leave behind his career 
as a flautist (which consumption made impossible to continue) for a career in poetry instead. He 
was eager to work on his poetry, but he had to write the Florida travel guide first in order to 
supplement the modest income obtained from his musical endeavors. This period of uncertainty, 
anticipation, and anxiety, accompanied by stagnation in Lanier’s life, is reflected in the opening 
image of Florida:  
If just before crystallization the particles of a substance should become a little uncertain as 
to the precise forms in which to arrange themselves, they would accurately represent a 
                                                        
28 In linking his ill health to “nervous strain,” Lanier’s theory shows traces of Brunonism, a 
medical movement from the eighteenth century that supports the Romantic notion of the 
consumptive as a creative genius. Brunonism, based on physician John Brown’s 
Elementa Medicinae (1770), saw all illness as an imbalance of excitability and good 
health as a result of “a regular and orderly stimulation of that core amount of excitability 
(Lawlor 114). Keats’ early death from consumption would then be interpreted as a result 
of “work[ing] too hard and too quickly, his genius at full stretch, mental and physical 
over-stimulation would eventually result in languorous exhaustion and disease” (116). 
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certain moment of lull which occurs in the formation of popular judgments a little while 
after the shock of the beginning, and which lasts until some authentic résumé of the facts 
spreads itself about and organizes a definite average opinion. (9) 
 
The image is one of vibratory stillness, neatly capturing that moment before discernible 
movement begins. It reflects a moment of “lull” in Lanier’s own life; furthermore, as the image 
is one of the multitude (of “popular judgments”), it illuminates the magnitude of Lanier’s 
concerns over his burgeoning poetic reputation. Without knowledge of Lanier’s personal 
situation, however, the subject of this passage, as it stands, is ambiguous to the reader—what 
does the uncertainty of particles have to do with Florida, the purported subject of this travel 
guide? Lanier does not keep his reader in suspense for long, zooming out to see the opening 
image as one of “molecular indecisions” and then zooming back in for a more detailed view to 
reveal it as the composition of “fifteen to twenty thousand more or less vague—and therefore 
more or less differing—impressions of [Florida]” (9). Lanier then takes this elaborated image 
and transforms it into another: carrying over the “uncertain” quality of the first image, he 
imagines Florida cartographically this time, a state which “by its very peninsular curve 
whimsically terminates the United States in an interrogation-point” (9). The ambiguity of the 
opening image points to its dual function: as a literary device, the image allows a transition from 
the personal to the subject at hand (Florida); as a therapeutic device, the image initiates 
imaginative movement from a state of vibratory stillness. Both functions are accomplished 
through a focus on and manipulation of form, the conversion from the “uncertain” state of pre-
formation, to Florida as comprised of thousands of “impressions,” and then to Florida the 
geographical state, shaped as an “interrogation-point.” In the span of a single page, Lanier finds 
his way from the personal to the subject at hand through a series of mental flexes.  
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The “Introductory” chapter is only nine pages long, but Lanier accomplishes much in 
these few pages. After presenting the opening images of Florida, Lanier introduces his main 
topics of concern in regards to Florida: climate, invalids and their ability to judge climate, as well 
as his own invalidity, in both senses of the word. Thereafter ending his discussion on climate 
(and the judging of it) authoritatively on Reclus’ definition, Lanier’s poetic imagination begins to 
awaken and turn, again, on the invitingly ambiguous subject of impressions of Florida. Lanier 
dutifully lists all the possible publications bearing differing accounts of Florida—the invalids’ 
letters, newspapers, magazines, and guide-books—but sweeps them aside with the declaration 
that it is not in these works that “the enormous phenomenon of Florida is to be disposed of” (12).  
Instead, Lanier once again turns Florida into a “question” and then slowly pushes aside 
what he would call his “practical” discussion, allowing for more and more formal imaginative 
play (15). He does this until he achieves long lines of freewheeling imaginative play towards the 
end of the “Introductory” chapter. Florida is, first, “a question of an indefinite enlargement of 
many people’s pleasures and of many people’s existences as against that universal killing ague of 
modern life” (12-13, italics mine). After drawing his “enlarge[d]” imaginative field, Lanier leads 
us into his sketch and takes the point of view of the people in it, who imagine “the gayest 
blossoms of metropolitan midwinter life” in the bustling towns of Florida that are surrounded by 
“a vast green leafage of rests and balms and salutary influences” (13). Then, with the phrase 
“Wandering here,” we are led into an immersive, first-person experience not just of Florida, but 
of an awakening poetic imagination: 
Wandering here, one comes to think it more than a fancy that the land itself has caught the 
grave and stately courtesies of the antique Spaniards, and reproduced them in the profound 
reserves of its forests, in the smooth and glittering suavities of its lakes, in the large curves 
and gracious inclinations of its rivers and sea-shores. Here one has an instinct that it is 
one’s duty to repose broad-faced upward, like fields in the fall, and to lie fallow under suns 
and airs that shed unspeakable fertilizations upon body and spirit. Here there develops 
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itself a just proportion between quietude and activity: one becomes aware of a possible 
tranquility that is larger than unrest and contains it as the greater the less. (13) 
 
Lanier leads his readers into a “grave” and “stately” Florida where its landscape reflects the 
character of the people who founded it. Lanier does not just imagine Florida for his reader, but 
provides for his readers a sensuous experience through attention to formal or poetic elements 
such as the sounds and rhythms of the English language. The internal rhymes that reside within 
the descriptions of the forests, lakes, rivers and sea-shores create a susurrative effect: the “r” 
sounds within the descriptors “reproduced,” “profound,” and “reserves” for the “forests;” the “s” 
sounds in the rest of the sentence describing the lakes, rivers, and seashores such as “smooth,” 
“suavities,” “lakes,” “curves,” “gracious,” and “inclinations.” Each set consisting of descriptors 
and direct object also increases in the number of syllables, with the effect of opening up broader 
and broader swaths of Florida’s natural world.  
There is more to admire in the passage quoted above. With a second “Here,” Lanier 
intensifies the immersive experience, asking the reader not only to take in all angles of the 
natural world by “repos[ing] broad-faced upward,” but also to become part of the landscape 
itself, “like fields in the fall, and to lie fallow under suns and airs” (13). With a third “Here,” 
Lanier urges his reader to “become aware of a possible tranquility”; that is, one can become part 
of the landscape but should also have “awareness” or a mindful separation from it at the same 
time. Each “here” drives the reader further into the landscape until they are a part of it, and then 
apart from it. Each “here” levels up the required mental movement, from simply taking in the 
sights, to becoming part of the landscape, to being able to do both simultaneously, poetically 
reinforcing the power of the land to affect humans, if humans can only become aware, in the first 
place, of the power of nature as well as their own mental capacities. 
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“Here” is repeated for a fourth and final time after the passage quoted above, and it 
launches a freewheeling, imaginative passage that impressively consists of 43 lines, or 403 
words, in one single sentence. 
Here, walking under trees which are as powerful as they are still, amidst vines which 
forever aspire but never bustle, by large waters that bear their burdens without flippant 
noise, one finds innumerable strange and instructive contrasts exhaling from one’s 
contemplations; one glides insensibly out of the notion that these multiform beauties are 
familiar appearances of vegetable growths and of water expanses; no, it is Silence, which, 
denied access to man’s ear, has caught these forms and set forth in them a new passionate 
appeal to man’s eye; it is Music in a siesta; it is Conflict, dead, and reappearing as Beauty; 
it is amiable Mystery…. (13) 
 
Lanier illustrates man walking through nature, and nature’s ways as “exhaling from one’s 
contemplations”: man is a part of but also apart from the landscape, capable of seeing the ways 
and relations of trees and waters and capable, too of no longer seeing them as such, but instead 
metaphorically and also allegorically: nature “is Silence…it is Music in a siesta; it is Conflict, 
dead…Beauty; it is amiable Mystery” (13). The long, winding sentence continues to unfold 
through a series of allegorical figures, with a focus on how they each think, act, and interact (i.e. 
“Tranquility, suavely waving aside men’s excuses for chafferings and for wars”) (14). These 
allegorical figures—Lanier’s figurations of Nature—turn, in the latter half of the sentence, into 
real figures, through a particular type of real interaction: “trade.” Trading with nature, according 
to Lanier, is an “interchange by which the leaves use man’s breath and return him the same in 
better condition than when they borrowed it, so paying profitable usuries for what the lender 
could not help loaning” (14). In this manner, Nature trades with—replies to—“those manifold 
interrogations of heaven which go up daily from divers people”: the “business-men,” “families,” 
“sons and daughters, and fathers and husbands,” the “students,” the “sick man,” and finally the 
“pleasure-seekers” (14). In this final image reminiscent of Whitman’s multitudes, Lanier brings 
his poetic reverie back to the practical reality of the travel guide and its purpose.  
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Both instances of the poetical in the “Introductory” chapter—the set of opening images 
and the poetic reverie we just examined—are triggered by the allure of the unknown: the 
“question,” “impressions,” and the “uncertainty” in his own life that is dictated by consumption, 
matched to the enigmatic pull of Florida, a promised land for consumptives. While Lanier’s 
“practical” passages are knowing, authoritative, and, at times, verging on didactic in his effort to 
assist fellow consumptives, these passages propound certainty, reliability, and bravado in 
attempts to close off the terrifying unknown of Florida and of a life with consumption. His 
“poetic” passages, however, have a searching and immersive quality, aiming not only to explore 
and map the unknown, but also to enjoy the immediacy of being in the present moment. In a text 
that, as we have seen so far, is inextricably tied up with his consumption—what it is, its 
devastating effects, how to manage it and find relief from it—the poetic passages too are part of 
Lanier’s therapeutic work of putting together a new “destination and map” for his post-illness 
world (Frank 1). In the extended “regional” chapters of the travel guide, which we will examine 
next, we can gain a more detailed picture of Lanier’s therapeutic work of telling his story of dis-
ease through the poetical method. 
“[E]ndless creation succeeded by endless oblivion”: Breath, Rest, and Imaginative 
Transformations in “The Ocklawaha River”  
Once for all, in art, to be free is not to be independent of any form, it is to be master of 
many forms. —Sidney Lanier, The English Novel.29 
 
Lanier clearly expended more time and effort on the longer regional chapters, particularly 
“The Ocklawaha River,” “St. Augustine in April,” and to a lesser extent “Jacksonville in 
January,” while providing only a cursory review of the more uninteresting parts of Florida. These 
longer chapters contain more passages of imaginative play such as the one we examined in the 
                                                        
29 pg. 60. 
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previous section. The factual information expected in a travel guide is rendered secondary and 
dispensed with reluctantly. It is in these longer regional chapters, particularly in “The Ocklawaha 
River,” that, as I will demonstrate, Lanier’s own experience of illness can be witnessed alongside 
his narrative of a journey on the Ocklawaha River. Lanier’s experience of illness, as 
demonstrated in Florida, is one that constantly cycles towards hope: from darkness, stagnation, 
and constraint, towards light, movement, and freedom.  
Lanier’s story of illness that moves towards hope is shaped by the travel guide genre, 
which strives to lure visitors to a particular destination through making an unknown destination 
enticing to its target audiences. Part of this work of enticement is to purify the image of Florida 
by erasing or minimizing Florida’s violent history of driving out the native peoples and the freed 
slaves who lived peacefully alongside them. Nineteenth-century guidebooks like Lanier’s, in 
particular, served as “active tools of white culture authority” and worked to define spaces for 
“white American leisure” (Newcombe 190). Lanier’s travel guide actively participated in the 
making over of Florida’s reputation in the latter decades of the nineteenth century from an 
uncivilized, deadly place to a place that Harriet Beecher Stowe called “the veritable lotos-eater’s 
paradise, full of quiet and repose” (128). My discussion below will focus mainly on “The 
Ocklawaha River” chapter, with forays into the other two aforementioned chapters when 
appropriate.  
The “Ocklawaha River” and “St. Augustine in April” chapters have the distinction of 
being published ahead of Florida, as separate articles in Philadelphia’s Lippincott’s Magazine 
(Lippincott’s also published Florida). “The Ocklawaha in May” appeared in the October 1875 
issue, and “St. Augustine in April” appeared in the subsequent November issue. Lanier earned an 
additional sum of money for these articles and made small but significant changes between the 
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chapter and article versions appropriate to their differing purposes and audiences. I will mainly 
discuss the chapter version of “The Ocklawaha River” and will indicate when I turn to discuss 
the differences between the chapter and article versions. In “The Ocklawaha River,” Lanier 
narrates an experience of taking the steamer “up” the St. Johns River in Florida—“up” because 
the St. Johns is one of the few rivers in the United States that flow north, though geographically 
speaking, Lanier journeys south—from Pilatka (now Palatka) to where it meets with the 
Ocklawaha River, directly opposite of Welaka (18). It is a fairly idyllic narrative, but one that is 
recognizably written “through a wounded body” (Frank 2). The “Ocklawaha River” narrative 
embodies Lanier’s experience of living with consumption, including what Arthur Frank 
identifies as the invalid’s “exhaustion, pain, worry, optimism, and, at times frantic energy” 
(Frank 2). I show how the wounded body, however incoherent, can be known particularly 
through the more formal elements of Lanier’s poetic prose. 
Lanier draws his readers to Florida through the “poetical or descriptive” method of his 
first-person narration, an inviting point of view that renders the tour guide as a companion and 
allows the journey to be “enjoyed by the author and reader at the same time” (Byerly 104). His 
narration provides a “virtual,” immersive experience, one which Alison Byerly, via Eva-Lotta 
Sallnas, defines as “a psychological state in which one feels that one is ‘enveloped by, included 
in, and interacting with an environment that provides a continuous stream of stimuli and 
experiences” (Byerly 19; Sallnas 175).30 From the first sentence of “The Ocklawaha River,” we 
are immediately plunged into a paradisiacal scene:  
For a perfect journey God gave us a perfect day. The little Ocklawaha steamboat Marion—
a steamboat which is like nothing in the world so much as a Pensacola gopher with a 
                                                        
30 In her study of travel in the Victorian age, Byerly uses the term “virtual” to describe the 
“replic[ation of] the experience of going somewhere” (2).  
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preposterously exaggerated back—had started from Pilatka some hours before daylight, 
having taken on her passengers the night previous; and by seven o’clock of such a May 
morning as no words could describe unless words were themselves May mornings we had 
made the twenty-five miles up the St. Johns, to where the Ocklawaha flows into that stream 
nearly opposite Welaka, one hundred miles above Jacksonville. (18) 
 
The perfunctory introduction we find in the shorter regional chapters where Lanier efficiently 
and brusquely locates the area on transportation and geographical maps, discusses the origins of 
the place names, and lists highlights of the area, is nowhere to be found here.31 For the beginning 
of “The Ocklawaha River,” however, Lanier still manages to perform his duties as a travel guide: 
locating the river in relation to nearby towns and other bodies of water, and providing a 
steamboat schedule for this area; however, all of this practical information is secondary to the 
immersive narrative in which readers find themselves from the first sentence.  
The immersive experience continues with Lanier adding local color to his narrative by 
detailing the looks, speech, and actions of some of the individuals on the boat. There is the “slim 
native,” “disheveled and wry-trussed to the last degree” who complains about being out in the 
rain all night (18). There is “Dick,” who “with the great aperture of his mouth, and the rounding 
vibratory-surfaces of his thick lips” whistles “negro music” that Lanier transcribes and analyzes 
for his readers, eager to showcase his musical knowledge (30). Then there’s the skipper, who is 
at the center of the bustling micro-trade of the vanilla-plant, exchanging parcels of dried vanilla-
plant leaves for ordinary goods such as home spun and shoes. Lanier takes this opportunity to 
provide some practical information about the area, and tells us about the local vanilla-plant, 
whose leaf when dried looks like a tobacco leaf, and is used by the locals along the Ocklawaha 
                                                        
31 For instance, in the chapter entitled “The Lake City and Gainesville Country,” a chapter 
consisting only of six pages, Lanier uninspiringly begins the chapter by situating 
Gainesville on the railway and geographical maps: “Gainesville lies on the line of the 
Florida (or Atlantic, Gulf and West India Transit Company’s) Railway ninety-six miles 
from Fernandina and fifty-five miles from Cedar Keys. It is nearly equidistant from the 
Atlantic Ocean and the Gulf of Mexico” (140). 
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river “to adulterate cheap chewing-tobacco” (32). The picturesque world that Lanier draws is 
filled with local sights and sounds, with little hint of hardship or danger. 
Lanier deliberately omits instances of hardship and danger in the version of “The 
Ocklawaha River” in the travel guide. After the “slim native” says “’ef we did’n’ have ther 
sentermentillest rain right thar last night, I’ll be dad-busted!’”, Lanier only comments to his 
readers that “he had been in it all night” as the reason for the person’s remarkable level of 
dishevelment and irritation (20, italics Lanier’s). In the article version of this chapter, however, 
Lanier reflects on the word “sentermental,” “wondering by what vague associations with the 
idea of ‘centre’—e.g. a centre-shot, perhaps, as a shot which beats all other shots—he had 
arrived at such a form of expletive, or rather, intensive” (404). Lanier’s line of thought is perhaps 
inspired by his time serving in the Civil War, or his anxieties about earning enough to support his 
family as an invalid pursuing poetry and music. In either case, what is emphasized in the imagery 
of a thoroughly disheveled and irritated individual, and of a “centre-shot,” is the idea of being 
overwhelmed, and possibly wounded in some way, a mindset which becomes the undertone for 
the chapter.  
The Ocklawaha river, according to Lanier, is “the sweetest water-lane in the world,” lined 
with “hedgerows of oaks and cypresses and palms and bays and magnolias and mosses and 
manifold vine-growths” (20). The repeated use of the connector “and” in his description gives an 
“in the moment,” running commentary of a view from the steamer. Within what is becoming 
Lanier’s signature use of a single, long sentence, this more realistic description of the Ocklawaha 
tumbles into the realm of the imaginative, as he follows this description of the Ocklawaha with a 
series of other descriptions, each iteration of which becomes more and more detached from 
reality. The Ocklawaha is also, 
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a lane clean to travel along for there is never a speck of dust in it save the blue dust and 
gold dust which the wind blows out of the flags and lilies, a lane which is as if a typical 
woodstroll had taken shape and as if God had turned into water and trees the recollection of 
some meditative ramble through the lonely seclusions of His own soul. (20) 
 
Each iteration of the “lane” moves it further and further away from reality and into the 
imaginary, enabled by the hypothetical “as if”: the running description of each oak, palm, and 
vine initiates ripples of imaginative movement as the steamer, carrying Lanier, heads further into 
the unknown. 
 Following this poetic passage describing the Ocklawaha “lane,” Lanier immediately sets 
up the next poetic episode by turning the idyllic scene from the steamer into a still one: “Dick, 
the pole-man…lay asleep on the guards…the people of the boat moved not and spoke not” (20). 
Even the animals were “scarcely disturbed” as the steamer passed, determining that the boat was 
“only some day-dream of a monster,” a phrase which foreshadows the punctuation that is soon to 
come (21). After stopping almost all movement within the scene, Lanier then closes off and, in a 
way, collapses the idyllic scene, from top to bottom and side to side until all became, as he 
describes it, “green trees, fluent”: 
The stream, which in its broader stretches reflected the sky so perfectly that it seemed a 
riband of heaven bound in lovely doublings along the breast of the land, now began to 
narrow: the blue of heaven disappeared, and the green of the overleaning trees assumed its 
place. The lucent current lost all semblance of water. It was simply a distillation of many-
shaded foliages, smoothly sweeping along beneath us. It was green trees, fluent….A 
certain sense of pellucidness seemed to breathe coolly out of the woods on either side of 
us; and the glassy dream of a forest over which we sailed appeared to send up exhalations 
of balms and odors and stimulant pungencies. (21) 
 
Despite the collapse of the world until all one sees is the green of the trees, clarity is emphasized, 
as evidenced in the use of “lucent,” “pellucidness” and “glassy dream,” to describe the forests 
and the water that also becomes more forest. Alongside the prominence of clarity and 
transparency in this passage is also the emphasis on breath, as the “pellucidness…breathe[s]” 
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from the woods, as well as effortless breathing as the forests helpfully “send up exhalations of 
balms and odors and stimulant pungencies” (21). 
 The emphasis on breath and breathing takes us into the next passage where the idyllic, 
“fluent” scene is punctured by a “monster” in Lanier’s life: consumption, and its devastating 
effects on the abilities to breathe and eat. In this instance, consumption and its consequences 
appears in the form of a water turkey, which is commonly mistaken for a snake. A man on the 
steamer suddenly shouts, “Look at that snake in the water!’, an exclamation that punctures the 
idyll (21). Lanier the travel guide takes this opportunity in the narrative to go into detail about 
the local water-fowl, but he does so in such a way that demonstrates an anxiety about being 
unable to breathe. The water-turkey is a bird but, according to Lanier,  
he is a neck, with such subordinate rights, members, appurtenances and hereditaments 
thereunto appertaining as seem necessary to that end. He has just enough stomach to 
arrange nourishment for his neck, just enough wings to fly painfully along with his neck, 
and just big enough legs to keep his neck from dragging on the ground; and his neck is 
light-colored, while the rest of him is black (21).32 
 
It is not a coincidence that the notion of breath and breathing in the previous passage leads to an 
emphasis on the neck—the body part that encloses part of the breathing apparatus—in this one. 
Riffing off of the legalese likely acquired from his short stint as a law clerk, Lanier, with some 
passion, sets out to prove that if it looks like a neck, and all the other parts were made in service 
of the neck, then it is definitely a neck and not a water-turkey. After a thorough assessment of the 
physical characteristics of the bird, Lanier describes the “neck” in action. Like Lanier, who once 
in a while succumbs to hemorrhages, the water-turkey would also “suddenly…drop into the 
water, s[i]nk like a leaden ball out of sight, and ma[k]e us think he was drowned” (21). But the 
                                                        
32 There is a racial overtone to this passage: the “black” part of the water-turkey is submerged 
and invisible but still laboring to support the “light-colored” neck’s ability to sustain the 
entire system of life. 
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water-turkey, in this case, is hunting for small fishes. Diving down into the water, the water-
turkey then reappears on the surface slowly, paralleling the slowness of Lanier’s own recovery 
from the low points of his illness and returning to his work:33 
…presently the tip of his beak appeared, then the length of his neck lay along the surface of 
the water, and in this position, with his body submerged, he shot out his neck, drew it back, 
wriggled it, twisted it, twiddled it, and spirally poked it into the east, the west, the north, 
and the south, with a violence of involution and a contortionary energy that made one think 
in the same breath of corkscrews and of lightnings. But what nonsense! All that labor and 
perilous asphyxiation—for a beggarly sprat or a couple of inches of water-snake! (22) 
 
Highlighted in this passage is the intense amount of labor—the “wriggl[ing,] twist[ing,] and 
twidd[ling]”—that a neck is subjected to in order to satisfy a basic bodily need, whether it be for 
air or food. Unlike in the previous passage where breathing was effortless, the act of breathing 
here is excruciatingly painful: it is a “breath of corkscrews and of lightnings” and “perilous 
asphyxiation” (22).  
After highlighting the labored endeavors of the “neck” to obtain sustenance, Lanier wraps 
up this series of passages highlighting breath and breathing by turning his attention to the human 
necks on the steamer. Lanier describes how a group of “some half-dozen men” ate their breakfast 
in suffocating silence where the noises of chewing, in contrast, became “intolerable,” “like the 
noise of earthquakes and of crashing worlds” until one of them “felt himself growing insane, and 
rushed out to the deck with a sigh as of one saved from a dreadful death by social suffocation” 
(22). Lanier pulls the thematic thread of breath and breathing through to the realm of civilized 
humanity in this passage, though still in the less-than-ideal-form of a “sigh” and “social 
suffocation” (22). This series of paragraphs with emphasis on the theme of breath and breathing 
                                                        
33 Lanier’s letters show an unceasing, alternating pattern of work and being ill, with the latter 
phase being of longer and longer duration until his death. In one instance, he told Gibson 
Peacock in 1877, that “a severe pleuritic attack seized me and kept me in great pain for 
ten days…Last Monday at daylight an exhausting haemorrhage came, which has kept me 
confined to my bed ever since” (Poems and Letters 183-184). 
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reflect on the difficulty of sustaining life and work when the consumptive body is laboring to 
breathe.  
While Lanier’s narrative lingered in the above series of passages on the threat of 
consumption—the labor of catching a breath to the point of asphyxiation—the next passage 
demonstrates a more concerted effort to search for the kind of therapeutic relief—rest—that was 
commonly prescribed by the doctors at the time. When we trace the images of rest in the other 
chapters, we can also see a progressive growth in obtaining rest at least on the imaginative level. 
Immediately after the passage on “social suffocation,” Lanier turns to the idea of rest, but 
comically demonstrates that it is not easy to obtain. According to Lanier,  
If you will place a chair just in the narrow passage-way which runs alongside the cabin, at 
the point where this passage-way descends by a step to the open space in front of the pilot-
house, on the left-hand side facing to the bow….You should then tip your chair in a 
slightly diagonal position back to the side of the cabin, so that your head will rest 
thereagainst, your right arm will hang over the chair-back, and your left arm will repose on 
the railing. I give no specific instruction for your right leg. (22-23) 
 
In such a position, Lanier declares, one may acquire “perfect rest” (22). Lanier writes in jest, but 
also speaks the sometime truth of the impossibility of obtaining rest, as an invalid suffering from 
various labors and pains or even as a healthy individual living within the hustle and bustle of an 
increasingly capitalistic society. In his letters and published essays, Lanier often expressed his 
disdain for “trade” and believed that participating in trade can make one ill: “Trade, Trade, 
Trade: pah, are we not all sick?” (Poems and Letters 120).34 
Later on in his chapter, however, Lanier continues his quest to obtain rest, finding it this 
time simply by lying on a mattress by the railing, “with a star looking right down your eye” (31). 
                                                        
34 After his first orchestral season ended, Lanier went home to Macon, GA to work in his father’s 
law firm. After only a few days practicing law, Lanier fell ill again, claiming that the 
cause was the “overpowering and (to me) poisonous atmosphere” (Poems and Letters 
144). 
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By the next chapter, “St. Augustine in April,” rest is everywhere in the surrounding ambiance, 
much like Lanier’s green trees “send[ing] up exhalations of balms and odors and stimulant 
pungencies” (21). That chapter opens with a sailor’s yawn that spreads, “reappearing like the 
Hindoo god in ten thousand avatars of echoes”: “the sea-wall is now refashioning it into a sea-
wall yawn; the green island over across the water there yawns; now the brick pillars of the 
market-house are yawning” (39). It is “a morning,” as Lanier finally determines in the “St. 
Augustine” chapter, “which mingles infinite repose with infinite glittering,” and such a morning 
leaves the residents of St. Augustine with only “one thing to do”: “to lie thus on the sea-wall, 
with your legs dangling down over the green sea-water, lazaretto-fashion; your arms over your 
head, caryatid-fashion; and your eyes gazing straight up into heaven, lover-fashion” (39). Lanier 
imaginatively extends the “yawn” to draw a picture of Florida as a healthful place of “infinite” 
rest.   
The first half of “the Ocklawaha River” propels readers through an immersive 
experience, using both thematic and formal elements to open up broader and broader swaths of 
Florida as well as Lanier’s own poetic imagination. The second half of “the Ocklawaha River” is 
where Lanier fully engages in writing poetic passages as a form of therapeutic work in taking 
formlessness and practicing the act of transformation over and over again. “Retrieving things 
from formlessness,” according to Rita Charon and Sayantani DasGupta, is part of the therapeutic 
work of the ill person’s storytelling (“Editors’ Preface” vii). In our discussion of “green trees, 
fluent,” we determined that Lanier initiates imaginative movement in those opening views of the 
Oklawaha river. Later on in the chapter, Lanier focuses again on this idea, but the green trees are 
featured in a state of becoming other forms of life in what Lanier calls “a green dance of all 
things and times” (28). In Lanier’s “green dance,” “[e]very tree-trunk, sapling, stump” became 
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first “an unending procession of nuns disposed along the aisle of a church” and then “a great 
troop of girls, with arms wreathed over theirs” (27). These human figures then turn into 
architectural objects, as Lanier then sees “velvet arm-chairs” and looping vines “in pavilions, in 
columns, in arches, in caves, in pyramids” (27). From architecture, Lanier turns to (mostly) 
sculptures of mythical figures and scenes: 
Una on her lion, Angelo’s Moses, two elephants with howdahs, the Laocoön group, Arthur 
and Lancelot with great brands extended aloft in combat, Adam bent with love and grief 
leading Eve out of Paradise, Caesar shrouded in his mantle receiving his stabs. (28) 
 
 Collectively, these are figures of strength, engaged in battle, facing one or, in the case of Adam 
and Eve, already embattled; some, like the Laocoön group and Caesar, are helplessly enduring 
pain. All reflect a brave stance in battle and in the face of impending death, a stance which 
Lanier himself strives towards in his own battle with consumption, as inspired by his interest in 
medievalism. Lanier’s transformative, imaginary exercises does not lead to a cure but, as I posit, 
to a development of a kind of muscle memory for the formation of a new sense of self that 
includes one’s dis-ease, a sense of self that needs to be rebuilt over and again according to the 
vicissitudes of Lanier’s post-illness world. Lanier’s therapoetic work in this part of the travel 
guide features constant movement or transformation as well as revelations in the present moment 
as a kind of respite and forgetting of one’s own pain and suffering.  
After these therapeutic exercises in transformation, Lanier’s narrative comes out of the 
darkness and into the light.35 Even though, in the narrative, it is night-time, it is “a night of 
glory” (29). Lanier focuses on the “brilliant flame” of the now-lit pine-knots on the pilot-house 
reflecting its light onto 
                                                        
35 The following passages in the travel guide again has subtle racial overtones: Lanier not only 
uses the “darkness” of night, but also Dick’s “negro-music,” to invoke his own 
imagination.   
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The silver-embroidered crowns of the maples, the green-and-white of the lilies along the 
edges of the stream,—these all come in a continuous apparition out of the bosom of the 
darkness and retire again: it is endless creation succeeded by endless oblivion. (29) 
 
With momentum from the previous transformative exercises, Lanier is able to transform 
darkness into a space of “endless creation.” Darkness invades his narrative repeatedly through 
the travel guide, necessitating “endless creation” and movement towards the light. 
 Out of the darkness too comes Lanier’s ruminations on death, a passage he omitted in the 
chapter but included in the article version. While sitting in the cabin to write down Dick’s “negro 
music” by candlelight,  
Through the door came a slim line of dragon-flies…out of the dark toward the candle-
flame, and proceeded incontinently to fly into the same, to get singed and to fall on the 
table in all varies of melancholy mayhem, crisp-winged, no-legged, blind, aimlessly-
fluttering, dead. (409) 
 
Lanier features here a mindless hurtling towards death, an activity that he compares to 
consumptives heading back North too early. In Lanier’s opinion: 
Such a file of human moths flying down toward their own hurt….moving back, indeed, not 
toward warmth, but toward a cold which equally consumes, to such a degree that its main 
effect is called consumption. (409) 
 
Lanier changed the title of the article to “The Ocklawaha in May,” presumably to show others 
that one does not need to leave Florida until after May. As Lanier journeyed south towards 
Florida, he notes that the human moths “thickened as I passed. And I wondered how many of 
them would in a little while be crawling about, crippled in lung, in liver, in limbs, like these 
flies” (410). The passage is bleak, cynical, and resonates strongly with Lanier’s own movements 
in life, attracted as he is always to the cultural life in the northern American cities but ordered 
periodically down to southern locales at the low points of his battle with consumption. Although 
he was thriving in the warmer climates of places like San Antonio and Florida, he continually 
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returned to the north to pursue his musical and poetic paths even though he knew it would cost 
him his health and life.  
We have seen so far in “The Oklawaha River” that Lanier initiates poetic movement, at 
first turning realistic descriptions into imaginative ones, then taking a notion—breathing—and 
threading it through various scenes; then the playful conversion of forms to figures, to figures in 
stills, all done in ever-lengthening passages in poetic dress. By the end of the chapter, Lanier 
boldly declares that “scientific fact and guide-book information could hold [him] no longer” (36) 
and engages in full-fledged, therapoetic play in a moment that is also about pure, abstract 
movement, inspired by the sight of Silver Spring at the end of his journey up the Ocklawaha 
river: 
Presently the splash of an oar in a distant part of the spring sent a succession of ripples 
circling over the pool. Instantly it broke into a thousand-fold prism. Every ripple was a 
long curve of variegated sheen. The fundamental hues of the pool when at rest were 
distributed into innumerable kaleidoscopic flashes and brilliancies, the multitudes of fish 
became multitudes of animated gems, and the prismatic lights seemed actually to waver 
and play through their translucent bodies, until the whole spring, in a great blaze of 
sunlight, shone like an enormous fluid jewel that without decreasing forever lapsed away 
upward in successive exhalations of dissolving sheens and glittering colors. (38) 
 
The passage is all movement and light—“ripples” and “play,” “flashes” and “brilliancies”—each 
element expanding on the previous until “multitudes” is again achieved. For Lanier, to move, to 
transform, to be flowing and fluent, is to be alive. Stillness, asphyxiation, and darkness, all 
equates to death. The chapter, like the poetic example we saw in the “Introductory” chapter, 
moves out of stillness and darkness, and into movement and light, illustrating the value of 
writing poetically and optimistically. 
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Conclusion 
Death lieth still in the way of life 
Like as a stone in the way of a brook; 
I will sing against thee, Death, as the brook does, 
I will make thee into music which does not die. 
—Sidney Lanier, “Songs Against Death.”36 
 
In May of 1881, Lanier suffered his final relapse. His doctor ordered him to spend time 
outdoors in a mountainous region and arrangements were quickly made to go to Asheville, North 
Carolina. Lanier must have found some therapeutic (as well as monetary) value from his 
experience in Florida and writing the travel-guide for it: before he left for North Carolina, Lanier 
told the President of Johns Hopkins that he was headed to Asheville and that he was “going to 
write an account of that region as a railroad guide” (Starke 427). The therapoetic experiment was 
not to be repeated, however, as Lanier succumbed to consumption by early September of the 
same year. 
While critical attention on Lanier’s works has, thus far, been focused on his poetry, this 
chapter argues for more attention to his prose works, or what some have called Lanier’s “hack-
work” (Starke 223). In what was supposed to be a straightforward nineteenth-century travel-
guide to Florida, we find also a rich, immersive story of dis-ease woven into the very fabric of 
the travel-guide. It is a story that enables readers to understand deeply and witness Lanier’s own 
experience of illness, enabled by his deft use of poetic elements such as imagery, metaphor, 
rhythm, and more to draw readers into his narrative. The travel-guide and the story of illness 
share the same aim: to assist others. As Lanier assists others in navigating Florida, he is 
prompted also to create and share the reconstructive process of his own personal “destination and 
map” lost, as Arthur Frank notes, when a major illness occurs (1). To borrow Deborah Paes De 
                                                        
36 Starke, pg. 428. 
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Barros’ apt description of another, more famous twentieth-century travel narrative, Lanier’s 
Florida “describes the mental processes of the emergent self resonating against the passing 
scenery” (2).37 Throughout his story of illness as travel-guide, readers are invited not only to 
witness the emergence of Lanier’s invalid self—one that is brave, optimistic, and constantly 
striving towards light, movement, and freedom—but also to recreate their own. Lanier’s travel-
guide prompts, or leaves openings for, the readers’ own mental and imaginative capacities. 
Finally, Florida offers us an understanding of how nineteenth-century writers, with few or no 
available cures to address the mental and emotional consequences of chronic illness such as 
consumption, are encouraged through their work of writing to acknowledge and come to terms 
with their dis-ease. Lanier’s Florida is a therapoetic experiment in which writing offers a way of 
putting the formlessness of the complex experience of dis-ease into language for others to 
witness. 
                                                        
37 Paes de Barros is describing Jack Kerouac’s On the Road (1957). She argues that Kerouac’s 
“kinetic” narrative changed the genre of American travel writing by “map[ping] the shifts 
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In lieu of a formal conclusion, I present here a personal story, one that further illuminates 
the therapoetic work that these authors engaged in to cope with their respective dis-eases. In 
doing so, this coda aims to show “how a story has unfolded in both what was amplified and 
perhaps what is still hidden in the silences” (Hovey et al. 4). 
As I was applying to doctoral programs, my father was diagnosed with stage 4 lung 
cancer. When I received acceptances, I had a difficult choice to make: to return home to attend to 
my father, or to continue pursuing my aspirations. I chose the latter, as my father would have 
wanted me to do so. In the first year of my doctoral studies at the University of North Carolina-
Chapel Hill, I crossed the continent to Edmonton, Alberta, Canada seven times to visit my father, 
crying on the way there and on the way back each time. He died while I was teaching a class, at 
the start of my second year. I had felt particularly energized during that lecture, and mused later 
on, that perhaps he had paid me a visit before leaving us. 
A pastry chef by trade, my father started drawing in the last few months of his life, while 
in palliative care. He was bedridden and in a lot of pain at this point: the cancer had spread from 
his lungs to his brain, spine, kidneys, and liver. One day, he asked my mom for a pen and 
notepad and started drawing. He drew dozens and dozens of these plant-like figures of flourishes 
                                                        
1 I view this “coda” as something that “echoes and replays the basic structure and motifs of the 
work as a whole”—quoted in Hovey, Khayat, and Feig’s “Cathartic Poetry: Healing 
Through Narrative.” Permanente Journal 22 (2018): 17-196. Original quote in Lund, 
Panayotidis, et al. Provoking Conversations on Inquiry in Teacher Education. New York, 
NY: Peter Lang, Inc., 2012. Hovey uses a coda in his article as I do here, in a spirit of 
optimism about “the ongoing possibilities of expression” to help ill persons heal (4). 
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and outgrowths—each uniquely different from one another—that were confined to 3” x 5” 
notepad pages: fine, creative work that emulated his previous work of decorating cakes (see 
figures 1 and 2). My father gave away all of these drawings to family, friends, and caregivers. I, 
myself, am a grateful recipient of several of his drawings. 
What inspired my father to draw in his final months? Why did he give away his work 
freely to those who surrounded him? Why did he choose to draw these plant-like figures? What 
benefit, if any, did he get from this sort of creative work when he was so close to death? It was 
not until my dissertation was well underway—I was already working on the third chapter—that I 
realized that these questions, and my regret deep down for not being there for him in his time of 
need, were at the heart of this project. I was drawn to stories of unexpected, intense optimism in 
the face of death, of the increasingly mad but, in the end, triumphant female protagonist in 
Charlotte Perkins Gilman’s “The Yellow Wallpaper” and the slow deterioration of Jimmy Rose 
in Herman Melville’s “Jimmy Rose” who is revivified and immortalized by the narrator’s 
passionate telling. In both stories, the main characters thrive off of the natural patterns on the 
wallpaper that surround them. The “sprawling, flamboyant patterns” on the faded wallpaper 
surrounding Gilman’s protagonist were complicit in her escape from patriarchy, and the 
“festoons of perpetual roses” on the walls of a room in Jimmy Rose’s house sustained him to the 
end (Gilman 43; Melville 1). These patterns remind me of my father’s drawings, which also 
somehow sustained him to the end. 
From these stories, I turned to their authors’ lives and came to understand that they also 
turned to creative work—to writing literature—during a time of pain and suffering. Their 
writings reflect patterns of suffering and the therapeutic work of coping: to acknowledge their 
dis-ease, come to terms with their suffering, show others along the way how they might devise 
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their own methods of coping with their dis-ease, or to revel in the present moment and forget 
their pain, even if it is just for a little while. I was drawn to these authors and their writings 
because I needed to stay by their side to figure out why they wrote what they did, in the way that 
they did, and if they felt better for it. The years I spent at my desk paying close attention to these 
authors’ lives and writings, I realized, came to substitute for the time I did not spend at my 
father’s side and the care that I did not provide for him. 
Writing allowed me to come to terms with my own dis-ease, of not being there for my 
father, because writing is an act that is both physical and mental. The writings examined in this 
study demonstrate how these authors translated the treatments they were familiar with—taking to 
the waters, cultivating gardens, and traveling for better air—through the act of writing, turning 
these physiologically-focused treatments into a mental means of addressing their dis-ease. 
Through his writings, Thomas Wentworth Higginson found ways to “make the whole voyage of 
life perpetually self-curative” through engaging with water imagery and the therapeutic features 
of the water cure (Out-Door Papers 163). Herman Melville tended for many years, to his rose 
garden as well as his literary one in Weeds and Wildings, the latter of which allowed him to 
examine his past views on women and marriage and find ways to lead a more devoted life with 
Elizabeth in the years remaining. Sidney Lanier traveled extensively to find climates more 
suitable to his consumptive condition and wrote a fantasy-like travel guide to Florida to help 
other invalids find their way to better health as well. Each of these writers found, in the act of 
writing, a way to address the mental and emotional aspects of their dis-ease, aspects which were 
considered inconsequential by both the “traditional” medicine doctors and the practitioners of 
alternative therapies (such as the water-cure) at the time. 
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This dissertation affirms, as others like Sari Altschuler and Justine Murison have, that the 
underlying assumption in nineteenth-century literature, medicine, and society was that of the 
integrated body. The authors in this study created for themselves a mental means of easing their 
suffering through writing, but their writings took inspiration from the physiologically-focused 
treatments they themselves experienced. This examination of therapeutic writings in the 
nineteenth century contributes to the history of psychotherapeutics which, as Sonu Shamdasani 
argues, has been, in the twentieth century, “rescripted to beg[i]n and end with Freud,” by 
illuminating another mental means of addressing pain and suffering aside from hypnosis, 
suggestion, and Freud’s psychoanalysis (13). This study further finds the imagination to be 
integral not only to the production of medical knowledge, but also to one’s own health, and joins 
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APPENDIX 1: COMPARISON OF MELVILLE’S TABLES OF CONTENTS 
 
TOC 1 TOC 2 TOC 3 TOC 4 “Feb. 13th ‘90” 
Part I: As They Fell 
1. Amoroso 
2. To a Friend 
3. Hearth Roses 
4. Under a cloud 
5. Under the snow 
6. The New Rosicrucians 
7. Wine Benign? To 
___________ 
8. The Gardener’s Boy 
9. The Vial of Attar 
10. The Rose Window 
11. Four Beads from a Rosary 
12. Chateau Rose 
13. The Devotion of the Flowers 
to their Lady 
 
Part II 
Roses of Damascus 
L’Envoi 
As They Fell 
1. Four Beads from a Rosary 
2. Vial of Attar 
3. Hearth Roses 
4. The New Rosicrucians 
5. To _______________ 
6. Under the Snow 
7. Under a Cloud 
8. Amoroso 
9. Chateau Rose 
10. Gardener’s Boy / The Rose 
Entombed 
11. The Rose Window 
12. The Devotion of the 
Flowers 
 
As They Fell 
1. Four Beads from a 
Rosary 
2. Gardener’s Boy / The 
Rose Entombed 
3. New Rosicrucians 
4. Hearth Roses 
5. <space for title> 
6. Vial of Attar 
7. Under the Snow / The 
Ambuscade 
8. Under the Cloud | Jack 
Benign 
9. Amoroso 
10. Chateau Rose 
11. Rose Window 
12. The Devotion of the 
Flowers 
As They Fell 
1. Under a Cloud 
2. Under the Snow / The 
Ambuscade 
3. Under the Ground 
4. Amoroso 
5. New Rosicrucians 
6. Vial of Attar 
7. To a Friend 
8. Hearth-Roses 
9. Gardener’s  / Chateau 
10. The Rose Window 
11. Rosary Beads 
12. Devotion of the Flowers 
 
Table of contents reproduced from Ryan 172-174. Please see Ryan for a more detailed discussion on these tables. 
/ = alternate title to the same poem. 
| = two different poems considered for this position. 
 
